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Abstract
Erlendur S. Thorsteinsson. Hybrid Approaches to Combinatorial Optimisation.
The last several years have seen an increasing interest in combining the models
and methods of constraint programming with those of optimisation. The main
objective for integrating Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) is to take advantage of both the inference through
Constraint Propagation (CP) and the (continuous) relaxations through Linear Programming (LP). Integration of the two was initially impeded by their
dierent cultural origins.

The advantages of a merger, however, are rapidly

overcoming this barrier.
The key decisions to be made for integrating CLP and MIP are (a) the model(s),
(b) the inference, (c) the relaxations, and, (d) the search and branching strategies to use. In this thesis it is advocated to model specically for a hybrid solver,
having part of the model operated on by CP inference and part of the model constituting an LP relaxation, building on the framework of Mixed Logical/Linear
Programming (MLLP).
We propose mixed global constraints, spanning both the discrete and continuous
variables, to bridge the gap between CLP and MIP, providing inference as well as
information for search strategies. Inference is in the form of domain reductions
and cutting planes for CLP and MIP, respectively.
The main focus will be on modelling and how a rethinking of our modelling
traditions is necessary to achieve the greatest benet of such an integration,
but we also develop several important algorithmic techniques to improve the
communication between the CLP and MIP parts of a model, and to better
integrate classical OR techniques into the hybrid framework.
In addition to a general framework for integration, specic constraints and structures are studied, including variable subscripts and piecewise linear functions.
We also examine a hybrid CLPMIP Benders Decomposition scheme whose
main dierences from classical Benders are that the subproblem is handled by
constraint satisfaction techniques and the Benders cuts are generated in the
process of solving the master problem once.
Computational experiments show the benet and potential of hybrid schemes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the objects of study in this thesis: Constraint (Logic)
Programming (CLP) and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP), and their basic components: Search, inference, strengthening and relaxation. We present
mixed global constraints as the basis for the integration of CLP and MIP,
which build on top of the hybrid framework of Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP), and a software system that was implemented to test the
ideas presented. We also examine a hybrid CLPMIP Benders decomposition
scheme whose main dierence from classical Benders is that the subproblem
is handled by constraint satisfaction techniques. The focus will be on modelling and how a rethinking of our modelling traditions is necessary to achieve
the greatest benet of such an integration. This chapter also summarises the
papers in this thesis that are found in the subsequent chapters.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Modelling and solving decision problems is an important part of most areas of
science and industry. Many decision problems can be cast as

feasibility

problems

where the goal is to nd a solution to a situation satisfying a set of requirements,
or as

optimisation

problems where the goal is to nd the best such solution

given some criteria on what makes one solution better than another. Examples
of such problems include machine scheduling, airline crew scheduling, dynamic
scheduling, transportation, vehicle routing, travelling salesman, facility location,
production planning, facility layout, chemical process design, capital budgeting,
portfolio management and frequency allocation.
An interesting subclass of optimisation problems is

problems

combinatorial optimisation

[64, 99, 105, 146], where there are some discrete choices or decisions

to be made along with continuous decisions.

An example of this might be
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the discrete choice of which one of a group of dissimilar machines to use to
manufacture a certain product (e.g., based on dierent speed, cost and capacity)
and the continuous choice of how much to manufacture (e.g., based on capacity
and demand). As this example illustrates, most often the possible values of the
continuous elements are controlled by the discrete choices.

1.1.1

Introduction to OR and CS/AI

Combinatorial optimisation problems have been widely studied over the years.
We are going to take a closer look at the approaches taken by two dierent
groups or communities of researchers in modelling and solving these kinds of
problems.
Operations Research (OR) bases its approach to combinatorial optimisation on
Linear Programming (LP) where problems are formalised as linear inequalities
on continuous variables with a linear objective function [33, 36]. Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP) builds on LP by enhancing it to represent the discrete
choices as integrality requirements on some of the variables [99, 146].
A distinguishing characteristic of MIP is the easily acquired continuous relaxation that is obtained by replacing the integrality requirements with the corresponding upper and lower bounds. The resulting LP can be easily solved in
polynomial time and is used to guide the search, as it provides points in the
solution space around which the search can be concentrated.
Computer Science (CS) and Articial Intelligence (AI) take a very dierent
approach with Constraint Logic Programming (CLP), basing it on Constraint
Propagation (CP): Logical inference using domain reduction rules [93, 132, 134].
Traditionally, CLP programs are feasibility problems rather than optimisation
problems.
where

N

Classical examples of CLP programs are the

queens should be placed on an

N N

N -queens

problem,

chessboard so that no queen

can capture another queen, and the map colouring problem, where the goal is
to colour dierent regions on a map with a limited number of colours, such
that adjacent regions have dierent colours. These kinds of problems are more
accurately known as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP).
There is, however, of course only a supercial dierence between seeking a
feasible solution and an optimal solution.

An algorithm that nds a feasible

solution can be turned into an optimisation algorithm by imposing a bound
on the objective function. Anytime a feasible solution is found, the bound is
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updated, and when no more feasible solutions are found, the last feasible solution
is the optimal one.
The objective function plays a very important role, however, in MIP and is
used more eectively.

It provides a direction for the search, i.e., what node

of the search tree looks most promising and should be explored next, and is
used eciently in eliminating suboptimal regions of the search space. It is also
normally rather dense (many non-zero variables) compared to the rest of the
constraints that are normally quite sparse. In general it is dicult or ineective
to propagate dense constraints, which is necessary to do when imposing a bound
on the objective function.
It should be noted that although both elds employ many heuristics and heuristics are used in various places in the system that was built to test the ideas
presented here, this thesis does not deal with the integration of Local Search
(LS) with CLP and MIP. There is some other recent work in that area, on the
integration of LS and CLP [1, 44, 106, 107, 126] and the integration of LS and
MIP [1, 62].

1.1.2

Modelling

It can be dicult to tell if a modelling framework dictates the solution techniques
used or vice versa. Certainly, a case can be made that a modelling framework
is structured in a certain way because that is what the appropriate solvers
can handle. For example, inequality constraints are ubiquitous in MIP not only
because they are useful for problem formulation, but because those are (usually)
the only kind of constraints that MIP solvers can deal with.

A newcomer to

the eld (be it MIP or CLP) would, however, probably be introduced to the
modelling framework before the solution techniques, and the argument above
can be turned around: The solvers only have to be able to deal with the kind
of constructs used in the corresponding modelling framework. This thesis deals
to a great extent with modelling aspects of hybrid optimisation and thus we are
going to start by taking a look at the modelling traditions of MIP and CLP. We
are then going to revisit CLP and MIP modelling traditions and take another
look at their dierences in terms of this research in Sec. 1.4.3.

Modelling in MIP:

As mentioned above, inequality constraints are ubiqui-

tous in MIP. The historical popularity of MIP has only been possible because
of Dantzig's discovery that its restricted vocabulary, or more accurately the vocabulary of LP, is surprisingly versatile in applications [36]. MIP builds on top
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of LP by adding the option of integrality requirements. A MIP can therefore be
written as

min
s.t.

where

cx
Ax  b;
l  x  u;
xi 2 Di ; i 2 I;

Di is a set of the form fli ; li + 1; : : : ; ui

1; uig, I represents a subset of

the variables and the upper and lower bounds can include

1.

It is easy to think of situations where, e.g., it is only meaningful to make integral
quantities of some resource and although such obvious applications occur, they
are not common. In fact, in practice it is often enough to simply use regular
LP and round o the optimal solution to the nearest integer. The input data in
an industrial application is not correct anyway so it serves no purpose to search
for the true integer optimum.
Most commonly, discrete variables in MIP are 01 variables, representing yes/no,
on/o or true/false choices (decision variables) or are linked to some of the
continuous variables (state

indicator

variables).

A classical example of a 01 Program is the TSP problem. A salesperson wants

E of cities, every city exactly once, such that the cost of the tour is
minimised. Let cij be the cost of going directly from i to j and let xij = 1 if the
tour goes directly from i to j , 0 otherwise. Then the problem can be written as
to visit a set

follows:

min
s.t.

X
X

i
X

cij xij
xij

= 1; 8j

(1.1)

xij

= 1; 8i

(1.2)

j
X

(i;j )2S

xij
Equations (1.1)(1.2) are the

xij

 jS j 1; 8S E

(1.3)

2 f0; 1g; 8(i; j )

degree

constraints, ensuring that exactly one edge

of the tour enters and exactly one leaves each node (city) and (1.3) are the

subtour elimination
Hamiltonian tour.

constraints, ensuring that the edges selected represent a
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A variety of logical conditions between 01 variables choices, such as

^

(and),

:

(not),

)

(if

:::

then) and

,

_ (or),

(if and only if ), can be imposed

using linear constraints [143]. Nonetheless MIP programmers are becoming more
aware of the limitations of inequality-based modelling. This may primarily be
due to the recent commercial success of CLP and its richer modelling resources,
mainly

global

constraints.

Global constraints capture interesting substructures of a problem, serving declaratively as building blocks of the problem statement in the modeller and operationally as software components of the solver. They encapsulate dedicated inference algorithms based on feasibility reasoning. Global constraints infer which
values are infeasible for a variable with respect to the structure they represent
and provide information to the search process on the most viable course.
There is one example of global constraints in MIP, Special Ordered Sets (SOS).
This constraint comes in two avours: SOS1, which is a set of variables within
which exactly one variable must be non-zero, and SOS2, which is a set of variables within which two variables can be non-zero but they must be adjacent
in the ordering. These conditions can be modelled using linear inequalities but
there is great computational advantage to be gained from treating these restrictions algorithmically [12, 45, 143]. Examples of where the SOS conditions
might be useful include depot siting, where a depot can be built at only one
of a number of possible positions (the SOS1 condition), and in piecewise linear optimisation, where each piece can be modelled as the convex combination
of its endpoints (the SOS2 condition). Piecewise linear optimisation will be
examined more closely in Paper III (Chap. 4).

Modelling in CLP:

At its core, CLP relies on

indomain

constraints and

domain reduction rules. CLP systems, however, permit not only such logical
constructions as disjunctions and implications [93, 134, 137], but they include
high-level global constraints, such as

alldifferent [118,

134] and

cumulative

(scheduling constraints) [2, 30], and other highly useful predicates [2, 15, 32, 137]
that are not used in a MIP programming environment. Variables need not even
have numerical values and they can appear in subscripts.

If CLP and MIP

models for some common problems are studied, a clear pattern emerges. Where
MIP uses 01 variables for some decision and
CLP will use general integer variables

cij xij

in the objective function,

yi and the variable subscripts ciyi

to look

up the coecient [21, 38, 124, 127]. The coecient lookup is then handled by
a global constraint, the

element constraint.
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The power of this modelling framework is dramatically illustrated by the TSP
problem, which requires exponentially many constraints in its most popular MIP
formulation (eq. (1.3) above). In CLP it can be written with a single

circuit

constraint, if variable subscripts are permitted in the objective function:

min
s.t.
where

yj

X

cjyj

circuitfy1 ; : : :

; y n g;

represents the city in the tour after city

j.

(1.4)
Of course the TSP still

remains an NP-complete problem. The dierence is that instead of having a
complicated model and using a generic solution algorithm like MIP does, in the
CLP approach the model is simpler but instead the design of the the propagation
algorithms (e.g., of the

circuit

constraint) is more complicated, shifting the

work from designing the model to designing the algorithm. Hybrid CLPMIP
methods aim to strike an optimal balance between these two approaches.

1.1.3

Solving

The basic components we are working with are:

Search:

Search is the systematic exploration of a space of possible solutions.

A search algorithm is said to be

complete

sound

if it produces correct solutions and

if it is guaranteed to nd a solution if it exists or report a lack of

solution otherwise.

tree
search, i.e., they implicitly dene a tree where internal nodes correspond to par-

For combinatorial optimisation, most complete algorithms are based on

tial solutions, branches are choices partitioning the search space, and leaf nodes
are complete solutions. In CLP, the branching is combined with inference aimed
at reducing the amount of choices needed to explore. In MIP, the branching is
intertwined with a relaxation that eliminates the exploration of nodes for which
the relaxation is infeasible or worse than the best solution found so far.
Within the class of tree-based search algorithms there exist numerous variations.

node to
continue exploring, what variable to branch on and what value or set of values
to restrict it to. In CLP, depth-rst search is most often employed. The fail-rst
Classically, one identies three choices to make in each step; what

principle chooses the variable with minimum domain and then the branches are
explored by sorting them using the

min-conict

heuristic [132].

In MIP, the

best-bound

node heuristic selects the node with the most promising relaxation

value, and

most-fractional

selects the variable closest to a half-integer [146].
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In addition to tree search, there are various schemes of
as

neighbourhood search

and

genetic algorithms.

incomplete

search, such

These iterative procedures

maintain one or more complete solutions that are gradually improved by minor
changes.

These algorithms usually scale better than tree search on dicult

problems, but they run the risk of getting stuck in a local optima and can
therefore not guarantee to ever nd a globally best solution.

Relaxations:

A relaxation of a problem enlarges the set of feasible solutions.

Assuming minimisation, since there more solutions to the relaxation then the
original problem, the relaxation provides a

lower bound

on the true optimum

value. One measure of the quality of relaxation is how close this bound is to
the true optimum.
The relaxation also provides guidance to the search, in that it provides a point in
space around which the search can be centred. This is utilised in the traditional
MIP branch-and-bound search, which branches on fractional values violating the
integrality requirements, thus exploring regions close to the relaxation optimum.
Another measure of the quality of the relaxation is how close its solution is to
the true solution of the original problem.
To be useful the relaxation should be much faster to solve to optimality than the
original problem, as it is normally solved repeatedly throughout the search tree.
The structure of its feasible solutions should also resemble the original problem
as closely as possible to provide strong bounds. Branching on inconsistencies,
such as fractional values, is of use when the relaxation is tight and conforms
closely to the original problem, since then the inconsistencies are few and easy
to resolve with enumeration.
The most common and most readily available MIP relaxation technique is to
relax the integrality requirements into bounds, turning the MIP into an LP. The
success of this approach relies on the ecient LP systems that have been developed [40, 84, 85]. Other approaches have been examined, e.g., using elementary
inequalities to relax logical disjunctions [13] and projecting the continuous relaxation onto the original continuous variables [76].
CLP does not make much use of relaxations. Some implementations of global
constraints [2, 15] utilise discrete relaxations for bounding.

As an example,

preemptive scheduling is a relaxation of non-preemptive scheduling, and can be
used for bounding.

It is not common in CLP, however, that relaxations are

solved to assign values to variables, which means that the relaxation is not used
as a guidance for the search as is common practice in MIP.
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method attempts to derive implications from a set

of constraints. Inference occurs in various forms in algorithms for combinatorial
optimisation, but in general, inference

strengthens

the problem by adding valid

constraints and thus reduces the search space.
Inference in CLP and MIP have dierent forms, which is largely due to the underlying solution technologies: Constraint propagation versus linear programming.
In CLP, inference strengthens the problem by reducing domains, i.e., by adding

indomain

constraints to the constraint store.

It has traditionally focused on

feasibility, where the constraint propagation removes only infeasible elements
from domains as opposed to sub-optimal ones.
Inference in MIP is usually optimisation oriented, e.g., by eliminating regions of
the polytope by adding cutting planes focused around the optimal solution to the
relaxation. Note that this is more indirect usage of inference, as the primary
purpose of the cutting planes is often to strengthen the linear relaxation for
better bounding and better guidance to the search, rather than to strengthen
the formulation of the problem itself.
Although inference in CLP has been developed more systematically with notions of consistency, complexity of propagation algorithms and x-point loops,
inference also plays a big role in MIP. In addition to cutting planes, logical
preprocessing that eliminates variables and/or strengthens constraints can be
regarded as a form of inference [125]. Decomposition methods, such as Benders,
Lagrangian and Dantzig-Wolfe, can also to a large extent be viewed as methods
based on inference.

Solving a MIP:

A MIP is solved by tree search, where each node represents

a partial xing of the discrete variables. At each node, a relaxation is formed by
turning the integrality requirements into bounds, turning the subproblem into an
LP. The LP is solved and if the solution is not suboptimal then descendant nodes
are formed by branching on the fractional relaxation value of a discrete variable.
The SOS conditions, the only global constraints in MIP, are handled separately
from the linear inequalities.

Cutting planes are used, mostly to improve the

relaxation. They are usually only added at the root but sometimes also during
the search in a branch-and-cut scheme [7]. Most often the cutting planes are
problem specic. Other logical inference is in the form of pre-processing, i.e.,
logical inference performed at the root node.
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In CLP, the process starts with the entire solution space.

Infeasible values are then removed through constraint propagation that aims
at achieving constraint consistency. Constraint propagation is interleaved with
branching search. This can be likened to MIP pre-processing except that it is
performed at every node. Structure is preserved using global constraints that
also embed structure specic propagation.

1.1.4

The Real World

In MIP, the underlying linear form is historically a natural part of the solution
process. This very restricted form of problem representation has also permeated
the higher levels of problem formalisation and modelling. MIP uses, e.g., 01
variables extensively. The 01 variables specify the available decision choices
(often exhaustively) and the associated constraints encode, in linear form, the
decisions that have to be made.

The decisions are then

implicitly

enforced

through the branching on the values of the 01 variables.
MIP modelling takes place within a fully declarative modelling language, such
as AMPL [56, 57], GAMS [23, 24] or MPL [94].

The modeller can state the

model without describing the solution procedure, and the model can be passed
to any number of solvers without modication. Higher level modelling languages
will often provide global constructs or simplied syntax to aid in the modelling
process, such as

if then : : : else : : : endif ; various sum, vector and set membership

operators; set cover; and piecewise linear functions [23, 57, 94].

In the end,

however, the higher level model will be passed to a matrix generator and only
the matrix is passed to the solver.

Thus, at the time the model is compiled

all the higher level constructs must be resolved, e.g., all if-statements must be
determined/decided since a MIP solver can not process them during the search.
Extensions have been proposed to AMPL [55] that incorporate modelling devices
from CLP but it does not address the issue of how solvers might cooperate, be
integrated or extended.
The lack of high level modelling constructs in MIP for disjunctions and combinatorial constraints makes the process of modelling harder and more error-prone.
In addition, and more importantly, much of the problem structure is lost before
the problem reaches the solver algorithms. To do something more intelligent
than basic branch-and-bound the solver has to

recover

the structure of the

problem, despite the fact that the structure was already known to the modeller,
or

assume

what the structure of the model was.
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Furthermore, the black-box structure of MIP solvers that is common in OR
does not permit exible, problem-specic search strategies to be dened. This
is most probably due to the fact that OR grew out of the applied mathematics
community rather than computer science.

In order to control the search in

detail, modelling languages can not be used, but the user must resort to writing
a custom application using the solver's callable library. Even then only a few
solvers, such as XPRESS-MP [40], oer call-backs from the nodes in the search
tree so that the branch-and-bound search can be tailored via custom-made node,
variable and value selection rules.
In comparison, CLP has had more inuence from computer science and programming language design than from mathematics. This has aected not only
solution strategies, but also the interface and modelling practices. Constraint
programming systems traditionally lack a modelling language front end. Rather,
they are integrated in some general programming language (such as C++ or Prolog). A wider range of global constraints are available and the user can dene
new ones in various ways. Also, search strategies are both more supported and
exploited in CLP. Customised problem-specic search procedures are common
and often necessary.
However, CLP models expressed within programming languages such as C++
or Prolog are sometimes not as syntactically clear and concise as those written
in an algebraic modelling language. Although the actual CLP model typically
has fewer variables and constraints than the corresponding MIP model, lack of
concise modelling constructs such as

forall

statements and index sets force the

user to resort to the underlying primitives of the programming language. This
introduces an unnecessary level of complexity, especially for a novice modeller
or programmer.
A recently available modelling system, ILOG OPL, uses both CLP (ILOG
Solver) and LP (ILOG Planner) solvers [135].

OPL allows formulations that

mix discrete and continuous variables and constraints, although the interactions between the two are limited (the links are only one-to-one mappings of
variables). There are also higher level modelling constructs but some are merely
syntactic sugar for an LP or MIP structure, resolved at compile time. Problem
dependent search strategies can be specied as a part of the model.
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Similarities between MIP and CLP

Although MIP and CLP have been developed separately in dierent communities, to a certain extent similar or even equivalent techniques have been developed in both elds.
Branching strategies are what immediately seem most alike. For example,

duced costs

and estimated

pseudo-costs

re-

are used in MIP to select the variable to

branch on according to the expected minimum degradation in relaxation value,
so as to minimise the risk or estimated risk [40, 85]. The

max-regret

heuristic

in CLP also chooses a variable and a value so as to minimise the risk, usually
measured as the dierence between the best value choice for a variable and the
second best [31, 32, 50]. Reduced costs can be used to estimate regret within
CLP and hybrid frameworks [50, 131].
Cutting planes in MIP serve a similar purpose as redundant constraints in CLP.
Cutting planes strengthen the relaxation and redundant constraints improve
the propagation, which are underlying solution techniques of MIP and CLP,
respectively. Some modelling practices, such as symmetry elimination, are also
common to both MIP and CLP.
Using

nogoods

is well known in CLP. They identify infeasible combinations of

values during the search and are used to avoid searching similar regions again.
Each nogood typically not only excludes the infeasible combination of values
found, but many other similar combinations. There are some similarities between nogoods in CLP and Benders decomposition in MIP, which are discussed
in Papers I and VI (Chaps. 2 and 7).

1.2
1.2.1

PREVIOUS WORK
Literature review

Here we present research in the area of hybrid CLPMIP optimisation.

We

begin with papers dealing with comparison of CLP and MIP and then turn to
combination or integration approaches.

Comparisons of CLP and MIP:

Darby-Dowman et al. apply CLP and MIP

to a set of real-world manufacturing assignment problems in [39]. A detailed
description is given of the dierences between the models and how the search
trees are aected by those dierences.

The CLP formulation is found to be

closer to the structure of the problem which makes it easier to nd and apply
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search heuristics and redundant constraints. The paper also discusses how CLP
could be integrated with MIP and illustrates with a few examples.
In [38], Darby-Dowman and Little expand this investigation and three more
problems are added for study. The new problems are a golf scheduling problem,
which has many similarities to the progressive party problem (see below), a crew
scheduling problem, which in essence is a set partitioning problem, and nally
a ow aggregation problem. The results of the experiments conrm some of the
previous acclaimed properties of the techniques. The golf scheduling problem is
highly constrained, with an awkward MIP formulation with many variables and
a weak linear relaxation. The opposite is true for the crew scheduling problem,
which is solved easily using MIP.
The above research is based on the work of Darby-Dowman and Little in [37]
where CLP is described for an OR audience and compared with MIP.
A well studied example is the progressive party problem, investigated by Smith
et al. in [127]. This problem is a quite clear case when the limited vocabulary of
MIP forces a very large and weak relaxation. In comparison, CLP has a more
compact model where the variables have a more direct mapping to the original
problem decisions. This problem has also been studied in [58, 78, 92, 138, 139].
A short comparison of CLP and MIP is given by Williams in [140] and a cluster
of articles on CLP and MIP with an overview by Williams and Wilson is in [144].

Modelling:

In CLP, modelling has traditionally been done within a program-

ming language. This is powerful, but not always as concise and clear as with
an algebraic modelling language. Barth and Bockmayr show in [10] that the
basic functionality of algebraic modelling languages can be realised in a CLP
language. Algebraic modelling languages are common [57, 23, 40, 94]. A recent
algebraic modelling system, OPL, invokes both CLP and MIP [135].

Combination and Integration:

This thesis is to a large extent based on the

framework of Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP). Earlier work on the
MLLP framework is described by Hooker in [72] and Hooker and Osorio in [78].
A more detailed treatment of the MLLP framework is in Sec. 1.2.2.
Several other integration attempts have been made. Beringer and De Backer
explore the idea of coupling CLP and MIP solvers with bounds propagation and
xed variables in [19]. Rodo²ek, Wallace and Hajian use CLP with LP relaxations in a single search tree in [124] to prune domains and establish bounds.
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The techniques of communicating bounds, constraint propagation followed by
solving an LP and backtracking on infeasibility, have become standard in hybrid
branch-and-bound frameworks. Furthermore, tighter LP relaxations can sometimes be obtained if the LP relaxation of a symbolic constraint is dynamically
rewritten upon domain changes. Refalo proposes a scheme in [116] called

cooperation

tight

that accomplishes this.

Bockmayr and Kasper propose a very nice framework for combining CLP and
MIP in [21], in which several approaches to integration are possible.

They

investigate how symbolic constraints can be incorporated into MIP much as
cutting planes are, and also shown how a linear system of inequalities can be
used in CLP by incorporating it as a symbolic constraint.
There are also approaches where the CLP and MIP models are not merged.
Heipcke proposes a scheme in [71] where two dierent models are solved separately in two synchronised search trees. The two models are linked by variables,
which provide communication of information between the solvers.

Rodo²ek,

Wallace and Hajian shadow the CLP model by a MIP model in [124].
Jain and Grossmann in [88] and Harjunkoski, Jain and Grossmann in [69] present
a scheme where the problem is decomposed into two sub-parts, one handled
by MIP and the other by CLP. This is demonstrated using a multi-machine
scheduling problem where the assignment of tasks to machines is modelled as
a MIP and the sequencing of the tasks on the assigned machines is handled
using CLP. The search scheme is an iterative procedure where the assignment
problem is rst solved to optimality, identifying which machine to use for each
task, and then a CLP feasibility problem is solved trying to sequence according
to this assignment. If the sequencing fails, cutting planes are added to the MIP
problem to forbid this (and subsumed) assignments and the process is iterated.
This approach has many similarities to Benders decomposition [16, 60]. More
details on this approach and extensions to it are in Paper VI (Chap. 7).
A two phase procedure is described by Hajian et al. in [66], where CLP is used
to nd a good feasible initial solution to a eet assignment problem which is
then used to warm-start a traditional branch-and-bound MIP solver.

Extensions:

Some research has been aimed at incorporating better support

for global constraints and logic in MIP, and using MIP techniques in CLP. Hajian
et al. show in [67, 68] how disequalities (

x 6= y) can be handled more eciently

in MIP solvers. Furthermore, they give a linear modelling of the
constraint.

alldifferent

How to express logical relationships using 01 variables is a well
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studied problem [98, 95, 141, 142, 143]. Logic based methods for optimisation
are discussed by Hooker in [75].
Many schemes for logic-based branching in MIP are a step towards CLP. An
interesting example is specially ordered sets (SOS) variables [12, 45], where special instances of cardinality constraints are maintained implicitly in the search
instead of explicitly being part of the linear inequalities.
In OR a wide range of applications has been developed for specic problems,
such as scheduling [3, 26, 27]. The integration of these algorithms, along with
graph algorithms from applied discrete mathematics, is widespread in CLP.
These algorithms are encapsulated in global constraints [9, 110], and appear in
applications such as scheduling [30, 31, 100], routing [32] and allocation and
packing [2, 15, 102, 118]. A classication scheme of global constraints is presented by Beldiceanu in [14].
The

reduced costs

of bounds.

of a relaxation have long been used in OR for strengthening

A line of research by Focacci et al. uses the reduced costs of an

assignment subproblem for propagation in a CLP framework [50, 51, 52, 54]. In
this approach the propagation in these constraints now becomes

oriented, i.e., not
suboptimal ones.

optimisation-

only infeasible elements are removed from domains, but also

Computational Studies of Hybrid Solvers:

There is quite a large body of

evidence that hybrid CLPMIP approaches and logic-based extensions to MIP
can bring both modelling and algorithmic advantages.

It includes computa-

tional studies involving chemical process design [112, 133], distillation network
design [63, 78, 113], truss structure design [22], machine scheduling [71, 88],
scheduling with resource constraints [108], highly combinatorial scheduling [78,
124], dynamic scheduling [47], production planning and transportation with
piecewise linear functions [103, 116], warehouse location [21, 135], travelling
salesman problem with time windows [52], hoist scheduling [123], maintenance
scheduling of power plants [65] and problems with specially ordered sets [45].

Other Hybrid Approaches:

CLP and MIP are not the only techniques

which have been integrated. Two other directions have recently also gained a
lot of interest, the combination of CLP and
with

genetic algorithms.

local search,

and combining CLP
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Mixed Logical/Linear Programming

The framework of Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP) proposed by
Hooker in [72] and Hooker and Osorio in [78] serves as the starting point and
basis for most of this study. MLLP assumes that an LP solver and a branching
mechanism are available. Its constraints are written as conditional statements

D ) C , where the antecedent D is a constraint involving discrete
and the consequent C is a system of linear inequalities. This con-

of the form
variables

ditional structure relates to a branching algorithm in a natural way. At each
node of the branching tree, the values of the discrete variables may be xed or
restricted in such a way as to satisfy some of the antecedents
sponding consequents

C

D.

The corre-

form the constraint set of an LP that is passed to the

LP solver. Checking whether partially determined discrete variables satisfy the
antecedents is an inference problem that can be attacked with constraint propagation and domain reduction methods developed within the CSP and CLP
communities.

The MLLP language architecture not only provides the useful

modelling devices associated with constraint satisfaction but captures continuous and discrete elements in a way that appears convenient for a wide range of
problems [78, 79].
More formally, MLLP writes constraints in the form of conditionals that link
the discrete and continuous elements of the problem. A model has the form

min
s.t.

cx
hi (y) ! Ai x  bi ; i 2 I;
x 2 Rn ; y 2 D;

(1.5)

y is a vector of discrete variables and x a vector of continuous variables.
antecedents hi (y ) of the conditionals are constraints that can be treated

where
The

with CP techniques. The consequents are linear inequality systems that can be
inserted into an LP relaxation.
A linear constraint set

Ax

 b which is enforced unconditionally may be so

written for convenience, with the understanding that it can always be put in the

! Ax  b. Similarly, an unconditional discrete constraint h
can be formally represented with the conditional :h ! (0x = 1).

conditional form T

The absence of discrete variables from the objective function will be useful
algorithmically. Costs that depend on discrete variables can be represented with
conditional constraints.

For example, the objective function

P
j cj x j ,

where
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P

j zj

The framework we propose has

with constraints

mixed

(xj = 1) ! (zj = cj ) and

global constraints in addition to the low

level conditional constraints, i.e., global constraints spanning the discrete and
continuous variables. Constraints of that sort can in principle be written in the
more primitive form (1.5) by adding suciently many conditional constraints.
For example, the constraint

z



P
j cjyj

can be written

z



P
j zj ,

if the

following constraints are added to the model

where each

yj

(yj = k) ! (zj = cjk ); all j; k 2 f1; : : : ng;
2 f1; : : : ; ng. It is preferable, however, for the solver to pro-

cess mixed global constraints directly for computational eciency as is clearly
demonstrated in Papers III, IV and V (Chaps. 4, 5 and 6).

The Solution Algorithm:

An MLLP problem is solved by branching on the

discrete variables. The conditionals assign roles to CP and LP: CP is applied to
the discrete constraints to reduce the search and help determine when partial
assignments satisfy the antecedents.
LP solver minimises

cx subject

At each node of the branching tree, an

to the inequalities

Ai x  bi

for which

hi (y )

is

determined to be true. This delayed posting of inequalities leads to small and
lean LP problems that can be solved eciently. A feasible solution is obtained
when the truth value of every antecedent is determined, and the LP solver nds
an optimal solution subject to the enforced inequalities.
More precisely, the algorithm conducts a tree search by branching on values of
the discrete variables

yj .

When branching on

yj ,

the algorithm denes each

D j of the original
domain Dj . The variable yj is xed to a particular value when Dj is restricted

branch by restricting the domain of

yj

to a dierent subset

to a singleton.
Each node of the tree is processed in two steps. First a

checker

determines for

 j satises it, violates
each antecedent hi (y ) whether the restricted domains D
 1  : : :  D n satisfy
it, or neither. The domains satisfy hi (y ) when all y 2 D
hi (y), and the opposite for violation. Suppose for example that D 1 = f1; 2g
 2 = f1; 2; 3g. These domains satisfy y1 + y2  2, violate y1 + y2  6,
and D
and neither satisfy nor violate y1 + y2  4. A constraint is determined by the
domains if they either satisfy or violate it. The checker must be

correct,

in that

it does not determine a constraint to be satised or violated unless it really is.
It may, however, be

incomplete,

meaning that it may fail to recognise that a
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constraint is satised or violated. When all the

yj 's have been xed, however,

the checker should be complete.
The second step is to use the LP

solver

to minimise the objective function

cx

L of linear constraints. L is the union of all enforced constraint
Li (x; y), i.e., constraint sets Li (x; y) that are satised by the domains D j

subject to a set
sets

and such that the values of all variable constants, subscripts and index sets in

Li (x; y) are determined by the domains.

A feasible solution is found when each hi (y ) and each enforced constraint set
Li (x; y) is determined, and the solver obtains a feasible solution. In this event,
the yj 's may be assigned any consistent value in their domains and x may be
assigned the optimal solution obtained by the LP solver, in order to obtain a
feasible solution

(x; y). The choice of y does not aect the value of the objective

function because

y

does not occur there, but the values selected must satisfy

the satisfaction problem specied by the satised and violated

hi (y).

When

a feasible solution is found or the solver nds no feasible solution for the LP
subproblem, the search backtracks.

Otherwise it continues to branch.

The

algorithm is described in more detail in [79].

1.3
1.3.1

THIS WORK
Summary

The major part of this thesis, a hybrid approach to modelling and solving combinatorial optimisation problems, builds on the framework of MLLP. The basic
components of CLP and MIP, search, inference, strengthening and relaxation,
are identied and their role and interplay examined. Relaxations are important
for bounding and they also play a role in guiding the search.

By denition,

a relaxation is easily solved and although the solution may not be feasible it
identies a region of the search space that is promising. Inference assists in the
solution process by directly reducing search space through constraint propagation and also indirectly by strengthening the relaxation through cutting planes.
We then propose that modelling and solving a problem are necessarily integrated activities, which requires a rethinking of current modelling practices.
Our approach is based on the idea that structures identied while modelling
the problem should be preserved and passed intact to the solver, using global
constraints.

Each global constraint should encapsulate what is known, both

in CLP and MIP, about the structure it represents, e.g., by providing structure specic domain reduction rules, a relaxation and cutting plane generators.
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Specic examples are studied, e.g., continuous variable subscripts and piecewise
linear functions. To t into the MLLP framework a global constraint should be
equivalent to a set of conditional constraints, but the solver should be able to
process global constraints directly for computational eciency.
The inference in MLLP is enhanced. MLLP provides a natural path for inference
from the discrete elements to the continuous elements through its conditional
constraints, but bidirectional inference is necessary to harness the full potential
of integration. To this end we propose nogoods and back-propagation and also
show how classical MIP techniques, such as reduced cost xing, can be used
within global constraints. We also study various search strategies and extend
the modelling language so that the search strategy becomes a part of the model.
We present global constraints as the basis for a closer integration of CLP and
MIP and show how the work of several research groups is captured within that
framework. We also demonstrate how global constraints are not only building
blocks of the model but also correspond to software components in a hybrid
CLPMIP system.

We call this type of a hybrid CLPMIP approach

Object

Oriented Modelling and Solving (OOMS).
A hybrid modeller/solver system based on the ideas above was implemented
and used in computational comparisons against pure CLP and pure MIP approaches, and also compared against ILOG OPL. Very favourable results were
obtained. We explain the system briey, both the modelling language and also
the operation of the solver.
Finally, we part from MLLP and develop a hybrid CLPMIP decompositional
modeller/solver framework, Branch-and-Check, that encapsulates the traditional
Benders Decomposition and Branch-and-Bound schemes of MIP and allows the
integration of CLP in a MIP style branching search. While expanding on our
previous work on Benders Decomposition and nogoods, the work of Jain and
Grossmann in [88] and Hooker in [75], we also emphasise the importance of
dynamic and adjustable linear relaxation of global constraints, relating this to
our previous work on MLLP, and demonstrate with computational results.

1.3.2

Contributions

The specic contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:



We have recognised and elucidated the most important properties of the
solution frameworks underlying CLP and MIP:

Search, inference, strength-
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and illustrated how they can be combined in a

natural manner (Paper I).



We have designed and implemented a complete

eller/solver system

hybrid CLPMIP mod-

based on the MLLP framework, including a hybrid

modelling language. The modeller is composed of a parser, compiler and
preprocessor; the solver is a branching solver (search) with a CP propagation engine (inference) and an LP solver (relaxation) (Papers II, III, IV
and V).



mixed global constraints,

We have introduced the concept of

i.e., con-

straints that span the boundary between CLP and MIP. Mixed global constraints allow for more natural modelling, more succinct linear relaxations,
sharper propagation and more focused solving (Papers III, IV and V).



We have designed lean and eective

incremental

and

linear relaxations

that are

dynamic,

adjustable, for several important mixed global constraints

(Papers III, IV, V and VI).



We have introduced the concept of

mixed propagation,

the inference be-

tween CLP and MIP via the conditional constraint of MLLP (which is a
mixed constraint) and via mixed global constraints (Papers III, IV and V).



MLLP provides a natural channel for inference from CLP to MIP. We have
invented a scheme,

back-propagation,

for the reverse inference, in which

information from an LP solution is passed back through mixed (global)
constraints to the CLP part to try and extend it to a full solution and for
devising branching strategies (Paper III).




We have demonstrated how classical MIP techniques, such as

xing,

We have illustrated how
as

reduced-cost

can be incorporated and used in a hybrid framework (Paper IV).

modelling entities

mixed global constraints serve both declaratively
software components, encapsu-

and operationally as

lating specialised propagation and linear relaxations. We have coined the
term Object Oriented Modelling and Solving (OOMS) for this approach
to hybrid CLPMIP optimisation (Paper V).



We have developed a

hybrid decompositional framework, Branch-and-Check,

by integrating hybrid CLPMIP decomposition and Benders Decomposition for Branching, encapsulating the traditional Benders and Branchand-Bound schemes of MIP (Paper VI).
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While exploring Branch-and-Check, a very dierent approach to hybrid
CLPMIP optimisation than MLLP, we have shown that there are nevertheless important

common elements,

such as nogoods, (dynamic) linear

relaxations of global constraints and mixed propagation (Paper VI).



We have proven our approaches to be

more ecient

for several problems

than traditional CLP and MIP techniques (Papers III, IV and VI).



Collectively, we have advanced the eld of hybrid CLPMIP modelling
and solving, by increasing the understanding of the underlying principles,
by providing a natural and intuitive approach to hybrid modelling, by
designing new algorithms to solve those hybrid models, and by proving
that those algorithms work in practice.

1.3.3

Paper I (Chap. 2): A Scheme for Unifying Optimisation and
Constraint Satisfaction Methods [82]

CLP and MIP share the same basic components:

ing

and

Search, inference, strengthen-

relaxation, despite having being developed in dierent research commu-

nities with dierent emphasis.
In the last several years there has been increasing interest in combining the
models and methods of CLP with those of MIP. Still no generally accepted
principle or scheme has evolved for the merger of CLP and MIP. The purpose
here is to propose such a scheme for unifying the solution methods of the two
elds, by exploiting two dualities: The duality of search vs. inference and the
duality of strengthening vs. relaxation.
Branching algorithms provide an example of the search/inference duality at
work. During the branching process, one can generate inferences in the form of
cutting planes (as in optimisation) or constraint propagation to achieve domain
reduction (as in constraint satisfaction).

The combination of branching and

inference is usually much more eective than either alone.
The strengthening/relaxation duality is also evident in branching algorithms.
When one branches on the possible values of a variable, the resulting subproblems are strengthenings of the original problem in the sense of a restriction;
they have an additional constraint that xes the value of the variable and therefore shrinks the feasible set.

This strengthening is then relaxed before being

solved to optimality as a subproblem (at every node).

Again enumeration of

strengthenings is more eective when combined with relaxation of some kind.
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The thesis of this paper is that because both constraint programming and optimisation use problem-solving strategies based on the same dualities, their methods can be naturally combined. Rather than employ optimisation methods exclusively or constraint satisfaction methods exclusively, one can focus on the
how these dualities can be exploited in a given problem class.

The resulting

algorithm is likely to contain elements from both optimisation and constraint
satisfaction, and perhaps new methods that belong to neither.
This paper identies the fundamental principles of CLP and MIP and the way
they are traditionally used. There are various other ways to combine the principles of search, inference, strengthening and relaxation that remain unexplored.
A promising approach is to combine CLP's approach to inference with MIP's
approach to relaxation, by identifying a part of the problem that exhibits a
special structure, representing it as a

global

constraint and designing a relax-

ation for that global constraint. This is illustrated by demonstrating the domain
reduction rules and linear relaxation for variable subscripts on continuous variables (the

element constraint).

The idea of global constraints is expanded on in

Papers III and IV (Chaps. 4 and 5) and nally presented in Paper V (Chap. 6)
as the basis for the integration of CLP and MIP.

1.3.4

Paper II (Chap. 3): On Integrating Constraint Propagation
and Linear Programming for Combinatorial Optimisation [81]

The previous paper opened up various ways to combine search, inference, strengthening and relaxation in an eort to combine CLP and MIP. This paper takes a
step in that direction by concentrating on Constraint Propagation (CP) as an
inference tool and Linear Programming (LP) as a relaxation tool.
The approaches taken so far in the integration of CP and LP are (a) to use
both the CLP and MIP models in parallel, and (b) to try to incorporate one
within the other. The more fundamental question of whether a

new

modelling

framework should be used has not yet been explored in any depth. In this paper
we argue that the key to eective integration of CP and LP lies in the design of
the modelling language.
We propose a language in which conditional constraints indicate how CP and LP
can work together to solve the problem. These conditional constraints, which
link the discrete and continuous elements of the problem, are the fundamental principle of the proposed framework, Mixed Logical/Linear Programming
(MLLP). This combines the succinctness of the CLP model with the ability to
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create a relaxation from that portion of the MIP model that has a useful relaxation. A multiple-machine scheduling problem is then used as an example
how the good part of the MIP relaxation can be combined with constraint
propagation
Solution techniques for MLLP are also presented in this paper, an important
step in going from generic concepts to concrete applications. This includes a general description of the branching algorithm employed in MLLP and also specic
solutions techniques, such as the rst linear relaxation of a

mixed

global con-

straint (i.e., a global constraint over both the discrete and continuous variables)
and rst ideas on bidirectional inference between the discrete and continuous
parts of the MLLP model.
This paper presents the linear relaxation for variable subscripts on continuous

element constraint), which is rened in Paper I (Chap. 2)
and later extended in Paper IV (Chap. 5). It is also shown how nogoods can be
variables (the mixed

formed at nodes in the search tree where the continuous relaxation is infeasible
and how feasible LP solutions can be extended to complete solutions by solving
certain satisability problems. This latter technique becomes known as

propagation

back-

in Paper III (Chap. 4).

The conditional constraint automatically provides inference from the discrete
part to the continuous part and the back-propagation provides inference in the
opposite direction.

These communication channels become important when

implementing a hybrid CLPMIP system built on MLLP.

1.3.5

Paper III (Chap. 4): Mixed Global Constraints and Inference
in Hybrid CLPIP Solvers [103]

This paper and the next focus more closely on the role of global constraints as
a modelling tool and as a way to preserve structure in a hybrid modeller/solver
framework.

The need for global constraints, such as the

cumulative constraints,

alldifferent

and

has been recognised for quite some time in CLP. One

reason they were introduced in CLP is that they allow the modeller to represent a problem in a more natural and compact manner, i.e., they extend
the expressiveness of the modelling language. Also, they open up the possibility to include structure specic propagation into a general solver and are thus
extremely important for the eciency of the solver. If a global pattern is represented by many individual constraints then standard constraint propagation
methods are likely to be ineective when applied locally to each constraint. But
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a global constraint representing the same pattern invokes a specialised domain
reduction algorithm that exploits that global pattern.
Mathematical programming has still not seen the advantage of global constraints
to the same extent as CLP. Modelling languages for LP/MIP do include some
constructs to aid the modeller in writing compact and easy-to-understand models. Those constructs, however, have to be transformed into linear inequalities
before being sent to an LP/MIP solver and the structural information is lost
in the process. Although the structure may be known to the modeller it can
not be communicated to the solver and the solver has to nd and recognise the
structure on its own to be able to apply logical processing to it, resulting in less
ecient solution algorithms than what would have been possible.
It should be mentioned that existing optimisation solvers do identify some types
of structure, such as network ow constraints. But they do so only in a limited
way, and thus much cutting plane technology goes unused in commercial solvers
because there is no suitable framework for identifying when it applies. In any
event it is inecient to obliterate structure, by modelling with an atomistic
vocabulary of inequalities and equations, only to then try and rediscover it.
In a framework such as MLLP,

mixed

global constraints, global constraints over

both the discrete and continuous variables, serve both as a modelling tool and as
a way to exploit structure in the solution process. The conditional constraint is
the most basic mixed constraint in MLLP, and all other mixed global constraints
can be written as a set of conditional constraints, analogous to global constraints
in CLP, but improve the solution process by improving the propagation. This
is illustrated with mixed global constraint for variable subscripts, disjunctions
and piecewise linear functions.
A second goal of this paper is to come up with a scheme for bidirectional inference between the discrete and continuous parts of the MLLP model, i.e.,
between the Finite Domain constraint store (FD Store) and the Linear Programming constraint store (LP Store), and also to design more eective search
strategies for hybrid models.

These two objectives are of course very much

related.
In MIP, the solution of the relaxation provides a complete labelling of the variables, i.e., each variable, whether continuous or integer, has a value in the
solution to the relaxation. The benet of this is twofold; (a) variables which
require integral values might get integral values in the labelling by chance or
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might be roundable by a heuristic to an integral value, and, (b) if not, their
fractional values provide valuable information for branching strategies.
In a hybrid system like MLLP where the discrete and continuous variables have
been separated, discrete variables will not readily have values from the relaxation
since they are not a part of it. The relaxation and the discrete variables are,
however, connected through conditional and mixed global constraints and this
paper introduces an inference process called

back-propagation

that extends a

feasible LP solution to a complete solution by solving a certain satisability
problem.
This process, if it fails, also provides information needed to dene optimisation
oriented branching strategies for MLLP. A discrete variable for which a satisfying
value can not found is an inconsistency that can be branched on, similar to
branching on fractional values in MIP.
The paper concludes with computational results for a production planning problem with piecewise linear functions and variable subscripts that show that MLLP
outperforms MIP in nding the optimal solution and is very competitive with
MIP in proving optimality.

1.3.6

Paper IV (Chap. 5): Linear Relaxations and Reduced-Cost
Based Propagation of Continuous Variable Subscripts [131]

This paper continues examining global constraints and their role in hybrid optimisation. The current topic can be seen as the merger of three lines of research
in hybrid techniques of CLP and MIP: Firstly we look at providing automatic
linearisations of mixed global constraints.

The object of study here are lin-

ear terms with variable subscripts in the coecients.

Secondly we show how

reduced-cost based inference can be applied to constraints whose linearisation
is a part of a larger LP relaxation. Finally, we show how this ts nicely into the
MLLP framework.
Many industrial products come in dierent congurations, aiming to closely
satisfy the needs of individual customers. In one class of such problems there are
components, each one of a set of possible types, and the aim is to nd a feasible
conguration with a type and quantity for each component that optimises some
criteria.
A part of this problem is a variant of variable subscripts. We show how this
substructure of the problem is modelled in classical CLP and MIP, how it can
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be represented using a mixed global constraints in MLLP and how that global
constraint can automatically generate a strong linear relaxation that becomes
a part of the continuous part of the model.

We also show how reduced-cost

based propagation can be applied to that linear relaxation and used for domain
reduction on the global constraint. This becomes yet another inference process,
adding to and enhancing the regular and mixed propagation processes, relaxations and back-propagation of the hybrid solver.

It also demonstrates how

classical MIP techniques, in this case cutting plane generation and reduced cost
xing, can be integrated into a hybrid framework using global constraints.
Computational results show that the linear relaxation introduced is an invaluable tool and that the reduced cost propagation also contributes to an ecient
solution. The hybrid MLLP approach is shown to out-perform both pure CLP
and MIP, and is able to solve instances larger than the other two methods can
handle.

1.3.7

Paper V (Chap. 6):

Global Constraints:

When Constraint

Programming Meets Operation Research [97]
The purpose of this paper is to summarise and illustrate the benets of global
constraints as a basis for a closer integration of CLP and MIP. To facilitate
this discussion the paper begins with a short overview of modelling and solving
in CLP and MIP. We then argue the benets of hybrid modelling with global
constraints and illustrate this with a series of case studies, relating the work of
several research groups on hybrid optimisation.
The last decade has seen an increasing success in the combination of the models
and methods of CLP with those of MIP. Increasingly, techniques from CLP
are being applied within MIP frameworks, and vice versa.

Examples of the

linear relaxations, Lagrangian relaxations, variable xing through
reduced costs, and specialised graph algorithms, such as matching and network
ow algorithms.

latter include

An important modelling technique from CLP used in these approaches are
(mixed) global constraints, as mentioned in Paper I (Chap. 2) and studied in
Papers III and IV (Chaps. 4 and 5).

Decompositional modelling using these

high-level abstractions is largely unrecognised in MIP where most models are
traditionally only formalised in linear form.
In CLP, global constraints serve both declaratively as building blocks of the
problem statement and operationally as

software components

encapsulating spe-
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Object Oriented Modelling

for this kind of modelling and solving and uses the corre-

spondence with Object Oriented Software Design and Development to illustrate
how a problem can be broken down structurally into coherent pieces and ltering
algorithms provided for each part.
Historically in CLP, global constraints enable eective pruning on the basis of

feasibility

reasoning; values are removed from domains if proven infeasible. In

optimisation problems when integrating CLP and MIP, global constraints can
also be used for

optimality

reasoning; values are removed from domains if proven

sub-optimal. Global constraints also play a very important role in preserving
structure and allowing improved inference and search to be performed more
eectively.
We believe this also holds true when adding relaxations and this is illustrated
in the paper on several examples: Reduced cost propagation and cutting plane

piecewise linear constraint, reduced cost propagation within
alldifferent, gcc and path/cycle constraints using the MIP formulation
of the assignment problem, enhancing the propagation for the cycle constraint

generation for a
the

using TSP subtour elimination cuts, augmenting variable subscripts and quantied variable subscripts (element constraints) with linear relaxations, and using
edge nding techniques for resource constraints. Not only can MIP methods be
incorporated within these constraint abstractions, but in several cases the relaxations can be made sharper and more eective than in MIP solvers operating
only on linear formulations of the same problems.

1.3.8

Paper VI (Chap. 7): Branch-and-Check: A Hybrid Framework
Integrating Mixed Integer Programming and Constraint Logic
Programming [130]

In this paper we develop a modeller/solver framework, Branch-and-Check, that
encapsulates both the traditional Benders Decomposition and Branch-and-Bound
schemes of MIP as special cases of a spectrum of solution methods, and also
adds an extra dimension by allowing the integration of CLP in a MIP style
branching search.
In this framework we model a problem in a mixture of CLP and MIP. The CLP
part of the model then adds a relaxation of itself to the MIP part. The solution
method is a branching search, solving the LP relaxation of the MIP part at
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every node and branching on the discrete variables, but only solving the CLP
part at the nodes of the branching tree where it is advantageous or necessary.
The second objective of this paper is to identify one of the key elements for the
integration of CLP and MIP:

Dynamic

linear relaxations of global constraints.

We present computational results that indicate that for ecient communication between the dierent parts of a hybrid model some double modelling is
required, i.e., the same constraint or parts of the model must be present in both
CLP and MIP form. It is also vital that the dierent forms of the same constraint communicate (intra-constraint communication). This is what we have
termed

mixed

propagation of

mixed

CLPMIP global constraints in Papers III,

IV and V (Chaps. 4, 5 and 6). This double modelling could be explicit, but most
preferably it should be implicit, i.e., mixed global constraints should post and
dynamically update a linear relaxation of themselves, in addition to the classical CLP propagation on their discrete parts and mixed propagation between
the discrete and continuous parts.
Many lines of research meet in this paper. The idea of Branch-and-Check took
form while studying the results of Jain and Grossmann in [88]. They presented
a scheme where a problem is decomposed into two sub-parts and handled separately by MIP and CLP. The search scheme is an iterative procedure where
the MIP part is rst solved to optimality and then a CLP feasibility problem
is solved. If the CLP is infeasible, cutting planes are added to the MIP part to
forbid this (and subsumed) solutions and the process is iterated.
Secondly, Branch-and-Check expands on our discussion on Benders Decomposition and nogoods from Paper I (Chap. 2), and on the work of Hooker in [75]
on Benders Decomposition for Branching: Generating Benders cuts from an LP
subproblem while

in

the process of solving the master problem.

This is the

essence of Branch-and-Check, in the context of classical Benders; the examples
in [75] do not solve the subproblem with CLP. We go a step further by using a
CLP solver to get the cuts for Branch-and-Check, and in addition, we give the
rst computational results for Branch-and-Check in a Benders context. Branchand-Check as dened here is a form of Generalised Benders that generates cuts
in the process of solving the master problem once.
Finally, while studying the computational results on the Scheduling with Dissimilar Parallel Machines problem given by Jain and Grossmann in [88] we discuss
the importance of linear relaxations of global constraints for ecient search, and
while studying a Capacitated Vehicle Routing with Time Windows problem we
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linear relaxations of global constraints.

These dynamic linear relaxations should also be adjustable, i.e, it should be
possible to eciently make incremental changes, rather than recompute them
at every node of the search tree. This builds on our work from Papers III, IV
and V (Chaps. 4, 5 and 6).
We present computational results demonstrating more than order-of-magnitude
speedup compared to previous approaches.

1.3.9

The Real World

We have implemented a hybrid modeller/solver system based on the ideas in
this thesis and used it for computational studies. Figure 1.1 shows the three
basic components of the system: A user application that is the front end to the
user, the MLLP modeller that parses and compiles the model and the data, and
the MLLP solver that solves the problem instance generated.
Information ows from the user application to the modeller, from the modeller
to the solver, and nally from the solver back to the user application, as indicated by the thick, curved arrows in Fig. 1.1.

The dotted lines in Fig. 1.1

indicate interfaces of functions or commands that the individual components
use to communicate with one another:

Modeller  User Application Interface: The modeller has an interface of
commands that are used by the user application to load the model and
data les, to set parameters, and to compile the model and data to create
a problem instance.

Modeller  Solver Interface: The solver then has an interface of functions
that are used by the modeller to build a problem instance based on the
compiled model and data, to set parameters and to dene the search
strategy.

Solver  User Application Interface: Finally, the solver has an interface
of commands that are used by the user application to start the solution
process after the problem instance has been created and to query about
the solution values when the optimal solution has been found (or the last
solution found if time, memory or node limits have been exceeded).
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CPLEX

LP solver

MLLP modeller

CLP solver

MLLP solver

User application

Figure 1.1: Command interfaces and ow of information in the MLLP
hybrid modeller/solver system.

This system is implemented in Java, except for the backend of the LP solver,
for which we use the CPLEX callable C-libraries. Within the MLLPLP solver
there is a Java

$ C bridge linking CPLEX to the rest of the system.

The MLLP Modelling Language:

The style and syntax of the MLLP mod-

elling language is inspired by the modelling language AMPL [57], though ex-

conditional, alldifferent,
link constraints. Some of these constraints appear
directly in the model (e.g., alldifferent and piecewise) but others are comtended with mixed global constraints such as the

piecewise, element

and

piled from special language syntax (e.g., variable subscripts are compiled into

element).

Search strategies can also be specied as a part of the model. We

describe the main elements of the language below in a simplied BNF format;
the full syntax grammar can be found in App. A.
Each grammar rule has the following format:
name

::=

element

1

|

.
.
.

|

elementn
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1 :::,

where name is the name of the rule and element ,
names or terminal specications.

elementn are rule

All rule names are enclosed in guillemets.

The elements form a sequence of one or more rule names and/or value denitions, combined according to the various operators, such as alternative and
repetition. Alternative is represented by a bar, repetition is achieved by applying the appropriate rule recursively. Elements enclosed in square brackets are
optional.
All literals are underlined in order to distinguish them from the rule names and
the BNF metasyntax components. For example, note that [ literali ] means that
literali is optional, but [ literali ] means that literali is required and must be
enclosed in square brackets. ATOM represents a terminal, either a keyword or
a variable, parameter or set name, and NUMBER is a number.

The MLLP Language Syntax Grammar:
model ::=

list ::=

list

[ list ] entity

| [ list ] command

The MLLP Modelling Language Syntax Grammar:
entity ::=

set ATOM [ := set ] ;
| param ATOM [ := bag ] ;
| var ATOM [ indexset ] [ attributelist ] ;
| minmax ATOM [ integral ] : linfunc ;
| subject to ATOM : constraintlist ;
| search { branching } ;

constraintlist ::=

constraintlist , constraint

| constraint
| forall indexset constraint
| forall indexset { constraintlist }

constraint ::=

linfunc <= linfunc
| linfunc >= linfunc
| linfunc = linfunc
| constraint

> constraintlist
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| if constraint then constraint [ else constraint ]
| alldi indexset array
| piecewise expression , piecewisetype , orientation ,
expression , indexset array , indexset array ,
expression , indexset array , indexset array
| sos expression : argumentlist
| expression in set

branching ::=

branching branch

| branch

branch ::=

generate ordered by varorder
value by [ best ] valorder argumentlist ;
| generate value by [ best ] valorder expression ;

linfunc ::=

expression

| linfunc + expression
| linfunc

expression ::=

expression

expression * expression
| expression / expression
| sum indexset linfunc

| ATOM
| NUMBER

attributelist ::=

attributelist , attribute
| attribute

attribute ::=

<= linfunc

| >= linfunc
| integer
| boolean
| shadowed
| := set
| := ATOM

minmax ::=

minimize
| maximize
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mindom
| maxdom
| x
| backfail

valorder ::=

enum

| split
| split_on_lp
| triple_on_lp

piecewisetype ::=

concave

| convex

orientation ::=

above
| below

array ::=

ATOM [ arrayindex ]

arrayindex ::=

arrayindex , linfunc
| linfunc

The MLLP Command Language Syntax Grammar:
command ::=

load FILENAME ;

| include FILENAME ;
| option ATOM [ expression ] ;
| display [ linfunc ] ;
| print_cp ;
| print_lp ;
| print_sos ;
| solve ;
| quit ;

The MLLP Language Semantics:

Most keywords in the MLLP modelling

and command language and their semantics are self-explanatory, such as set,
param and var to dene a set, a parameter and a variable, respectively, and
load and solve to load a model or data from a le and solve a problem in-
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stance, respectively. We include below a short discussion on the less obvious
semantics of some of the more important language entities. Where appropriate we explain how those language elements relate to the constraints of the
solver, see Fig. 1.3 below. In most cases there is a one-to-one correspondence,
but in some cases the solver constraints are created from special keywords or
expressions.

Objective Function:

The rst part of the objective function entity rule,

minmax ATOM [ integral ] : linfunc ;

can expand either into minimize or maximize, to minimise or maximise the
objective function respectively. In addition the optional keyword integral species whether or not the objective function can only take integral values, which
is used by the MLLP solver to speed up the search.

Variable Attributes:
<= linfunc

Variables can have a number of dierent attributes:
To put an upper bound on the variable, possibly a
variable subscripted bound (the

>= linfunc

variable subscripted bound (the
integer

element constraint).

To put a lower bound on the variable, possibly a

element constraint).

To restrict the variable to only take integer values.

boolean

To restrict the variable to only take the value 0 or 1.

shadowed

To specify that this variable should exist both in the
CLP and MIP parts of the model and the two copies
should be linked with a

:= set

link constraint.

To specify a domain for the variable.

In this form

the set is dened on the same line.
:= ATOM

To specify a domain for the variable.

In this form

the set is dened somewhere else in the model.

Variable Subscripts:

Variable subscripts,

xy , cy or cy x, where xi are continuous

variables, y is a discrete variable and ci are constants, are entered as x[y],
c[y] or c[y]*x, respectively, and each compiled into a specialised version of
the element constraint. Variable subscripts can also be applied using variable
arrays, e.g., cyj is c[y[j]].
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The possible keywords for the piecewisetype rule

are:
concave
convex

To describe a concave piecewise linear function.
To describe a convex piecewise linear function.

Other types of piecewise linear functions are not supported in the current implementation, but can be easily added by extending the propagation procedure.
Finding the convex hull of a general piecewise linear function amounts to nding the convex hull of points in the plane, which is a well known problem in
computational geometry.
The possible keywords for the orientation rule are:
above

If the second variable should be above the constraint.

below

If the second variable should be below the constraint.

These keywords simply indicate if the feasible region is above or below the
piecewise linear function, giving the orientation of the cuts that will be added.
The other options for the piecewise linear constraint are the two variables (expression), the four coordinates of each of the line segment (array) and the
index set of the line segments (indexset), i.e., the index into the arrays.

Variable and Value Ordering:

We can select between various strategies on how

to order the variables for branching:
mindom

To select variables based on their minimum domains.

maxdom

To select variables based on their maximum domains.

x
backfail

To select variables by a xed ordering.
To select variables based on back-propagation failure.

Given a variable, we can split the current domain in dierent ways:
enum
split
split_on_lp

To enumerate the possible values.
To split the domains in equal parts.
To split the domains in two parts based the LP solution.

triple_on_lp

To split the domains in three parts based on the LP
solution. The middle set will be a singleton, the value
closest to the LP solution.
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To control the search we use the branch rule

generate ordered by varorder value by [ best ] valorder argumentlist ;

multiple times inside a search statement; ordering the variables into groups
from the most important, i.e., rst branched on, to the least important, i.e. last
branched on. We can branch dierently on the variables of each group using
a dierent variable ordering strategy and split the domains dierently using a
dierent value ordering strategy.
The branching generate rule also allows us to branch on the dierent parts
of the domain of a variable in a greatest potential order by using the optional
keyword best. Specifying this keyword will cause the solver to try the dierent
possible branches of a node of the search tree in the order of best objective value.
Note that Best Branching is a

value

selection rule, not a

variable

selection rule,

as Strong Branching [85] is in MIP. Strong Branching pre-computes objective
values for use in variable selection, by selecting a set of candidate variables and
solving the linear relaxations for every one of their possible branches. Only one
will eventually be selected and Strong Branching will therefore incur overhead
by solving relaxations for branches never taken.
By contrast, Best Branching is a

best-bound

node selection strategy, where the

set of candidate nodes are the children of the current node. Best Branching precomputes the value of each branch in order to determine in which order they
should be visited. Since all branches will eventually be considered, it will only
move some computation up in the search tree, and thus not cause any overhead.

Other Solvers:

The MLLP modelling language supports CLP and MIP solvers

in addition to the MLLP solver. If the problem is in a suitable format, i.e., it is
a pure CLP or MIP problem, then the following print commands will produce
les that can be read by CLP and MIP solvers:

print_cp

To print the problem in SICStus Prolog format [29].

print_lp

To print the problem in CPLEX LP format [85].

print_sos

To print a CPLEX SOS information le [85].

The Constraint Hierarchy of MLLP:

As discussed in Paper V (Chap. 6),

there are many similarities between modelling and solving using global constraints and Object Oriented Software Design and Development (OOSDD).
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Traditional CP

FD Store

Alldiff

CONSTRAINT

Element

Discrete part
LP Store

Cumulative

Continous part
LP relax
Cuts
... in org vars

FD vars
FD constr

LP relax
Cuts

Cardinality

... in MIP vars

...

FD Store

(a) The interactions of global constraints.

LP Store

(b) The structure of global constraints.

Figure 1.2: The interactions and structure of global constraints.

To recapitulate, OOSDD builds on the principle that each class captures specic
functionality in the program and has built-in methods to operate on its data.
Dening a specic but re-usable class is a balance between focusing on this
particular functionality and using its special features for designing ecient data
structures and algorithms, and at the same time being general enough so that
the class can be re-used in a dierent context.
Similarly, a global constraint captures a specic sub-structure in the problem,
e.g., an all-dierent requirement on a set of variables, a piecewise linear function,
or a variable subscripted coecient or variable. It allows that sub-structure to
be passed around and operated on as a whole, e.g., propagation or a dynamically stated linear relaxation. It should be specic enough so that an ecient
propagation can be implemented and a tight linear relaxation can be derived.
On the other hand it should also be general enough so that it can be used in a
dierent problem where a similar structure appears.
Given these parallels, the methodology of OOSDD can be applied to a large
degree to the process of modelling and solving combinatorial optimisation problems, as it relates to breaking the problem structurally into coherent pieces
and providing ltering algorithms for each one, hence the term

Modelling and Solving (OOMS)

Object Oriented

introduced in Paper V (Chap. 6). The corre-

spondence between the two also provides a roadmap to how a modeller/solver
system can be implemented in software, both in terms of the interface between
global constraints and the rest of the system, see Fig. 1.2(a), and how a mixed
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CONSTRAINT
LPCONSTRAINT
CONJUNCTION

FDCONSTRAINT
CONDITIONAL

DISJUNCTION
PIECEWISE
INDOMAIN

CONDITIONALFD
LINK

CONDITIONALLP

ALLDIFFERENT
ELEMENT

ELEMENTFD

LINKONE

LINKMANY

ELEMENTLP

ELEMENTLPCOEFF

ELEMENTLPVAR

Figure 1.3: The classes of MLLP.

global constraint breaks down into individual parts and how they communicate,
see Fig. 1.2(b).
The MLLP modelling language and the MLLP solver are implemented in Java,
an object oriented programming language, and build on the principles of OOMS.
There is a direct correspondence between the elements of the modelling language
and the classes of the solver, which is clearly demonstrated when comparing the
constraint hierarchy of MLLP, shown in Fig. 1.3, with the modelling language
grammar and semantics from above.
All constraints are derived from the general constraints class

Constraint.

There

are two major types of constraints: Continuous linear constraints dened in

LPConstraint and all others derived from FDConstraint.
The basic

conditional constraint of

MLLP

h(y) ! Ax  b
is dened in

ConditionalLP (the class ConditionalFD is for a purely discrete con-

ditional constraint). While all mixed global constraints can be written as set
of conditional constraints, analogous to global constraints in CLP, they are not
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ConditionalLP class, as they have dierent relaxations and em-

ploy dierent propagation algorithms in order to improve the solution process.
Mixed global constraints are not syntactic sugar for an underlying model based
on conditional constraints, the algorithms are stronger on the global constraints
than what can be achieved on the conditional constraints alone.

Piecewise, the
Link hierarchy, and the various
forms of the element constraints under the Element hierarchy.

Other mixed constraints are the

piecewise

linear constraint in

various mapping/linking constraints under the

In addition there are classical discrete constraints, such as

AllDierent and the indomain constraint in InDomain.
such as the

alldifferent constraint, could

alldifferent

in

Some of those constraints,

of course be extended to employ a

linear relaxation as a part of its propagation and as a part of the overall solution
process.

Modelling and Usage Examples:

To exemplify the discussion above we

will use parts of the model from Paper IV (Chap. 5) to illustrate the MLLP
modelling and command language. The full model appears in App. C.

The MLLP Modelling Language Illustrated:

An MLLP model normally

starts with set and variable declarations:

set Components;
set Types;
set Resources;

# The components
# Type of each component
# Resources

var T {t in Components} integer, := Types;
# Types of components
var Qt {c in Components} integer, shadowed, <= 10; # Quant. of components
var R {r in Resources};
# Resource usage
Components and Types will be specied in a data le.
The variable vector T ranges over the elements of the set Components and each
variable Tc can take on values from the set Types, specifying the type of each
component. The variable vector Qt also ranges over the components. Each
variable Qtc has as implicit lower bound of 0 and an explicit upper bound of
10. The integer keyword species that T and Qt are discrete variables and the
shadowed keyword indicates that the Qt variables should have shadow copies in
the LP. The shadow constructs are compiled into mixed global link constraints.
The elements for the sets
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Parameter declarations follow the set and variables declarations:

param a {r in Resources, c in Components, t in Types};
Parameter values are normally supplied in a data le but can also be calculated
in the model.
The objective function is specied using the
the optional

integral keyword:

minimize or maximize keywords and

minimize resources integral: sum {r in Resource} R[r];
The

integral

keyword species that the objective function value is integral in

this case, which the solver may be able to take advantage of. In mathematical
notation the objective function would be

min

X

r 2 Resources

Constraints are specied using the

Rr :

subject to keyword:

subject to usage: forall {r in Resources}
R[r] = sum {c in Components} (a[r,c,T[c]]  Qt[c]);
In mathematical notation this constraint would be

Rr =

X

In this constraint the parameter
piled into a mixed global
value of

(ar;c;Tc  Qtc); 8r 2 Resources:

c 2 Components

a is subscripted by the variable Tc .

element constraint that

This is com-

will look up the appropriate

a (based on the value of the variable Tc ) during the search.

The search statement species the strategy that should be used:

search {
generate ordered by backfail value by best triple_on_lp
{c in Components} T[c]
{c in Components} Qt[c];
};
This says that the

T

variables have a higher priority over the

Qt

variables and

should be branched on rst. Within that ordering the variables whose domain
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backfail).

become empty during back-propagation should be tried rst (

Also,

domains should be branched on by splitting them in three based on the LP

triple_on_lp)

solution (

and the descendant nodes should be fully propagated

best).

and tried in the order of most promising rst (
be used to branch on

Dierent strategies could

T and Qt variables by using two generate statements.

The MLLP Command Language Illustrated:

The model le is loaded

load Problem.mllp command and the data is
include Problem.data command. Options can be a part

into the modeller by using the
included by using the

of the model or data les or can be included from a separate Problem.opt
le using the

include

command. Model, data and options can also be entered

directly from the user interface.
If the problem is a pure CLP or MIP model, then the command

print_lp can

print_cp

or

be used to print the instance in a format suitable for solvers that

understand the SICStus Prolog or CPLEX LP format, respectively.
The problem instance is solved using the

solve command (note that the

MLLP

solver can solve pure CLP and MIP problems as they are special cases of MLLP).
Before solving, the modeller compiles the models, which consists of some simple
preprocessing and simplication, processing the (mixed) global constraints (e.g.,

piecewise), and recognising variable shadowing and variable subscripts and
creating the corresponding link and element constraints. Linear inequalities
the

are passed directly to the LP solver, other constraints are passed to the CLP
solver which in turn adds the consequents of the conditionals and the linear
relaxations of the global constraints to the LP.
The solver prints out statistics (none, summary or verbose) on the solution
process and the optimal solution according to the options set. When an optimal
solution has been found, the solver can be queried about the values of the
variables using the

display command.

Finally, the command

1.4

quit is used to end the session.

A PERSPECTIVE ON HYBRID CLPMIP OPTIMISATION

Hybrid CLPMIP optimisation is a relatively new discipline, most papers on
this subject date from 1994 to the present, with the most concentration since
1998. It is certainly not as rooted in theory and practice as CLP and MIP are
themselves individually. It is therefore illustrating to give a perspective on the
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roles of CLP and MIP in hybrid CLPMIP optimisation in terms of this research,
and how hybrid CLPMIP optimisation can be approached, in particular how
it can be applied in practice.

1.4.1

The Primitive Constraints of Hybrid Optimisation

In CLP, a distinction is made between

primitive

and

nonprimitive

constraints.

Primitive constraints are the easy constraints, for which there exist ecient
(polynomial time) satisfaction and optimisation algorithms.
The primitive constraints are maintained in a constraint store, which in Finite
Domain CLP consists simply of the variable domains. Propagation algorithms
for nonprimitive constraints retrieve the current domains from the constraint
store and replace them with the resulting smaller domains.
In MIP, linear inequalities over continuous variables are primitive because they
can be solved by linear programming algorithms. The integrality conditions are
the only nonprimitive constraints.
The framework for integration described by Bockmayr and Kasper in [21] provides an interesting perspective on MLLP. They propose two ways of integrating
CLP and MIP. The rst is to incorporate the LP part of the problem into a
CLP framework as a nonprimitive constraint. Then LP becomes a constraint
propagation technique.

It accesses domains in the form of bounds from the

constraint store and adds new bounds obtained by minimising and maximising
a single variable.

A second approach is to make linear inequalities primitive

constraints. The constraint store contains continuous inequality relaxations of
the constraints but excludes integrality conditions.
MLLP is a third type of integration in which two constraint stores are maintained, see Fig. 1.4. A classical nite domain constraint store (FD Store) contains domains and a LP constraint store (LP Store) contains linear inequalities
and bounds. There are no continuous variables in the FD Store and no discrete
variables in the LP Store.
Since the FD Store contains variable domains, integrality conditions can remain
therein as primitive constraints. The nonprimitive constraints can access and
add to both constraint stores.

The conditional constraint and other mixed

constraints of MLLP thus act as the prime inference agents connecting the two
stores, modifying the domains of the FD Store and adding inequalities to the
LP Store, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4.
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Alldiff
FD Store

LP Store
Piecewise

Element

...
Figure 1.4: The interaction of OR and CS/AI in a hybrid framework.

Thus, variable domains, integrality conditions, linear inequalities and bounds
are the primitive constraints of MLLP. Other constraints, including all mixed
global constraints, are nonprimitive.

1.4.2

The Incorporation of OR and CS/AI into Hybrid Methods

One way to view hybrid CLPMIP optimisation is to look at the way CLP
has developed. At its core CLP has variables domains, very basic constraints
(arithmetic and logical constraints and the

indomain constraint) and Constraint

Propagation (CP).
In the basic CLP scheme all variables have domains, which the constraints use
to communicate what solution values are infeasible. CP is this communication,
where each constraint in turn looks at the condition it represents and the current
domains of its variables and then removes all the inconsistent values it can nd.
The left side of Fig. 1.4 (FD Store) represents this communication between the
dierent constraints via the variable domains.
The drawback of this setup is that constraint communication is limited to the
variable domains, in particular there is no direct communication between the
constraints.

This was recognised in the CS/AI community a while back and
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constraints: Identifying groups of constraints

that each dealt with the same super-structure and replacing each of those groups
with a single constraint that had specialised pruning algorithms, achieving more
complete and focused propagation than what was possible by only communicating via the variable domains. This direct communication is represented in the
centre part of Fig. 1.4.
Note that these structures are not necessarily represented internally in the global
constraints as they were represented before.

For example, the

alldifferent

condition was represented as pairwise disequalities, but is now represented internally as a bipartite graph with the variables on one bank, the possible values
on the other and edges between them representing possible assignments. The
aim is even not to represent them as before, in order to save on the number of
variables needed.
While increasing the communication and allowing a sharper propagation, the
original problem remains however: The global constraints have no direct communication between them, only communication via the variable domains. Global
constraints are an addition that allow related parts of the model to communicate more eciently, but do not solve the problem of general communication
between dierent constraints. This is represented in the left and centre parts of
Fig. 1.4.
This is where the global view of the LP, in the context of this research, comes in,
as represented in the right part of Fig. 1.4 (LP Store). Each constraint (global or
non-global) contributes a linear relaxation of itself and maintains and updates
it during the internal and FD Store propagations. The LP solver then operates
on the linear relaxation as a whole and can detect global inconsistencies, can
perform global optimisation and can give global guidance on where to nd good
candidate solutions (branching guidance).
The power of this global view of the LP, the direct constraint communication,
is clearly demonstrated by the computational results using MLLP in Papers III
and IV (Chaps. 4 and 5).

Even in a dierent setting, such as the Branch-

and-Check framework discussed in Paper VI (Chap. 7), the global propagation
via the linear relaxation demonstrates itself to be important (in that case the
communication is from the subproblem to the master problem).
Linear relaxations of mixed global constraints also allow the usage of other
classical MIP techniques. A part of the dynamic, adjustable and incremental
aspects of mixed global constraints is the embedding of cutting planes.

For
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tsp or a cycle constraint could include cutting planes derived from

the classical formulation of the TSP problem, in addition to a linear relaxation.
Other techniques of similar nature include reduced cost xing and in general
using information about the continuous solution to propagate the discrete part
of the problem.
In addition, although not directly the incorporation of OR into hybrid methods,
there are many similarities between CLP and MIP, such as similar branching
strategies and the use of nogoods, as discussed in more detail in Sec. 1.1.5.

1.4.3

Suitable Structures for Hybrid Optimisation

There are signicant dierences in the way problems are modelled in CLP versus
MIP. One of the most noticeable dierences is the use of 01 variables in MIP
vs. general integer variables in CLP.
Where MIP will use
(selecting one of

n

n

01 variables

x1 ; : : : ; xn

and require that

P

xi

=1

dierent choices), CLP will instead use a single variable

y and require that y 2 f1; : : : ; ng. If, in addition, there are dierent costs
c1 ; : : : ; cn associated with the dierent choices, then MIP will use an expression
P
such as c =
ci xi to assign the cost of the choice made to the variable c, but
CLP will use variable subscripts in an expression like c = cy . The mapping
between the MIP and CLP variables can be described as follows:

y 2 f1; : : : ; ng; x1 ; : : : ; xn 2 f0; 1g and xy = 1
In CLP, variable subscripts are compiled into
expression

c = cy

element

constraints, e.g., the

is compiled into

c = z; element(y; [c1 ; : : : ; cn ]; z );
where the global constraint
list

element looks up

the appropriate

element

in the

[c1; : : : ; cn] based on the value of y and assign that value to z. The propagaelement constraint consists of synchronising the domains of y
list [c1 ; : : : ; cn ] as a mapping between them.

tion of the
using the

Given the importance of variable subscripts in CLP, extending the
constraint to hybrid CLPMIP modelling is a natural rst step.
dierent forms of the

and

z,

element

More and

element constraint come up when variables subscripts are

combined with continuous variables and linear inequalities. This is discussed in
more detail in Papers I, II and IV (Chaps. 2, 3 and 5).
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Mixed propagation, communication between the CLP and MIP parts of a model,
also sets the scene for

link

constraints (shadowing). This includes both one-

to-one and one-to-many linking (note that the

element

constraint implicitly

has one-to-many linking, but sometimes an explicit one-to-many linking may be
required).
The dierences in modelling (general integer vs. 01 variables) and the dierence
in emphasis on whether work should be put into the model (relaxation) vs. the
propagation opens up research on many classical MIP structures/formulations.
In particular on structures where there are some discrete choices to be made and
then some continuous optimisation, but where by putting some more work into
the propagation it might be possible to use less variables than in the traditional
MIP formulation.
This is the case with the

piecewise constraint.

By implementing it with a single

discrete variable, which indicates which segment of the piecewise linear function
is to be selected, and furnishing the constraint with specialised propagation,
we are able to get as tight a formulation as the traditional SOS2 MIP formulation (the convex hull), but with

O(n)

less variables (where

n

is the number

of segments). Note that the SOS2 condition requires specialised propagation
and branching, as the

piecewise constraint does, so there is no overhead in the

piecewise constraint compared to

the SOS2 formulation.

The computational results in Paper III (Chap. 4) indicate that the

piecewise

implementation is much more ecient, in part because of the smaller linear relaxations solved at each node, but also because of a more focused propagation:
The SOS2 condition is only a

part

of the MIP formulation of a piecewise lin-

ear function, the full formulation is broken down into a number of constraints,
whereas the

piecewise

constraint is the

full

formulation.

Lack of commu-

nication between the dierent constraints in the MIP formulation becomes a
hindrance, as discussed in Sec. 1.4.2.
In summary, structures that are important modelling devices in either CLP or
MIP (element) and/or have both a discrete and continuous avour (piecewise),
are self-contained, re-usable in dierent contexts and would possibly have a
tight linear relaxation would be good potential candidates for mixed global constraints.
Paper V (Chap. 6), the dierent structures discussed there and the concept of
Object Oriented Modelling and Solving (OOMS), can also give ideas on what
structures could make for suitable candidates and how they could be approached.
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FUTURE WORK

In Paper I (Chap. 2) we mention a number of general topics for future research,
many of which served as guidelines for the current study.

Here we recapitu-

late some of those suggestions, mention other potentially interesting research
directions, and also add some more specic topics based on the lessons learned:



The CLPMIP community would benet greatly as a whole if a exible hybrid modeller/solver system was publicly available. Recently, Michel and
Van Hentenryck have started a research project called The OPL++ Optimization System [96], which has the potential to be an important step in
that direction. This eort focuses on providing a platform for hybrid optimisation, combining mathematical programming, constraint programming
and local search, and promises to oer sophisticated modelling facilities.



To fully demonstrate the potential of hybrid CLPMIP approaches, more
problems need to be experimented with, both the modelling and computational aspects.



Investigating more discrete and continuous structures, e.g.,

cumulative,

assign, etc., and developing linear relaxations and mixed propagation for
them (mixed global constraints) is of great importance.



A mixed global constraint could have multiple relaxations and perhaps a
mix of linear and discrete relaxations. How could that be implemented
and would it be useful? In Fig. 1.4 this would perhaps entail having more
constraint stores than the FD and LP Stores.



The basic MLLP framework assumes that all the variables in the objective
function are continuous. Discrete variables can only aect the objective
function directly if they are shadowed with continuous variables (one-toone

link

or

element) that

are a part of the objective. Could we instead

enumerate the optimal LP solutions or optimise the appropriate discrete
(MIP) problems, or are the shadow variables a better approach?



Explore more exible search strategies. Currently MLLP only does depthrst branching search (coupled with constraint propagation, optimisation by linear programming, reduced-cost based propagation and backpropagation).

best-node

Instead of the depth-rst node selection strategy, maybe

(the node selection strategy of choice in MIP) could be inte-

grated and proven to be superior. There are also CLP approaches, e.g.,
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restricted branch strategies such as Limited Discrepancy Search [70] that
could prove to be useful.



The MLLP solver uses the solution values of the LP relaxation as a guide
to the branching, but only in a deterministic fashion, e.g., if two or more

piecewise

constraints are not satised, we will select deterministically

which inconsistency to branch on rst. Perhaps the solution values could
be viewed as probabilities in some fashion, to aid in selecting between
dierent choices from dierent mixed global constraints.



Computational results have shown that MLLP is very good at nding
the optimal solution, but proving optimality has been more expensive.
General nogoods have been implemented in MLLP, but turned out to have
little eect on the problems tried. This is perhaps not that surprising, since
nogoods are only eective when mistakes are made during the search that
can be identied and avoided in the future. Hence, if the search heuristic
makes few or no mistakes, no eective nogoods will be found.

Perhaps

problem or constraint specic nogoods will have more eect.



Develop sensitivity analysis for MLLP: Inference-based sensitivity analysis
for problem classes by analysing when problem perturbations leave the
proof of optimality (or infeasibility) intact. Also, learn how to generalise
this analysis so as to explain the solution.



Inference (domain reduction) is very much related to deriving Benders
cuts.

Can propagation algorithms be extended to derive Benders style

cuts and would that be useful?



A more and deeper study of Benders in the context of hybrid optimisation
and nogoods might prove an interesting research subject.



This thesis only deals with the integration of CLP and MIP. Local Search
(LS) is a potential third dimension and there is some recent work on the
integration of CLP and LS, and MIP and LS. The integration of all three,
CLP, MIP and LS, would make a very interesting and important study.

1.6

CONCLUSION

CLP and MIP are approaches that have long been used separately, but which
clearly have the potential for integration as complementary techniques to benet
the solution of combinatorial optimisation problems.
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Since modelling and solving are tightly integrated activities it is of no surprise
that the dierent underlying solution techniques of CLP and MIP have shaped
the modelling traditions into dierent forms and vice versa that the dierent
modelling approaches have required dierent solution techniques. To integrate
CLP and MIP we must merge the solution techniques as well as the modelling
practices.
As part of this, mixed global constraints, global constraints with dynamic linear
relaxation crossing the boundary between CLP and MIP, play a very important
dual role.

On the modeller side they permit a more compact representation,

increase readability, are more robust to model and data changes, and preserve
structure. On the solver side they preserve structure, allow improved inference,
and permit search to be performed more eectively.

They also open various

possibilities for including MIP techniques, such as embedding cutting plane
generation in conjunction with the propagation. That way the relaxations can
be made smaller and yet sharper and more eective than in traditional black-box
MIP solvers. We have termed this approach to hybrid CLPMIP optimisation

Object Oriented Modelling and Solving (OOMS).
Research in the eld of hybrid CLPMIP optimisation is still comparatively
recent and there are many paths to explore. One of the more pertinent issues
we encountered is the lack of exible tools to be able to quickly and easily
test integration ideas. We implemented a complete modeller/solver system for
MLLP and used OPL to test Branch-and-Check, and we conclude that there is
need in this community to have access to a perhaps more general modeller/solver
system that would, e.g., include MLLP and Branch-and-Check as special cases.
While hybrid CLPMIP optimisation obviously builds on the knowledge and
practices in the individual communities, CS/AI and OR can also benet in
return from many of the observations we have made during our integration
eorts. In particular there are the following:

CS/AI Incorporate relaxations into CLP. This includes LP relaxations, but
is not limited to them. There has also been various research on discrete
relaxations that can be useful.

CS/AI Focus the search around the optimal solution, as indicated by values
assigned to variables in the solution to the relaxation. Optimising by only
placing a bound on the objective function is not sucient.
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OR Preserve the problem structure from the modelling phase to the solution
phase, instead of linearising all constraints, e.g., by using global constraints
that the optimisation algorithms can give special consideration to.

OR Use inference (e.g., in the form of constraint propagation) alongside relaxations. Strengthen the relaxations by adding cutting planes through
systematic inference encapsulated in global constraints. Put dierently,
logical processing should not only be pre-processing.

Advances along these lines in any of the three elds, CS/AI, OR and CS/AIOR
have the potential to benet all of them.

Chapter 2

A Scheme for Unifying
Optimisation and
Constraint Satisfaction
Methods
John Hooker, Greger Ottosson, Erlendur S.
Thorsteinsson and Hak-Jin Kim

Optimisation and constraint satisfaction methods are complementary to a
large extent, and there has been much recent interest in combining them. Yet
no generally accepted principle or scheme for their merger has evolved. We
propose a scheme based on two fundamental dualities, the duality of search
and inference and the duality of strengthening and relaxation. Optimisation
as well as constraint satisfaction methods can be seen as exploiting these
dualities in their respective ways. Our proposal is that rather than employ
either type of method exclusively, one can focus on how these dualities can be
exploited in a given problem class. The resulting algorithm is likely to contain
elements from both optimisation and constraint satisfaction, and perhaps new
methods that belong to neither.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

The last several years have seen increasing interest in combining the models
and methods of optimisation with those of constraint satisfaction. Integration
of the two was initially impeded by their dierent cultural origins, one having
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developed largely in the operations research community and the other in the
computer science and articial intelligence communities.

The advantages of

merger, however, are rapidly overcoming this barrier.
There is a growing body of evidence that a hybrid approach can bring both modelling and algorithmic advantages. It includes computational studies involving
chemical process design [112, 133], distillation network design [63, 78, 113],
truss structure design [22], machine scheduling [71, 88], scheduling with resource constraints [108], highly combinatorial scheduling [78, 124], dynamic
scheduling [47], production planning and transportation with piecewise linear
functions [103, 116], warehouse location [21, 135], travelling salesman problem
with time windows [52], hoist scheduling [123] and problems with specially ordered sets [45]. A recent commercially available modelling system, OPL, invokes
both linear programming (ILOG Planner/CPLEX) and constraint programming
(ILOG Solver) solvers [135].
Despite these developments, no generally accepted principle or scheme has
evolved for the merger of optimisation and constraint satisfaction.

The pur-

pose here is to propose such a scheme for unifying the solution methods of the
two elds.

We address elsewhere [78, 79, 81] the issue of a unied modelling

framework.
Our scheme is based on exploiting two dualities:

The duality of search vs.

inference and the duality of strengthening vs. relaxation. Some of these ideas
are anticipated in [72].
Branching algorithms provide one example of these dualities at work.

The

search/inference duality is evident in Bockmayr and Kasper's observation [21]
that both optimisation and constraint satisfaction rely on branch and infer.
Branching is a search mechanism. During the branching process, one can generate inferences in the form of cutting planes (as in optimisation) or constraint
propagation to achieve domain reduction (as in constraint satisfaction).

The

combination of branching and inference is usually much more eective than
either alone.
The strengthening/relaxation duality is also evident in branching algorithms.
When one branches on the possible values of a variable, the resulting subproblems are strengthenings of the original problem in the sense of a restriction;
they have an additional constraint that xes the value of the variable and therefore shrinks the feasible set. In optimisation one typically solves a relaxation of
the problem at each node of the search tree in order to obtain bounds on the
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optimal value, often a continuous relaxation such as a linear programming or
Lagrangean relaxation. The reduced variable domains obtained in a constraint
satisfaction algorithm in eect represent a relaxation of the problem at that
node of the search tree. In any feasible solution the variables must take values
in these domains, but an arbitrary selection of values from the domains need
not comprise a feasible solution. Again enumeration of strengthenings is more
eective when combined with relaxation of some kind.
The thesis of this paper is that because both constraint programming and optimisation use problem-solving strategies based on the same dualities, their methods can be naturally combined. Rather than employ optimisation methods exclusively or constraint satisfaction methods exclusively, one can focus on the
how these dualities can be exploited in a given problem class.

The resulting

algorithm is likely to contain elements from both optimisation and constraint
satisfaction, and perhaps new methods that belong to neither.
Section 2.2 begins the paper with a simple illustration of how the dualities might
operate in a branching context. It does so rst in a constraint satisfaction and
in an integer programming setting. It then combines the two approaches.
The next two sections explore the dualities more deeply and propose methods
that belong to neither constraint satisfaction nor integer programming.
tion 2.3 investigates the search/inference duality.

Sec-

It explains how constraint

programmers exploit problem structure to apply eective inference algorithms.
It also frames the search/inference duality as a formal optimisation duality that
generalises classical linear programming duality. This perspective forges a link
between the concept of a nogood in constraint satisfaction and Benders decomposition in optimisation. It also provides a general method for sensitivity
analysis.
Section 2.4 takes up the duality of strengthening and relaxation. This duality
is studied in optimisation under the guise of Lagrangean and surrogate duality,
which nds a strong relaxation by searching over a parameterised family of
relaxations. Both are dened only for inequality constraints, but both are special
cases of a general relaxation duality that can be developed for a much wider
range of problems.
A particularly promising maneuver is to combine constraint programming's approach to inference with optimisation's approach to relaxation. When formulating a problem, the constraint programmer often identies a group of constraints
that show special structure and represents them with a single

global

constraint,
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cumulative.

The optimiser often relaxes

a problem by transforming it to an instance of a specially structured class of
problems that can be solved to optimality, such as a linear programming problem.

Both of these techniques are key to the success of the respective elds.

There is a natural way to combine them: Design relaxations of the sort used
in optimisation for global constraints of the sort used in constraint programming [103]. This idea is illustrated in Section 2.5 by presenting relaxations for
element constraints.
The paper concludes by suggesting issues for future research.

2.2

A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

A small example can illustrate how dualities can operate in a constraint satisfaction and in an integer programming setting as well as in a combined mode.
One example can illustrate only a few of the relevant ideas, but it will help make
the discussion to follow more concrete.
Consider the following optimisation problem:
minimise
subject to

4x1 + 3x2 + 5x3
4x1 + 2x2 + 4x3  17;

all-differentfx1 ; x2 ; x3 g;

xj

The set

Dj

(2.1)

2 f1; : : : ; 5g:

= f1; : : : ; 5g is the initial domain of each of the variables xj .
(x1; x2 ; x3 ) = (2; 3; 1) with optimal value 22.

The

optimal solution is

We will solve the problem by constraint satisfaction methods, by integer programming, and nally by a combined approach.

The particular methods il-

lustrated are not the best available for either constraint satisfaction or integer
programming. They are chosen because they help illustrate how methods may
be combined. The intent is not to compare the performance of constraint programming and integer programming but to present a combined approach.

2.2.1

Constraint Satisfaction

A constraint satisfaction method can solve (2.1) by solving the feasibility problem

4x1 + 3x2 + 5x3 < z;
4x1 + 2x2 + 4x3  17;

all-differentfx1 ; x2 ; x3 g;

xj 2 f1; : : : ; 5g:

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
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D1
D2
D3

Node

z

Value

12345
12345 1 12::60
12345
1
2345 1 20::44
2345
1
1 25::35
2
345
1
1 25
2
3
1
25
1
2

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

1

3
2
23
123
12
2
3
1
3
1

6:
7:
8:
9:
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Branches

D1

= f1g
D2

= f2g

D2

= f3; 4; 5g

22

D1

= f2g

1

D1

= f3; 4; 5g

25

23

23

16::22

23
22

D1

D3

= f3g

D3

= f4; 5g

= f2; 3; 4; 5g

Table 2.1: Solution of a constraint satisfaction problem by branching
and domain reduction.

4x1 + 3x2 + 5x3

The value shown is the value or domain of

at a leaf node of the search tree. A value of

1 indicates

the lack of a feasible solution.

Initially
with

z

z

= 1.

Each time a feasible solution is found, the search continues

set to the value of the solution.

A possible search tree is shown in

Table 2.1. The nodes are traversed in the depth-rst order shown. At node 1,

D1 = D2 = D3 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g, the search branches on x1 . This creates
a subproblem at node 2 by setting D1 = f1g, and one at node 7 by setting
D1 = f2; 3; 4; 5g. (Other branching schemes are possible.) Similarly, the search
branches on x2 at node 2, creating nodes 3 and 6.
where

x1 = 1 at node 2, setting x2 = 1 or x3 = 1 would be inconsistent with
the all-different constraint. The domains of x1 ; x2 are therefore reduced
to D1 = D2 = f2; 3; 4; 5g. There are several dierent domain reduction algoBecause
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rithms that remove domain elements that are inconsistent with

all-different,

varying in degree of eciency and completeness [93, 118].
A feasible solution is found at node 4 that permits one to set
5 another type of domain reduction, based on maintaining

z = 25.

At node

bounds consistency,

can be applied [93]. It infers from (2.2) that

x3  15 (z

4 min D1 3 min D2)

(2.6)

min Dj is the smallest element in Dj , and similarly for x1 and x2 . This
D1 = f1g nor D1 = f2g but reduces D3 = f4; 5g to the empty
set because (2.6) implies that x3  3. In general, the implications of one

where

changes neither

constraint are

propagated

to other constraints by means of a

constraint store,

which in the present case consists of the reduced domains that are inferred from
one constraint and made available to others.
The subproblem at node 5 is therefore infeasible. Node 6 reveals a solution of

z = 23, and nally the optimal value z = 22 is discovered at node 8, and

value

the search completes its proof of optimality in 9 nodes. Constraint satisfaction
therefore solves (2.1) with a combination of search (branching) and inference
(domain reduction).

2.2.2

Integer Programming

Integer programming exploits the search/inference duality along with a duality
of strengthening and relaxation.

Due to the restricted vocabulary of integer

programming, however, the model is more complex.

yjk (j < k) are introduced to enforce the all-different constraint,
yjk = 1 when xj < xk and yjk = 0 when xj > xk .

Variables
with

minimise
subject to

4x1 + 3x2 + 5x3
4x1 + 2x2 + 4x3  17;
xj  (xk 1) + 5(1 yjk ); 8j; k with j < k,
xk  (xj 1) + 5yjk ; 8j; k with j < k,
1  xj  5 and xj integer; j = 1; 2; 3;
yjk 2 f0; 1g; 8j; k with j < k.

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

M  constraint of integer
yjk = 1, constraint (2.9) is enforced while
(2.10) is vacuous, and vice-versa when yjk = 0.

Constraints (2.9)(2.10) illustrate the ubiquitous bigprogramming; here

M

= 5.

When
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There are other and better integer programming models for this particular prob-

M constraints

lem. Model (2.7)(2.10) is used here in order to illustrate the bigand how they may be avoided in general.

The problem is again solved by branching. This time, however, a

relaxation of the problem is solved each node of the search tree.

continuous

The continuous

relaxation of (2.7)(2.10), which is solved at the root node, is obtained by
deleting the integrality constraints on

yjk

 1.

xj

and replacing

yjk

2 f0; 1g with 0 

The optimal value of the resulting linear programming relaxation

provides a lower bound on the optimal value of (2.7)(2.10).
In integer programming, inference often takes the form of

cutting plane

genera-

tion. Cutting planes are inequalities that are satised by every integer solution
of the continuous relaxation but possibly violated by some noninteger solutions.
By cutting o  noninteger solutions, cutting planes can provide a tighter bound
when added to the constraint set of the continuous relaxation. In this case one
might add the cutting planes,

x1 + x 2 + x 3  5
2x1 + x2 + 2x3  9

(2.11)

(These cutting planes are derived from the inequality constraints alone.) There
is a vast literature describing how cutting planes may be generated for highly
structured problem classes, such as travelling salesman, job shop scheduling, set
covering, set packing, and a host of other problems.
A search tree for the problem represented by (2.7)(2.10) and (2.11) appears in
Table 2.2. The search branches on variables that have non-integral values in the

x1 , x2 , x3 , y12 , y13 , y23 . At node 1, y23 = 51 ,
and one branches by setting y23 = 0 and y23 = 1, creating nodes 2 and 7. At
1
node 2, x1 = 2 , and the branches are dened by x1  2 and x1  3. The
2
continuous relaxation, in the order

branching constraints are added to the relaxation at each node. For example,

y23 = 0 is added at node 2.

The rst feasible (i.e., integral) solution is found at

z = 22 on the optimal value
constraint 4x1 + 3x2 + 5x3  22 is added to

node 5. Its optimal value provides an upper bound
of the original problem, i.e., the

the problem at node 5. At node 6 the value of the relaxation is 23, so further
branching at node 6 cannot lead to an optimal solution, and the tree is pruned
at this point. This bounding mechanism provides the name,

branch-and-bound,

for this particular kind of search.
Branch-and-bound search relies on the interplay of the search/inference and
strengthening/relaxation dualities. It searches by branching and draws infer-
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5:

1
1
1
1
1

22

(2; 3; 1)

(1; 0; 0)

6:

22

23

(3; 2; 1)

(0; 0; 0)

7:

22

21

(2; 1; 2)

(0;

8:

22

25

(3; 1; 2)

(0; 0; 1)

21 12

(1 12 ; 1; 2 12 )

1 ; 1; 1)
( 10
1
( 5 ; 1; 1)

1:
2:
3:
4:

9:

22

10:

22

11:

22

20

(3; 1; 1)

21

(2 21 ; 2; 1)
(2; 2 31 ; 1 13 )

21 23

1

22
26

Branches

(y12 ; y13 ; y23 )
(0; 0;

1)
5

1
( 10
; 0; 0)

4 ;
( 15

1
15 ; 0)

y23

=0
x1

2

2
2 3

x2

(1; 1; 3)
(2; 1; 3)

1
5 ; 1)

x1
y23

3

x

=1
y13

=0

y13

=1

1
1 2

x1

(0; 1; 1)

x

Table 2.2: Solution of an integer programming problem by branching,
relaxation, and cutting plane generation.

ences by cutting plane generation (which results in

branch and cut).

Branching

likewise creates strengthenings of the problem by adding constraints. A relaxation of this strengthened problem is created by dropping integrality requirements and applying a linear programming algorithm.

2.2.3

A Combined Approach

The respective advantages of constraint satisfaction and integer programming
are easily combined in this case. Domain reduction and cutting plane generation
are simply two forms of inference, and both can be used.

In fact, domain

reduction can be applied to the cutting planes (2.11) as well as the original
constraint (2.8). The advantages of relaxation are also available. The integer
programming relaxation was obtain by dropping integrality constraints from the
large model (2.7)(2.10). But the largest part of this model, (2.9)(2.10), adds
little to the quality of the relaxation. One can use the original model (2.1) as a
problem statement and for feasibility checks, but create a continuous relaxation
that consists of (2.7)(2.8), the cutting planes (2.11) and the bounds

1  x j  5.

Because the relaxation is distinguished from the model, both are more succinct.
A search tree appears in Table 2.3. At each node constraint propagation is rst
applied to the original problem, and if successful, the bounds in the relaxation
are adjusted accordingly (we add the branching constraints both to the original
model and the relaxation). As soon as a feasible solution is found, a constraint
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D1
D2
D3

12345
12345
12345
12345
2345
12345
12
2345
12345
2
345
1

?
?
?

z



Value

(x1 ; x2 ; x3 )

1

20

(3; 1; 1)

1

21

(2 12 ; 2; 1)

1

21 12

(2; 2; 1 12 )

1

22

(2; 3; 1)

22
22
22

1
1
1
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Branches

x2

2
x1

x3

2

x1

2

3

x3

1

x3

2

Table 2.3: Solution of a constraint satisfaction problem by branching,
domain reduction, relaxation, and cutting plane generation.

is added to the problem indicating the bound on the solution and it is updated
as necessary.

x1  2, x3  2 at node 1 because the
= x3 = 1; the alternatives are obviously ex-

The search branches on the alternatives
solution of the relaxation sets

x2

x1 . Because
all-different,

haustive. At node 2 the search branches on a non-integral variable
the solution of the relaxation at node 3 is integral and satises
it is feasible, and no further branching is needed.

Due to the combined eects of constraint propagation and relaxation, a combined approach may produce a search tree is smaller than those that result
from constraint programming or integer programming methods.

In addition

processing may be faster at each node than in integer programming, because
the relaxation is smaller. There may also be nodes at which one need not solve
the relaxation, because constraint propagation alone (which is often faster than
solving an LP) may determine that the problem is infeasible.

2.3
A

DUALITY OF SEARCH AND INFERENCE

search

method examines possible values of the variables until an acceptable

solution is found. An

inference method attempts to derive a desired implication

from the constraint set. Popular search methods include branching (which ex-
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amines partial solutions) and local search heuristics (which examine complete
solutions). Inference methods include cutting plane methods (in which inequalities are inferred) and domain reduction (in which smaller domains are inferred).
Search and inference tend to work best in combination. Search alone may happen upon a good solution early in the process, but it must examine many other
solutions before determining that it is good. Inference alone can rule out whole
families of solutions as inferior, but this is not the same as nding a good solution. Working together, search and inference can nd and verify good solutions
more quickly.
As illustrated above, a common strategy for running search and inference in
parallel is to use inference in the context of a branching search.

Constraint

satisfaction infers smaller domains, for instance by maintaining consistency.
Smaller domains result in less branching.

The example illustrates the main-

tenance of bounds consistency for inequalities and hyperarc consistency [93] for

all-different constraints.

The cutting planes of optimisation are designed to

strengthen continuous relaxations but can reduce domains as well, for example
if one maintains bounds consistency for them.
Combining search and inference also provides an eective way to exploit problem
structure.

Inferences drawn from specially structured constraints can reveal

which regions of the solution space are unproductive and need not be examined.
This is discussed rst below. Finally, the interaction of search and inference can
be interpreted as a formal duality. This leads to a link between nogoods and
Benders decomposition as well as a general approach to sensitivity analysis.

2.3.1

Inference and Structure

One advantage of using inference in the context of search is that it can exploit
special structure.

If the problem or some part if it exhibits a pattern that

has been closely analysed oine in order to identify strong implications, these
implications can be generated quickly.

The practical success of optimisation

and constraint satisfaction owes much to this strategem.
The two elds have developed dierent and complementary approaches to recognising structure.

Constraint programmers identify sets of constraints, at the

modelling stage, that can be recognised as a single global constraint (e.g.,
[15, 31, 32, 118, 119, 121]). The

cumulative

constraint, for example, requires

that a set of tasks be scheduled so that, at any given time, their total consumption of resources is within bounds. A variety of scheduling problems are special
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When they are formulated as such, the solver

can apply domain reduction procedures that deal with the constraints

globally

rather than one at a time, thus resulting in much greater reduction of domains.
In optimisation, the modeller typically identies a problem as an instance of a
class for which solution methods have been designed, such as linear programming, network ow, or 01 programming problems. Beyond this point the recognition of structure is often automated as part of the solution algorithm. The
problem is scanned for opportunities to generate knapsack cuts, xed charge
cuts, covering inequalities, etc. In some cases substructures are identied, as
for example subgraphs in a travelling salesman problem that give rise to

comb

inequalities. Another dierence with the constraint satisfaction community is
that constraint generation is aimed at strengthening a continuous relaxation
rather than raising the degree of consistency of the constraint set. Interestingly,
for a brief period in the early days of operations research, optimisers used constraints that were unrelated to the continuous relaxation. They were part of the

implicit enumeration

schemes of that day (e.g., [59]). Perhaps such constraints

have since been neglected because the community, unaware of the theory of
consistency, has not had a clear understanding of how they might accelerate
search.
One of the most impressive traits of the human mind is its pattern-recognition
ability. The constraint satisfaction approach uses this ability to identify structure primarily in the modelling stage.

Optimisation uses it primarily in the

design of the solution algorithms that automatically detect patterns.
strict oneself to one approach or the other seems a mistake.

To re-

The modeller's

insight into the practical situation should be used, as should the mathematician's analysis when the problem is suciently stylised to apply it.

2.3.2

Inference Duality in Optimisation

One way to capture the duality of search and inference in a more rigorous
setting is to state it as a formal optimisation duality. For this purpose a general
optimisation problem might be written
minimise

x2D

subject to

f (x)
x2S

(2.12)
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= D1  : : :  Dn the domain.

viewed as a search problem: Find an

x

This can be

2 S \ D that minimises f (x).

The

inference dual is
maximise
subject to

z
(x 2 S ) !D (f (x)  z)

where the arrow indicates implication: For all

(2.13)

x 2 D, if x 2 S then f (x)  z .

If

an optimal value exists for (2.12), it is the same as the optimal value of (2.13).
So optimisation can be viewed as an inference problem: What is the tightest
lower bound on

f (x) one can infer from x 2 S ?

The optimisation literature has closely studied inference duality in the special
case of linear programming. Here (2.12) becomes
minimise

cx

subject to

Ax  b; x  0

x 2 Rn

where

(2.14)

A is an m  n matrix. The dual problem is to infer the strongest possible
cx  z (i.e., the tightest lower bound z ) from Ax  b, x  0. A

inequality

fundamental result of linear programming (the Farkas Lemma) states that if

 b, x  0 is feasible, it implies cx  z if and only if some nonnegative
linear combination uA  ub of Ax  b dominates cx  z . That is, uA  c and
ub  z for some u  0. So the dual problem can be written
Ax

maximise

ub

subject to

uA  c; u  0

u 2 Rm

(2.15)

This is the classical linear programming dual. It has the same (possibly innite)
optimal value

z

as (2.14) unless both (2.14) and (2.15) are infeasible.

The

u of the dual problem can be viewed as encoding a proof that cx  z  ,

because it species a linear combination of Ax  b that dominates cx  z .

solution

Linear programming has the convenient property that a solution of the dual
always has polynomial length (i.e., linear programming belongs to both

NP ). A proof of optimality can in general be
x in (2.14) is restricted to be integer, so

NP

and co-

exponentially long. For

example, if

that (2.14) becomes an

integer programming problem, then the inference dual can no longer be written
in the form (2.15). The dual must be solved by a proof of optimality that most
commonly takes the form of an exhaustive search treewhich has exponential
size in general.
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A major benet of inference duality is that it provides a scheme for sensitivity
analysis. This kind of analysis is very important in practice because it indicates
how the solution would be aected by perturbations of the problem data.

It

allows one to focus on data that really matter.
Up to a point, sensitivity analysis is straightforward. Given an optimal solution
of the primal problem (2.12), one can analyse under what data alterations this
solution remains feasible. But this says nothing about whether it remains optimal, and this is where the inference dual comes into play. Because a solution
of the inference dual is a proof, one can analyse under what data perturbations
the proof remains valid and the solution therefore remains optimal (assuming it
remains feasible as well).
This scheme works out nicely in linear programming.
solution of (2.12) and

u

Let

x

be an optimal

an optimal solution of the dual problem (2.15). Let

(c + c)x subject to (A + A)x 

(b + b). Obviously x remains feasible if Ax  b. But it remains optimal



as well if u remains a valid proof that (c + c)x  z ; i.e., if u A  c and
ub  z .
(2.14) be perturbed so that it minimises

Until very recently the optimisation community has approached the sensitivity
question for discrete problems in a dierent fashion, using the concepts of value
function, super-additive duality, etc. These approaches tend to make sensitivity analysis computationally very dicult.

Both optimisation and constraint

satisfaction problems could benet from the inference duality approach. The
branch-and-bound tree for an integer programming problem, for example, can
be analysed to determine under what problem perturbations the tree remains a
proof of optimality [41, 73, 74]. If branching and domain reduction prove a problem instance to be infeasible, one can examine for what problem perturbations
this proof remains valid.
More generally, a solution of the inference dual provides an

explanation

(in the

form of a proof ) for why a solution is optimal, or why the problem is infeasible.
In practice, an explanation of the solution could be more valuable than the
solution itself. Perhaps methods can be developed to reduce this proof to its
bare essentials, delineating as clearly as possible the reason for optimality or
infeasibility. These ideas remain largely unexplored.
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Nogoods and Benders Decomposition

If in the midst of search a trial solution is found to be unsatisfactory, the reasons
for its failure can be analysed. This analysis may lead to a constraint that rules
out many solutions that fail for the same reason. By adding this constraint to
the problem one can avoid unnecessary search. Such a constraint is a

nogood,

a

well-known idea in the constraint satisfaction literature [132]. A nogood is a way
of learning from one's mistakes. It combines search and inference in a particular
way: The inferred constraints (nogoods) are occasioned by the discovery of bad
solutions.
A related idea has evolved in the optimisation literature. One way to combine
search and inference is to search values of

some of the variables and use inference

to project the constraints onto these variables. Let the variables of (2.12) be
partitioned as follows.
minimise

f (x; y)

subject to

(x; y) 2 S

x 2 Dx ; y 2 Dy

We will search over values of

x.

(2.16)

If we examine a particular value

optimal values for the remaining variables subject to

subproblem
minimise

f (x; y)

subject to

(x; y) 2 S

y 2 Dy

x

= x.

x, we can nd

This poses the

(2.17)

The variables are partitioned in such a way that the subproblem has special
structure that makes it easier to solve. The variables may decouple, for example.
The next step is to solve the inference dual of the subproblem by generating a
proof of optimality for its optimal solution

yx .

This proof might take the form of

a branching tree. By examining the conditions under which this proof is valid,

Bx (x) that provides a lower bound on the
x. Two examples of this are provided
Obviously Bx
x) = f (x; yx ), but even when x has some value other than
 (

we may be able to dene a function

optimal value of (2.16) for a given value of
below.

x, it may be possible to determine what kind of lower bound the dual proof still
provides. If z is the objective function value of (2.16), this analysis yields the
nogood z  Bx
 (x). It states that there is no point in examining solutions x
for which the objective function value is less than Bx
 (x). The master problem
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minimises the objective function subject to nogoods that have been accumulated
so far:
minimise

z

subject to

z  Bxk (x); k = 1; : : : ; K

x 2 Dx

where

x1 ; : : : ; xK

are the nogoods generated so far.

problem is solved, the solution

x

Each time the master

generates another nogood.

eect project the constraint set onto the variables

x.

(2.18)

The nogoods in

It is usually unnecessary

to generate all of the nogoods that dene the projection, because the process
stops when a nogood is satised by the previous

x.

When this strategy is applied to a problem with the following form, the result
is

Benders decomposition.
minimise

f (x) + cy

subject to

g(x) + Ay  b

x 2 Dx ; y 2 Rn

(2.19)

The subproblem is a linear programming problem.
minimise

f (x) + cy

subject to

Ay  b g(x)

y 2 Rn

The dual solution

ux

of (2.19) proves bound

proof remains valid when

x

z

(2.20)

 ux b ux g(x).

has values other than

x,

Bx (x) = ux b ux g(x), also known as a Benders cut.

Because the

we have the nogood

z



When the subproblem (2.17) is solved by branching, one may be able to construct a boolean formula
optimality of

yx

P (x) such that the branching tree remains a proof of
P (x) = 1. It is shown in [80], for example, that in

whenever

integer programming the branching proof can be viewed as encoding a resolution proof whose premises are implied by constraints that are violated at the
leaf nodes of the tree. The violated constraints imply the premises when
One can let

P (x)

x = x.

= 1 for all values of x for which these constraint continue
z  Bx (x) = f (x; yx )P (x) is a valid nogood (if

to imply the premises. Then

z  0).

Nogoods can be combined with branching. Suppose that at a given node of the
branching tree, constraint propagation or cutting planes prove infeasibility, or
more generally prove

z

 z where z = 1 in the case of infeasibility.

One can

view this proof as solution of the inference dual of a subproblem containing the
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variables that have not yet been xed at that node. Then one might derive a
nogood

z  Bx (x), where x is the vector of variables that have been xed.

This

nogood can serve as a valid constraint throughout the rest of the tree search.
Thus at each node one can generate complementary constraints: Constraints
involving the unxed variables by means of constraint propagation and cutting
plane methods, and nogoods involving the xed variables.
Again there is cross-fertilisation. The optimisation community has apparently
never used nogoods in branching search. The constraint satisfaction community
has apparently never used generalised Benders decomposition as a means to
generate nogoods, although Beringer and de Backer have done related work [43,
19]. The ability of Benders decomposition to exploit structure could give new
life to the idea of a nogood, which has received limited attention in practical
algorithms.

2.4
A

DUALITY OF STRENGTHENING AND RELAXATION

strengthening

of a problem shrinks the feasible set, and a

relaxation

enlarges

it. Solving a strengthened minimisation problem provides an upper bound on
the optimal value of the original problem.

Relaxing the problem provides a

lower bound.
The interplay of strengthening and relaxation is an old theme in optimisation
that goes under the name of

primal-dual

methods. These appear, for example,

in dual-ascent and other Lagrangean methods for discrete optimisation, out-ofkilter and related methods for network ow problems [11], and the primal-dual
simplex method for linear programming. All of these exploit the same formal
duality, which is dened below. Branch-and-bound search can be regarded as a
primal-dual method in a somewhat dierent sense that will also be discussed.
Properly chosen strengthenings and relaxations may be much easier to solve
than the original problem. Solving several of them and choosing the tightest
bounds that result may therefore provide a practical way of bracketing the
optimal value of a problem that cannot be solved to optimality.
As noted earlier, enumeration of strengthenings usually takes the form of branching or local search. It is less obvious how to enumerate relaxations of a problem,
but a clever method has evolved over the years: One

parameterises

Each parameter setting yields a dierent relaxation.

relaxations.

The problem of nding

parameters that yield the tightest bound might be called the

relaxation dual
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problem. Several well-known dualities in optimisation are special cases, including the linear programming dual, the Lagrangean dual, and the surrogate dual.
These classical duals, however, apply only to problems with inequality constraints. The general relaxation dual may provide a key to relaxing constraints
that take other forms. This is particularly important for bringing the advantages of relaxation to constraint satisfaction methods, which permit a much
broader repertory of constraints than the inequality constraints of mathematical programming. The rst section below suggests how this might be done.
Branch-and-bound search dualises strengthening and relaxation in a dierent
way. The second section suggests how generalisation of this idea can also result
in new methods.

2.4.1

Relaxation Duality

We begin by dening strengthening and relaxation more carefully. The denition
stated above assumes that the objective function in a strengthening or relaxation
is the same as in the original problem. It need not be. The following problem
is a

strengthening

0
for x 2 S .

of (2.12) in a more general sense if

minimise

f 0(x)

subject to

x 2 S0

x2D

S0  S

f 0 (x)  f (x)

(2.21)

()

( ) for x 2 S .

relaxation of (2.12) if S 0  S and f x  f 0 x
the epigraph E of an optimisation problem (2.12)

Problem (2.21) is a
Equivalently, let

and

f(z; x) j z  f (x); x 2 S g.

be the set

A strengthening's epigraph is a subset of

E , and a

relaxation's epigraph is a superset.
Suppose that a family of relaxations is parameterised by

f (x; ) and S 0 = S ().

 2 , so that f 0 (x) =

Each relaxation is written

() = minff (x; ) j x 2 S ()g
x2D

(2.22)

This is a valid relaxation if:

S ()  S; all  2 
f (x; )  f (x); all x 2 S;  2 

(2.23)
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The problem of nding a relaxation that gives the tightest lower bound is the

relaxation dual,

()

maximise

2
The classical

(2.24)

Lagrangean relaxation replaces the objective function with a lower

bound that is obtained by penalising infeasible solutions and perhaps rewarding
feasible ones.

It is dened only when the constraints have inequality form,

= fx j gi (x)  0; i 2 I g. It is obtained by setting f (x; ) =
(x) and S () = D for   0. Note that the feasible set is
the same for all . This is a valid relaxation because clearly S ()  S , and
P
f (x) + i2I i gi (x)  f (x) for all   0 and all x 2 S (so that gi (x)  0).
so that

f (x) +

S

P
i2I i gi

In this case the relaxation dual is the

Lagrangean dual,

which is widely used in

integer and nonlinear programming to obtain bounds.
The

surrogate relaxation

leaves the objective function untouched but replaces

the inequality constraints with a nonnegative linear combination of those con-

f (x; ) = f (x) and S () = fx j

P

i2I i gi (x) 
0g, with   0. The relaxation dual in this instance is the surrogate dual, which
straints. It is obtained by setting

can also be used to obtained bounds for integer and nonlinear programming.
The Lagrangean and the surrogate dual of a linear programming problem are
both equivalent to the linear programming dual.
A relaxation dual can be dened for a much wider range of problems than those
involving inequality constraints. It is necessary only that the relaxation observe
the formal properties (2.23). This can be illustrated by the travelling salesman
problem. The traditional continuous relaxation requires that the problem be
written with inequality constraints, resulting in a long problem statement (exponentially long in the most popular formulation). However, the problem can
be written very succinctly as follows.
minimise

P
i cyi ;yi+1

subject to

all-differentfy1; : : :

x2D

where

(j; k).

yn+1

=

y1 .

Here

yi

is the

i-th

city visited

; yn g
and cjk

the cost on arc

One can of course write a relaxation for this formulation by reverting

to the inequality model and relaxing the integrality constraints.

But this is

not a practical option when an inequality formulation of the problem at hand
is unavailable, too large, or has a weak relaxation. A generalised Lagrangean
relaxation can perhaps accommodate such cases.
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In the case of the travelling salesman problem, a generalised Lagrangean relaxation might be given by

X

f (x; ) =
and

i

cyi ;yi+1 +

X

j

j (Nj

1)

(2.25)

S (x; ) = f1; : : : ; ng, where Nj is the number of xi 's equal to j [77].

Because

(2.25) can be written

f (x; ) =
the value

()

X

i

cyi ;yi+1 +

X

i

(yi

i )

can be readily computed by dynamic programming. The dual

(2.24) can be solved by subgradient optimisation, because

(N1 1; : : : ; Nn 1)

is a readily available subgradient.
In other types of problems a concept from constraint satisfaction may help
provide a useful relaxation of the constraint set. The

dependency graph

G for a

problem (2.12) indicates the extent to which variables decouple [132]. It contains
a vertex for each variable and an edge

(i; j ) when variables xi and xj occur in the

same constraint or in the same term of the objective function (which we may, for
simplicity, assume to be a sum of terms). If vertices (along with adjacent edges)
are removed from

G

in order

1; : : : ; n, the induced width of G with respect to

this ordering is the maximum degree of a vertex at the time it is removed.
Problem (2.12) can be solved by nonserial dynamic programming [20] in time
that is exponential in the induced width of

G.

Although the induced width is

normally too large for this to be practical, relaxations can be dened for which
it is small.

G(),

where

G to obtain
(xi ; xj ) removed,

This might be done by removing several arcs from



is a list of the arcs removed.

replace each constraint containing both

xi

and

For each arc

xj

with two projections of the

constraint. (The objective function can be analogously treated.) The projections are obtained by projecting the constraint onto all of its variables except

xi

xj . Once the projections are computed,
resulting problem has dependency graph G().
and onto all of its variables except

The relaxed set
and

()

S (x; )

is now dened to be the projected problem for

G(),

is computed by nonserial dynamic programming. The dual problem

(2.23) might be attacked by local search methods over the space of

's.

These represent only two examples of how discrete relaxations might be parameterised and bounds obtained by solving a relaxation dual. The potential of this
approach is largely unexplored.
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Searches that Combine Strengthening and Relaxation

The most popular strategy for combining strengthening and relaxation in a
search procedure is to enumerate strengthenings and solve a relaxation of each.
In integer programming, for instance, one might enumerate strengthenings in a
branch-and-bound tree and solve the continuous relaxation of the strengthened
problem at each node.

A rationale for this strategy is that it hedges against

the liabilities of both strengthening and relaxation: Strengthenings may not be
easy to solve until they become very strong (i.e., almost all variables are xed),
and whereas a continuous relaxation may be easy to solve, it may also be very
weak. By solving a relaxation at each node of a search tree, one solves an easy
problem that may nonetheless be a relatively strong relaxation because several
variables have been xed. Bounds derived from the relaxations can be used in
a branch-and-bound scheme.
This represents only one way that strengthening and relaxation can interact.
There are others. For example, the reverse strategy is seldom recognised: One
can solve strengthenings of a relaxation. The only requirement is that the relaxation remain an easy problem when strengthened, for example when variables
are xed.

This is normally the case.

A feasible solution is found when the

solution of a strengthening is feasible in the original problem. One backtracks
whenever a feasible solution is found, or it can be determined that no solution
of the current strengthening is feasible in the original problem. Bounding can
be used as before.
In integer programming, the reverse strategy is identical to the original strategy,
because continuous relaxation and variable xing are commutative functions.
Fixing a variable in a continuous relaxation has the same eect as relaxing the
problem after xing that variable. Perhaps this is why the reverse strategy has
not been noticed.
In general relaxation and strengthening do not commute.

x1 ; x2

For example, if

 0, the constraint x1 x2  4 can be relaxed to x1 + x2  4 by writ-

ing a rst-order Taylor series approximation at the point

(x1 ; x2 ) = (2; 2). The

x2  0 when x1 is xed to, say, 4. Reversing the direction,
x1 = 4 changes the nonlinear constraint to x2  1, which relaxes to itself
and is dierent from x2  0.
relaxation becomes
xing

Viewing search consciously as an interplay of strengthening and relaxation can
therefore lead one to combine them in dierent ways and obtain new methods.
The eectiveness of these new methods has yet to be tested.
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GENERATING RELAXATIONS VIA INFERENCE

As mentioned earlier, the global constraints of constraint programming provide
an opportunity to exploit structure not only for purposes of domain reduction,
but for relaxation as well.
To clarify this point, it should be acknowledged that a global constraint is
sometimes relaxed in order to compute reduced domains.

The result is not,

however, normally the sort of relaxation that is recommended here; namely, one
that can be solved to optimality in order to obtain useful bounds, such as a
linear programming relaxation.
It is true that domain reduction can itself be viewed as a process that generates
a relaxation. It in eect derives in-domain constraints that restrict each variable to a reduced domain. The constraint programming community normally
views in-domain constraints as comprising a

constraint store that propagates the

implications of one constraint to other constraints. But they can also be viewed
as comprising a relaxation that is easily solved: Merely choose one value from
each domain [21]. It may even be practical to optimise the objective function
subject to the in-domain constraints. But even in this case, the result is unlikely
to provide a useful bound.
The desired sort of relaxation has usually been obtained in the form of cutting
planes that are derived from inequality constraints. This imposes a severe limitation, because most useful global constraints are neither expressed nor easily
expressible in inequality form. It is often possible, however, to derive linear inequality relaxations, as well as other soluble relaxations, from constraints other
than inequalities. This has been done even in traditional operations research
for disjunctions of linear inequalities [5, 6, 13]. This and more recent work are
summarised in [78].
As an illustration, we present here continuous relaxations for element constraints, which are important due to their role in implementing variable subscripts. To highlight the overall strategy of attaching both domain reduction
procedures and relaxations to a global constraint, we also analyse domain reduction for element constraints.

2.5.1

Discrete Variable Subscripts

Variable subscripts are rapidly becoming ubiquitous in modelling of combinatorial optimisation problems. The

element constraint is well known in the con-
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straint programming world [134, 93] as a way of indexing discrete variables, but
variable subscripts have now also been introduced in mathematical modelling
languages such as AMPL [55, 57] and OPL [135]. While domain reduction ensuring arc- or hyperarc consistency is relatively simple for indexing over discrete
variables, the case of continuous variables is much less explored.
The

element constraint is

written,

element(y; (v1; : : :

; vk ); z ):

(2.26)

y is a single variable whose initial domain is f1; : : : ; kg,
(v1; : : : ; vk ) is a list of values. The variable z can be discrete or continuous.

In the simplest case,
and

The constraint says that
An

element

z must take the y-th value in the list.

constraint of this form implements a term with a variable sub-

script. A term of the form

cf (y),

where

f (y) is a function of the variable y, is

implemented by imposing the constraint

element(y; (cf (1); : : :
and replacing all occurrences of
term

cf (y) with z .

; c f ( k ) ); z )
For example, if

cy;y+1 is replaced by z and the constraint

y 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g the

element(y; (c12; c23 ; c34 ; c45 ); z ):
Because the simplest

element constraint (2.26) contains only two variables, arc

consistency is equivalent to full consistency. It is achieved in the obvious way.
Let

Dz ; Dy

y, respectively, and let D z ; D y be
 z = Dz \ fvj j j 2 Dy g and
Then the two rules, D

be the current domains of

the new, reduced domains.

z

and

D y = Dy \ fj j vj 2 Dz g, in a x-point iteration, will achieve arc consistency.

Indexing among values is just an instance of the general case of variables (as
opposed to constants) with variable subscripts. Because

element now

k + 2 variables, arc consistency does not imply hyperarc consistency.

contains

However,

full hyperarc consistency can be obtained as follows (of which the rules above
are a special case).

z must be a subset of the combined domains of the variables
xj for which j belongs to the domain of y. So

(a) The domain of

D z = Dz \

[

j 2Dy

Dxj :
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(b) The domain of y is restricted to indices j for which the domain of z intersects
the domain of

xj .

Thus

D y = Dy \ fj j Dx \ Dxj
(c) The domain of

D y

of

y.

xj

can be restricted if

D xj =

(

6= ;g:

j is the only index in the new domain

D z ;
Dxj ;

D y = fj g;
otherwise:
if

Consider the element constraint

element(y; (x1; x2 ; x3 ; x4 ); z )
where initially the domains are:

Dz = f20; 30; 60; 80; 90g
Dy = f1; 3; 4g
Dx1 = f10; 50g
Dx2 = f10; 20g
Dx3 = f40; 50; 80; 90g
Dx4 = f40; 50; 70g
Rules (a), (b) and (c) imply that the reduced domains are:

D z = f20; 30; 60; 80; 90g\ f10; 40; 50; 70; 80; 90g = f80; 90g
D y = f1; 3; 4g \ f3g = f3g
D x1 = Dx1
D x2 = Dx2
D x3 = D z = f80; 90g
D x4 = Dx4

=

Thus y is xed to 3, which means that x3 z . The common domain of x3 and
z is the intersection of their original domains.
2.5.2

Continuous Variable Subscripts

While the discrete cases above are well known, variable subscripts in continuous
linear inequalities are far less explored. In this case, constraint propagation is
replaced by cutting plane generation. Suppose for example that
variable in the constraint

xf (y)



. The inequality

z

x is a continuous

is inserted into the
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y is
xed, e.g, to 1, one adds the constraint z = xf (1) . If the current domain of y is
f1; 2g, however, the constraint that denes z is a disjunction:
LP model along with additional constraints that dene

z.

If the value of

(xf (1) = z) _ (xf (2) = z):

(2.27)

Although (2.27) cannot be added to a linear model, a linear relaxation of it,
dened by cutting planes, can be used instead.
In general a subscripted variable

xf (y) is represented by replacing it with z and

the linear relaxation of the general disjunction

_

i2Dy

xf (i) = z:

In order to be useful, the variables

xf (j)  mf (j)

for

j 2 Dy .

xj

(2.28)

must also have bounds, such as

We assume in what follows that

If each upper bound is the same value

jDy j  2.

0

m0 , we get the following valid inequalities

for (2.28):

X

i2Dy
X
i2Dy

xf (i)  z + (jDy j

1)m0;

xf (i)  z;

(2.29)

(2.30)

0  xf (i)  m0; i 2 Dy ;
0  z  m0 :

(2.31)
(2.32)

The inequality (2.30) is a surrogate inequality [6] and the bounds (2.31)(2.32)
are from before.

C be the polyhedron dened by (2.28) and (2.31)(2.32), and let P be the
polyhedron dened by (2.29)(2.32) It can be easily shown that C  P , since
points in C are convex combinations of points where at least one of the xi 's is

Let

equal to

z.

Equations (2.29)(2.30) follow immediately.

We note that the inequalities dening

P

are facets of the convex hull relax-

ation of C . The jDy j + 1 points, (0; m0 ; : : : ; m0 ; 0), : : : , (m0 ; : : : ; m0 ; 0; 0) and
(m0; : : : ; m0) in C are anely independent and satisfy (2.29) at equality. Also,
the jDy j +1 points (m0 ; 0; : : : ; 0; m0 ), : : : , (0; : : : ; 0; m0 ; m0 ) and (0; : : : ; 0) in C

are anely independent and satisfy (2.30) at equality. The bounds (2.31)(2.32)
are obviously facets of
the disjunction (2.28).

C . It is shown in [75] that P is in fact the convex hull of
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If the upper bounds dier the convex hull relaxation can be much more complex.

m0

In this case one can use a weaker and simpler relaxation by letting

= maxifmf (i)g in (2.29) and (2.32) and replacing (2.31) with the actual

bounds.
One can augment this relaxation with second relaxation. First write the disjunction (2.28) in the weaker form of two disjunctions,

_

i2Dy
_
i2Dy

(xf (i)
(

z  0);

(2.33)

xf (i) + z  0);

(2.34)

and replace each with the linear elementary relaxation described in [13]. This
yields,

0

xi
m
i2Dy f (i)
X

@

1

1

m
i2Dy f (i)

xi
m
i2Dy f (i)
X

X
0

+@

X

1

Az

(2.35)

1

m
i2Dy f (i)

When all upper bounds are the same,

 jDy j + 1;

Az

 jDy j + 1;

(2.36)

m0 = maxi fmf (i)g, (2.35)(2.36) become

the following, which are dominated by (2.29)(2.30):

X

i2Dy
X
i2Dy

xf (i)  jDy jz

(jDy j 1)m0;

xf (i)  jDy jz + (jDy j

1)m0:

(2.37)

(2.38)

But when the upper bounds dier, it is advantageous to use both (2.29)
(2.30) and (2.35)(2.36) along with the upper bounds and (2.32), where

maxi fmf (i)g in (2.29)(2.30).

m0 =

The goal is to generate linear inequalities to represent xy  in a linear programming solver, where the current domain of y is f ; g. Suppose initially that
 xj  for j ; . Then one can generate the inequality z  and dene
z with the relaxation of (2.27). The latter is given by (2.29)(2.32), which in
this case is

0

5

12

=1 2

0  x1 + x2 z  5;
0  x1 ; x2; z  5;
0  z  5;

(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)
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(2.39)(2.41)

are added to the LP model.

0  x1  4; 0  x2  5.

Now suppose the upper bounds are dierent:
elementary relaxation in (2.35)(2.36) becomes:

The

5x1 + 4x2 9z  20;
5x1 + 4x2 9z  20:
These inequalities are combined with
x1  ;  x2  in the LP model.

40

5

z

,

(2.39), (2.41)

and the bounds

0

An alternative to the disjunctive relaxation discussed above would be to use a
variant of the conventional big-M formulation. Equations (2.33)(2.34) would
then form a relaxation of (2.28) as

xf (i) z  M (1 yi );
xf (i) + z  M (1 yi );
X
yi = 1;
i2Dy
0 yi  1;

i 2 Dy ;
i 2 Dy ;

(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)

8i 2 Dy ;
(2.45)
where M = maxi fmf (i) g. Note that we introduce jDy j new continuous variables
in

this

relaxation.

The

projection

of

(2.42)(2.45)

on

the

variables

(xf (1); : : : ; xf (jDy j); z) is very weak so as a relaxation the big-M formulation
is not only more costly (jDy j new variables and 2jDy j + 1 new constraints) but
is almost useless. Its use is in a search framework where

y is needed for branch-

ing purposes, i.e., where the framework does not allow branching on constraints,
e.g., on parts of a disjunction. Instead, the

y's in the big-M formulation above

are used to simulate that capability.

2.5.3

Incremental Cutting Plane Generation

Although useful on their own, the relaxations for variable subscripts described
in the previous section are mainly intended for use within a branch-and-bound
search. Due to branching and inference (such as constraint propagation), the

y will shrink as we descend in the search tree.
This means that xf (i) should be removed from the equations when i 62 Dy (by
setting the corresponding coecient to zero), and also that the coecients jDy j
and mj need to be updated in equations (2.29)(2.38) when Dy is modied.
domain of the indexing variable

This last comment is related to how the

M 's

in a conventional big-M for-

mulation are selected and handled. Ideally, they should be updated when the
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variable bounds change, to obtain the strongest possible relaxation, but often
this seems to be neglected.

2.6

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

A number of research directions are identied in the foregoing. They may be
summarised as follows.



Deciding what to relax.

Learn how to identify subsets of constraints that

have a useful continuous relaxation.



Continuous relaxations for global constraints.

Find useful continuous re-

laxations for common global constraints.



Relaxation duals.

Use the idea of a relaxation dual to create discrete

relaxations for common global constraints.



Sensitivity analysis.

Develop inference-based sensitivity analysis for prob-

lem classes by analysing when problem perturbations leave the proof of
optimality (or infeasibility) intact. Also, learn how to generalise this analysis so as to explain the solution.



Using nogoods in branch-and-cut search.

Investigate the possibility of us-

ing nogoods obtained by inference-based Benders decomposition as cuts
that are complementary to the traditional cuts in branch-and-cut search.



Finding nogoods that exploit structure.

Use generalised Benders decompo-

sition as a means to identify nogoods that exploit problem structure and
perhaps thereby improve the utility of nogoods.



Strengthening and relaxation.

Experiment with new ways for combin-

ing strengthening and relaxation during search, for instance by solving
strengthenings of a relaxation.



Unied solution technology.

Solve a wide variety of problems with a view

to how the search/inference and strengthening/relaxation dualities may be
exploited, with the aim of building a solution technology that unies and
goes beyond classical optimisation and constraint satisfaction methods.

Chapter 3

On Integrating
Constraint Propagation
and Linear Programming
for Combinatorial
Optimisation
John N. Hooker, Greger Ottosson, Erlendur S.
Thorsteinsson and Hak-Jin Kim
Linear programming and constraint propagation are complementary techniques with the potential for integration to benet the solution of combinatorial optimisation problems. Attempts to combine them have mainly focused on
incorporating either technique into the framework of the other  traditional
models have been left intact.

We argue that a rethinking of our modelling

traditions is necessary to achieve the greatest benet of such an integration.
We propose a declarative modelling framework in which the structure of the
constraints indicates how LP and CP can interact to solve the problem.

Copyright c 1999 American Association for Articial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights
reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Linear programming (LP) and constraint propagation (CP) are techniques from
dierent elds that tend to be used separately in integer programming (IP) and
constraint (logic) programming (CLP), respectively. They have the potential
for integration to benet the solution of combinatorial optimisation problems.
Yet only recently have attempts been made at combining them.
IP has been successfully applied to a wide range of problems, such as capital
budgeting, bin packing, crew scheduling and travelling salesman problems. CLP
has in the last decade been shown to be a exible, ecient and commercially
successful technique for scheduling, planning and allocation. These problems
usually involve permutations, discretisation or symmetries that may result in
large and intractable IP models.
Both CLP and IP rely on branching to enumerate regions of the search space.
But within this framework they use dual approaches to problem solving: Inference and search. CLP emphasises inference in the form of constraint propagation, which removes infeasible values from the variable domains. It is not a
search method, i.e., an algorithm that examines a series of complete labellings
until it nds a solution.

IP, by contrast, does exactly this.

It obtains com-

plete labellings by solving linear programming relaxations of the problem in the
branching tree.
IP has the advantage that it can generate cutting planes (inequalities implied by
the constraint set) that strengthen the linear relaxation. This can be a powerful
technique when the problem is amenable to polyhedral analysis. But IP has the
disadvantage that its constraints must be expressed as inequalities (or equations)
involving integer-valued variables. Otherwise the linear programming relaxation
is not available. This places a severe restriction on IP's modelling language.
In this paper we argue that the key to eective integration of CP and LP
lies in the design of the modelling language. We propose a language in which
conditional constraints indicate how CP and LP can work together to solve the
problem.
We begin, however, by reviewing eorts that have hitherto been made toward
integration.
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PREVIOUS WORK

Several articles compare CLP and IP [127, 38]. They report experimental results
that illustrate some key properties of the techniques: IP is very ecient for
problems with good relaxations, but it suers when the relaxation is weak or
when its restricted modelling framework results in large models. CLP, with its
more expressive constraints, has smaller models that are closer to the problem
description and behaves well for highly constrained problems, but it lacks the
global perspective of relaxations.
Some attempts have been made at integration. Early out was [19] in which the
idea is explored of coupling CP and LP solvers with bounds propagation and
xed variables. In [124], CP is used along with LP relaxations in a single search
tree to prune domains and establish bounds.

A node can fail either because

propagation produces an empty domain, or the LP relaxation is infeasible or
has an optimal value that is worse than the value of the optimal solution (discussed below). A systematic procedure is used to create a shadow MIP model
for the original CLP model.

It includes reied arithmetic constraints (which

produce big-M constraints, illustrated below) and

alldifferent

constraints.

The modeller may annotate constraints to indicate which solver should handle
them  CP, LP or both.
Some research has been aimed at incorporating better support for symbolic
constraints in IP. [67, 68] show how disequalities (
(more) eciently in IP solvers.

Xi

6= Xj ) can be handled

Further, they give a linear modelling of the

alldifferent constraint.
Bockmayr and Kasper propose an interesting framework in [21] for combining
CLP and IP, in which several approaches to integration or synergy are possible.
They investigate how symbolic constraints can be incorporated into IP much as
cutting planes are. They also show how a linear system of inequalities can be
used in CLP by incorporating it as a symbolic constraint. They also discuss a
closer integration in which both linear inequalities and domains appear in the
same constraint store.
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CHARACTERISATION

We start with a basic characterisation of CLP and IP.

3.3.1

Constraint (Logic) Programming

In Finite Domain CLP each integer variable

xi

has an associated

domain

Di ,

which is the set of possible values this variable can take on in the (optimal)
solution. The cartesian product of the domains,

D1  : : :  Dn , forms the solu-

tion space of the problem. This space is nite and can be searched exhaustively
for a feasible or optimal solution, but to limit this search CP is used to infer
infeasible solutions and prune the corresponding domains. From this viewpoint,
CP operates on the set of possible solutions and narrows it down.

3.3.2

Integer Programming

In contrast to CLP, IP does not maintain and reduce a set of solutions dened
by variable domains. It generates a series of complete labellings, each obtained
at a node of the branching tree by solving a relaxation of the problem at that
node. The relaxation is usually constructed by dropping some of the constraints,
notably the integrality constraints on the variables, and perhaps by adding valid
constraints (cutting planes) that make the relaxation tighter. In a typical application the relaxation is rapidly solved to optimality with a linear programming
algorithm.
If the aim is to nd a feasible solution, branching continues until the solution of
the relaxation happens to be feasible in the original problem (in particular, until
it is integral). Relaxations therefore provide a heuristic method for identifying
solutions.

In an optimisation problem, relaxation also provides bounds for a

branch-and-bound search. At each node of the branching tree, one can check
whether the optimal value of the relaxation is better than the value of the best
feasible found so far. If not, there is no need to branch further at that node.
The dual of the LP relaxation can also provide useful information, perhaps by
xing some integer variables or generating additional constraints (nogoods) in
the form of Benders cuts. [16, 61]. We will see how the latter can be exploited
in an integrated framework.
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Comparison of CP and LP

CP can accelerate the search for a solution by




reducing variable domains (and in particular by proving infeasibility),
tightening the linear relaxation by adding bounds and cuts in addition to
classical cutting planes, and



eliminating search of symmetric solutions, which are often more easily
excluded by using symbolic constraints.

LP can enhance the solver by



nding feasible solutions early in the search by global reasoning, i.e.,
solution of an LP relaxation,



similarly providing stronger bounds that accelerate the proof of optimality,
and


3.4

providing reasons for failure or a poor solution, so as to produce nogoods.

MODELLING FOR HYBRID SOLVERS

The approaches taken so far in the integration of CP and LP are (a) to use
both models in parallel, and (b) to try to incorporate one within the other. The
more fundamental question of whether a

new

modelling framework should be

used has not yet been explored in any depth. The success of (a) depends on
the strength of the links between the models and to what degree the overhead
of having two models can be avoided.

Option (b) is limited in what it can

achieve. The high-level symbolic constraints of CLP cannot directly be applied
in an IP model, and the same holds for attempts to use IP's cutting planes and
relaxations in CLP.
We will use a simple multiple-machine scheduling problem to illustrate the advantages of a new modelling framework. Assume that we wish to schedule
tasks for processing on as many as

rm .
Let

n machines.

Each machine

n

m runs at speed

The objective is to minimise the total xed cost of the machines we use.

Rj

be the release time,

deadline for task
start time of task

j.
j.

Let

Pj

Cm

rm = 1 and Dj
machine m and tj

the processing time for speed

be the xed cost of using

the
the
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xij to indicate the sequence
in which the jobs are processed. Let xij = 1 if task i precedes task j , i 6= j ,
on the same machine, with xij = 0 otherwise. Also let 01 variable ymj = 1 if
task j is assigned to machine m, and 01 variable zm = 1 if machine m is used.
We rst state an IP model, which uses 01 variables

Then an IP formulation of this problem is,

min
s.t.

X

m

Cm zm

zm  ymj ;
X
ymj = 1;
m

tj +

X

m

8m; j;
8j;

Pj
y  Dj ;
rm mj

xij + xji  ymi + ymj 1;
zm ; ymj ; xij 2 f0; 1g; tj  0;
constraint forces task

i to precede task j

if

(3.2)

8j;

Rj  tj ;
X Pi
ymi  tj +M (1 xij );
ti +
m rm

Constraint (3.3) is a big-M constraint. If

(3.1)

8j;
8i 6= j;
8m; i < j;
8m; i; j:

(3.3)

(3.4)

M is a suciently large number, the
xij = 1 and has no eect otherwise.

A CLP model for the same problem is

min
s.t.

where

mj

X

m

Cm zm

mi = mj then
(ti + rPi  tj ) _ (tj + rPj  ti );
mi
mj
P
t j + j  Dj ;
rmj
Rj  tj ;
if atleast(m;[m1; : : : ; mn ]; 1)
then zm = 1 else zm = 0;
m; mj 2 f1; : : : ; ng; tj  0;
if

is the machine assigned to task

j.

8i; j;

(3.5)

8j;
8j;
8m;
8j;

(3.6)

The CLP model has the advantage

of dispensing with the doubly-subscripted 01 variables

xij

and

ymi , which are

necessary in IP to represent permutations and assignments. This advantage can
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be pronounced in larger problems. A notorious example is the progressive party
problem (Smith et al., 1995), whose IP model requires an enormous number of
multiply-subscripted variables.
The IP model has the advantage of a useful linear programming relaxation,

0

consisting of the objective function, constraints (3.1)(3.2), and bounds

ymj

 1.

ymj

The 01 variables

this relaxation possible.
tion variables

xij

enlarge the model but compensate by making

However, the IP constraints involving the permuta-

yield a very weak relaxation and needlessly enlarge the LP

relaxation.
Somehow we must combine the succinctness of the CLP model with an ability
to create a relaxation from that portion of the IP model that has a useful
relaxation. To do this we propose taking a step back to investigate how one
can design a model to suit the solvers rather than adjust the solvers to suit the
traditional models.

3.5

MIXED LOGICAL/LINEAR PROGRAMMING

We begin with the framework of Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP)
proposed in [72, 78, 79]. It writes constraints in the form of conditionals that
link the discrete and continuous elements of the problem. A model has the form

min

cx
hi (y) ! Ai x  bi ; i 2 I;
x 2 Rn ; y 2 D;

s.t.

where

(3.7)

y is a vector of discrete variables and x a vector of continuous variables.
hi (y) of the conditionals are constraints that can be treated

The antecedents

with CP techniques. The consequents are linear inequality systems that can be
inserted into an LP relaxation.
A linear constraint set

Ax

 b which is enforced unconditionally may be so

written for convenience, with the understanding that it can always be put in

(0 = 0) ! Ax  b. Similarly, an unconditional discrete
h can be formally represented with the conditional :h ! (1 = 0).

the conditional form
constraint

The absence of discrete variables from the objective function will be useful
algorithmically. Costs that depend on discrete variables can be represented with
conditional constraints.

xj 2 f0; 1g, can
zj  0 for all j .

For example, the objective function

be written

P

j zj

with constraints

P
j cj xj , where
zj cj and

(xj = 1) ! ( = )
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variable subscript,

i.e., a subscript that contains

cjk is the cost of assigning worker
P
j , the total cost of an assignment can be written j cjyj , where yj is
a discrete variable that indicates the worker assigned job j . The value of cjyj is
in eect a function of y = (y1 ; : : : :yn ) and can be written gj (y ), where function
gj happens to depend only on yj . The MLLP model can incorporate this device
one or more discrete variables. For example, if

k

to job

as follows:

min

cx
hi (y) ! Li (x; y); i 2 I;
x 2 Rn ; y 2 D;

s.t.

where

Li (x; y) =

X

k2Ki (y)

aik (y)xjik (y)  bi (y):

Note that the model also allows for a summation taken over a

set

Ki (y),

constants

which is a set-valued function of

b i (y ) .

y,

variable index

as well as real-valued variable

Models of this sort can in principle be written in the more primitive form (3.7)
by adding suciently many conditional constraints. For example, the constraint

z

P
j cjyj

can be written

z

P
j zj ,

if the following constraints are added to

the model

(yj = k) ! (zj = cjk ); all j; k 2 f1; : : : ng;
where each yj 2 f1; : : : ; ng. It is preferable, however, for the solver to process
variables subscripts and index sets directly.

3.5.1

The Solution Algorithm

An MLLP problem is solved by branching on the discrete variables. The conditionals assign roles to CP and LP: CP is applied to the discrete constraints
to reduce the search and help determine when partial assignments satisfy the
antecedents.

At each node of the branching tree, an LP solver minimises

subject to the inequalities

Ai x

cx

 bi for which hi (y) is determined to be true.

This delayed posting of inequalities leads to small and lean LP problems that
can be solved eciently. A feasible solution is obtained when the truth value
of every antecedent is determined, and the LP solver nds an optimal solution
subject to the enforced inequalities.
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Computational tests reported in [78] suggest that an MLLP framework not
only has modelling advantages but can often permit more rapid solution of the
problem than traditional MILP solvers. However, a number of issues are not
addressed in this work, including: (a) systematic implementation of variable
subscripts and index sets, (b) taking full advantage of the LP solution at each
node, and (c) branching on continuous variables and propagation of continuous
constraints.

3.5.2

An Example

We can now formulate the multiple machine scheduling problem discussed earlier
in an MLLP framework. Let

k index a sequence of events, each of which is the

start of some task. In the following model we will focus on the events, using
mappings from events to tasks and events to machines, respectively.

Tasks

Events

sk

Machines

tk

mk

1 VVVVVVhVhVhhhh4 M1
hhh VVV
2 hhh hhhhhVh*4 M2
hhh
/ 3 hhh
M3

()*+
/.-,
t1 UUUUU iiii4
Ui
iiiiUUUUU*
()*+
/.-,
t2 ii
()*+
/.-,
t3
Variable

mk

tk

will now be the start time of event

k, sk

the task that starts, and

the machine to which it is assigned. The formal MLLP model is,

min
s.t.

X

m

fm

(mk = ml) ! (tk + rPsk  tl); 8k < l;
mk

P
tk + sk  Dsk ;
rmk
Rsk  tk ;
alldifferentfs1; : : : ; sn g;
fmk = Cmk ; fm  0;

8k;
8k;
8k; m:

The model shares CLP's succinctness by dispensing with doubly-subscripted
variables. To obtain the relaxation aorded by IP, we can simply add the ob-
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jective function and constraints (3.1)(3.2) to the model, and link the variables

ymi

to the other variables logically in (3.10).

min
s.t.

X

m

Cm zm

(mk = ml) ! (tk + rPmsk  tl); 8k < l;
k

P
tk + sk  Dsk ;
rmk
Rsk  tk ;
alldifferentfs1; : : : ; sn g;
zm  ymj ;
X
ymj = 1;
m

ymk sk

= 1;

The relaxation now minimises
and

ymj

8m; j;
8j;
8k:

P
m Cm zm

subject to (3.8), (3.9),

= 1 for all ymj xed to 1 by (3.10).

additional valid constraints involving the

3.5.3

8k;
8k;
(3.8)
(3.9)

(3.10)

0  ymj  1,

One can also add a number of

ymj 's and the tk 's.

A Perspective on MLLP

The framework for integration described in [21] provides an interesting perspective on MLLP. The CLP literature distinguishes between

nonprimitive

primitive

and

constraints. Primitive constraints are easy constraints for which

there are ecient (polynomial) satisfaction and optimisation procedures. They
are maintained in a

constraint store,

which in nite-domain CLP consists sim-

ply of variable domains. Propagation algorithms for nonprimitive constraints
retrieve current domains from the store and add the resulting smaller domains
to the store.
In IP, linear inequalities over continuous variables are primitive because they
can be solved by linear programming. The integrality conditions are (the only)
nonprimitive constraints.
Bockmayr and Kasper propose two ways of integrating LP and CP. The rst is to
incorporate the LP part of the problem into a CLP framework as a nonprimitive
constraint. Thus LP becomes a constraint propagation technique. It accesses
domains in the form of bounds from the constraint store and add new bounds
obtained by minimising and maximising single variable.
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Figure 3.1: Constraint stores and nonprimitive constraints in MLLP.

A second approach is to make linear inequalities primitive constraints.

The

constraint store contains continuous inequality relaxations of the constraints but

x1 _ x2 and
:x1 _ x2 could be represented in the constraint store as inequalities x1 + x2  1
and (1 x1 )+ x2  1 and bounds 0  xj  1. If constraint propagation deduced
that x2 is true, the inequality x2  1 would be added to the store. This is an
excludes integrality conditions. For example, discrete constraints

instance of what has long been known as preprocessing in MILP, which can
therefore be viewed as a special case of this second kind of integration.
MLLP is a third type of integration in which two constraint stores are main-

SF D , conSLP , contains linear inequalities and

tained (see Figure 3.1). A classical nite domain constraint store,
tains domains, and the LP constraint store,
bounds.

The nonprimitive constraints can access and add to both constraint

stores. Since only domain constraints

xi 2 Di

exist in the FD store, integrality

constraints can remain therein as primitive constraints. There are no continuous variables in the CP store and no discrete variables in the LP store. The
conditional constraints of MLLP act as the prime inference agents connecting
the two stores, reading domains of the CP store and adding inequalities to the
LP store (Figure 3.2).
In the original MLLP scheme, the conditionals are unidirectional, in the sense
that they infer from

SF D

and post to

SLP

and not vice-versa. This is because

the solution algorithm branches on discrete variables. As the discrete domains
are reduced by branching, the truth value of more antecedents is inferred by
constraint propagation, and more inequality constraints are posted. However,
conditionals in the opposite direction could also be used if one branched on
continuous variables by splitting intervals. The antecedents would contain continuous numerical constraints (not necessarily linear inequalities), and the consequents would contain primitive discrete constraints, i.e., restrictions on discrete
variable domains. The truth value of the antecedents might be inferred using
interval propagation.
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We will next give two more examples of nonprimitive constraints in MLLP; a
generalised version of the

element

constraint for handling variable subscripts,

and a constraint which derives nogoods from

3.5.4

SLP .

Variable Subscripts

As seen before, MLLP provides variable subscripts as a modelling component,
but an expansion to conditional constraints is in most cases not tractable. Instead a nonprimitive constraint, or inference agent, can be designed to handle
variable subscripts more eciently.
There are basically two cases in which a variable subscript can occur  in
a discrete constraint or in a continuous inequality. In the former case it can
either be a vector of constants or a vector of discrete variables; both of these
correspond to the traditional use of the

element/3 [93]

constraint found in all

major CP systems and libraries (e.g. [46, 29]). This constraint takes the form

elementF D (I , [X1 ; : : :

DI

; Xn ], Y ), where I is an integer variable with domain

= f1; : : : ; ng, indexing the list, and Y = XI .

Here we will consider the second case,

I

elementLP (I , [X1 ; : : : ; Xn ], Y ), where
xi and Y are continuous variables or

is still a discrete, indexing variable, but

constants. Propagating this constraint can be done almost as before. Let the interval
of

[min(xi ); max(xi )] be the domain of xi . Then upon change of the domain

I , we can compute

= fmin(xi )ji 2 DI g
max =fmax(xi )ji 2 DI g
min

reading

DI

from the

SCP

and the adding new bounds
min

to

SLP .

Similarly, bounds of

Y

 Y  max

can be used to prune

DI .

(Stronger bounds

for variables in LP can be obtained by minimising and maximising the variable subject to the linear inequalities in

SLP ,

which for some cases might be

benecial.)
The important point here is not the details of how we can propagate this constraint, but rather to exemplify how an inference agent can naturally access
both constraint stores.
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Figure 3.2: Nonprimitive constraints in MLLP.

3.5.5

Infeasible LP

When the LP is infeasible, any dual solution species an infeasible linear combination of the constraint set. For each conditional constraint
where some

ax  b 2

Ai x



bi

yi ! Ai x  bi ; i 2 I

has a corresponding nonzero dual multiplier, we

can form the logical constraint

_

i 2I

:yi

This nogood [132] must be satised by any solution of the problem, because its
corresponding set of linear inequalities forms an infeasible combination. This
scheme can naturally be encapsulated within a nonprimitive constraint,
reading from

SLP

and writing to

SF D .

nogood,

This agent can collect, merge and main-

tain no-goods for any combination of nonzero dual values in any infeasible LP
node, and can infer primitive and nonprimitive constraints which will strengthen

SF D .

A related use of the infeasible combination has previously been explored

in the context of intelligent backtracking [42].

Figure 3.2 shows our

nogood

constraint and the other basic nonprimitive constraints of MLLP.

3.5.6

Feasible LP

In IP, the solution of the relaxation provides a complete labelling of the variables.

This sort of labelling is not immediately available in MLLP, because

x of a
complete labelling (
x; y)

the relaxation involves only continuous variables. However, the solution
feasible relaxation can be heuristically extended to a
that may satisfy the constraints.

(Because

y

does not occur in the objective

function, its value will not aect the optimal value of the problem.) Given any
conditional

hi (y) ! Ai x  bi , hi (y) must be false if Ai x 6 bi , but it can be true
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One can therefore employ a heuristic (or even an exhaustive

search) that tries to assign values

yj

to the

yj 's from their current domains so

as to falsify the antecedents that must be false.

3.6

CONCLUSION

LP and CP have long been used separately, but they have the potential to
be integrated as complementary techniques in future optimisation frameworks.
To do this fully and in general, the modelling traditions of mathematical programming and constraint programming also must be integrated. We propose
a unifying modelling and solution framework that aims to do so. Continuous
and discrete constraints are naturally combined using conditional constraints,
allowing a clean separation and a natural link between constraints amenable to
CP and continuous inequalities eciently handled by LP.

Chapter 4

Mixed Global Constraints
and Inference in Hybrid
CLPIP Solvers
Greger Ottosson, Erlendur S. Thorsteinsson and John N.
Hooker

The complementing strengths of Constraint (Logic) Programming (CLP) and
Mixed Integer Programming (IP) have recently received signicant attention.
Although various optimization and constraint programming packages at a rst
glance seem to support mixed models, the modeling and solution techniques
encapsulated are still rudimentary. Apart from exchanging bounds for variables and objective, little is known of what constitutes a good hybrid model
and how a hybrid solver can utilize the complementary strengths of inference and relaxations. This paper adds to the eld by identifying constraints
as the essential link between CLP and IP and introduces an algorithm for
bidirectional inference through these constraints. Together with new search
strategies for hybrid solvers and cut-generating mixed global constraints, solution speed is improved over both traditional IP codes and newer mixed
solvers.

4.1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper we continue exploring the integration of constraint programming
and mathematical programming, specically Constraint Propagation (CP) and
Linear Programming (LP), extending our previous work [72, 78, 79, 81, 82]. In
particular, we examine in more detail how to model for a hybrid solver and how
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to solve hybrid models, inter alia by giving specic examples. We also provide
benchmarks for a production planning problem. The main contributions of this
paper are:



Mixed global constraints connecting CP and LP:

 Variable subscripts and the compilation of variable subscripts in continuous functions, i.e., an extension of the

element constraint to the

continuous domain. We also describe its relation to disjunctive programming.

 A mixed global constraint for semi-continuous piecewise linear functions.



A scheme for bidirectional inference between CP and LP, i.e., between the
Finite Domain constraint store (FD store) and the Linear Programming
constraint store (LP store) [81].

 We take advantage of the fact that some discrete variables will have
discrete values satisfying the continuous constraints by chance, i.e.,
given a solution to the linear part, consistant values can be found for
the discrete part, giving a full solution to the problem.



New search strategies for hybrid models.

The last few years have seen increasing interest and eort in the integration of
constraint programming and mathematical programming. The main objective
of such an integration is to take advantage of both the inference through CP
and the (continuous) relaxations through LP, in order to reduce the size of the
search tree.
The key decisions to be made for integrating Constraint (Logic) Programming
(CLP) and Integer Programming (IP) are the (a) models, (b) inference, (c) relaxations, and, (d) search and branching strategies to use.

For example, [21]

introduces a framework with a combined constraint store and symbolic constraints that produce cutting planes; [71] combines two dierent models in two
synchronized search trees; and, [124] automatically produces and updates a
shadow copy of a CLP model on the continuous side, with constraint propagation and linear relaxations in a single search tree. A common feature of these
methods is to communicate bounds, as introduced in [19].
In [81], we advocate to use neither the CLP nor the IP model but rather to
model specically for the hybrid solver, roughly separating the problem into a
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discrete part (FD store) and a continuous part (LP store). This achieves domain
reduction on the FD store (constraint propagation), inference from the FD store
to the LP store (bounds and cutting planes) and a natural relaxation (the LP
relaxation).
Missing in previous research was inference from the LP store to the FD store,
causing the communication to be mainly unidirectional. Constraint propagation
can not be done eectively from the LP store to the FD store, since an LP
solver only gives a single solution to the current problem, so we are not drawing
inference from a set which contains all the possible solutions as in CLP. The
bounds provided by LP are usually weak and too costly to improve. We remedy
this by adding inference from the LP solution to the FD store.
This paper is organized as follows. This section laid out the history of our efforts in integrating CLP and IP. Section 4.2 introduces our framework, Mixed
Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP). In Sec. 4.3 we expand this framework
with mixed global constraints, taking variable subscripts and piecewise linear
functions as specic examples. Section 4.4 focuses on algorithms and rules for
inference and branching strategies. In Sec. 4.5 we introduce a production planning problem and then compare MLLP computationally with other approaches
in Sec. 4.5.3. Finally, Sec. 4.6 summarizes our results.

4.2

MIXED LOGICAL/LINEAR PROGRAMMING (MLLP)

To lay the basis for the subsequent discussion, we recapitulate the basic framework of MLLP, proposed in [72, 78, 79, 81, 82]. In that framework, constraints
are in the form of conditionals that link the discrete and continuous elements
of the problem. An MLLP model has the form

min
s.t.

cx
hi (y) ! Ai x  bi ; i 2 I;
x 2 Rn ; y 2 D;

(4.1)

y is a vector of discrete variables and x a vector of continuous variables.
antecedents hi (y ) of the conditionals are constraints that can be treated

where
The

with CP techniques. The consequents are linear inequality systems that form
an LP relaxation.
A linear constraint set

Ax

 b which is enforced unconditionally may be so

written for convenience, with the understanding that it can always be put in the
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! Ax  b. Similarly, an unconditional discrete constraint h
can be formally represented with the conditional :h ! (0x = 1).

conditional form T

An MLLP problem is solved by branching on the discrete variables. The conditionals assign roles to CP and LP: CP is applied to the discrete constraints
to reduce the search and help determine when partial assignments satisfy the
antecedents.

At each node of the branching tree an LP solver minimizes

subject to the inequalities

Ai x

 bi

for which

hi (y)

cx

is determined to be true

(entailed). This delayed posting of inequalities leads to small and lean LP problems, which frequently have a special structure, that can be solved eciently.
A feasible solution is obtained when the truth value of every antecedent is determined (entailed or disentailed) and the LP solver nds an optimal solution
subject to the enforced inequalities.

4.3

MIXED GLOBAL CONSTRAINTS

The need for global constraints, such as

alldifferent, has been recognized for

quite some time in constraint programming. One reason they were introduced
is that they allow the modeler to represent a problem in a more natural and
compact manner, i.e., they extend the expressiveness of the modeling language.
Also, they open up the possibility to include structure specic propagation into
a general solver and are thus extremely important for the eciency of the solver.
Mathematical programming has still not seen the advantage of global constraints
to the same extent.

Modeling languages for LP/IP, such as AMPL [57], do

include some constructs to aid the modeler in writing compact and easy-tounderstand models.

Those constructs, however, have to be transformed into

linear inequalities before being sent to an LP/IP solver and the structural information is lost in the process. Although the structure may be known to the
modeler it can not be communicated to the solver and the solver has to nd
and recognize the structure on its own to be able to apply logical processing
to it, resulting in less ecient solution algorithms than what would have been
possible. Recently though some work has been done on this topic [21].
In a framework such as MLLP,

mixed

global constraints serve both as a mod-

eling tool and a way to exploit structure in the solution process. Mixed global
constraints are global constraints that have both discrete and continuous elements within them, encapsulating a specic sub-structure in the problem of both
discrete and continuous nature, e.g., a picewise linear function. Mixed global
constraints can be written in the form (4.1) as a set of conditional constraints,
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analogous to global constraints in CLP, but improve the solution process by
improving the propagation. This will be illustrated for variable subscripts and
piecewise linear functions.

4.3.1

Variable Subscripts in Linear Constraints

Variable subscripts,

i.e., subscripts that contain one or more discrete variables,

are a very useful modeling device. For example, if

cjk

is the cost of assigning

P

k to job j , the total cost of an assignment can be written j cjyj , where
yj is a discrete variable indicating the worker assigned to job j . The value of
cjyj can, however, not be determined when the model is compiled, as it hinges
on the value of the variable yj , and thus has to be deferred to the solver in some
worker

form.
A variable subscripted expression can in principle be written in the more primitive form (4.1) of conditional constraints.
then the constraint

z

Pn
j =1 cjyj

For example, if

can be written

z

yj

Pn
j =1 zj ,

2 f1; : : : ; mg

if the following

conditional constraints are added to the model,

(yj = k) ! (zj = cjk ); 8(j; k) 2 f1; : : : ; ng  f1; : : : ; mg:
It is preferable, however, that the solver process variable subscripts directly, to
improve the inference, as will become more clear in what follows.
A constraint called (discrete)

element,

which mimics array lookup, has been

used for a long time in the CLP community to represent variable subscript [93,
136]. The expression

z = xy , where z and y are discrete variables and x1 ; : : : ; xn

are discrete variables (or constants), is equivalent to

element(y; [x1 ; : : :

; xn ]; z );

y is Dy = f1; : : : ; ng. Propagation for this constraint is
usually [hyper]arc- or bounds-consistency if x is an array of constants [variables].
given that the domain of

We expand on this construct by allowing variable subscripts to appear in continuous linear functions (constraints or objective function). The variable subscripts are presented to the solver in the following way: Any term with a variable
subscript is replaced by an articial variable in the LP solver, which is then constrained by introducing one or more

mixed element

constraints. For example,

the linear constraints

dy xy +

X

i2S

ci;y = 42; dy xy  0;
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S = f1; : : : ; mg and y 2 f1; : : : ; ng, are compiled into
P

z1 + i2S wi = 42; z2  0;
element(y; [x1 ; : : : ; xn ]; z10 );
element(y; [c11 ; : : : ; c1n ]; w1 );
element(y; [d1 ; : : : ; dn ]  z10 ; z1 ); element(y; [c21 ; : : : ; c2n ]; w2 );
element(y; [x1 ; : : : ; xn ]; z20 );

element(y; [d1 ; : : : ; dn ]  z20 ; z2 ); element(y; [cm1 ; : : : ; cmn ]; wm ):
Note that

dy xy

has to be replaced by a single variable in each constraint to

avoid nonlinearity.
There are two basic optimizations to be made when compiling variable subscripts;

common subscript elimination

and

subscript folding.

The rst consist

simply of detecting if the same subscripts occurs more than once, and if so, reuse
the

element constraint generated.

This can be done across the whole problem,

i.e., the reuse need not be limited to be within the same linear inequality. The
second reduces the number of

element

constraints introduced, by folding sev-

eral variable subscripted constants into one. This amounts to summing all the
constants within the same linear expression pairwise and then constraining a single articial variable with a mixed

element constraint.

Revisiting our previous

example, the constraints can be more compactly compiled into

z + w = 42; z  0;
element(y; [x1 ; : : : ; xn ]; z 0 );
element(y; [d1 ; : : : ; dn ]  z 0 ; z );
X
X
element(y; [
ci;1 ; : : : ; ci;n ]; w):
i2S
i2S

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

As illustrated in the example above, our MLLP modeling language and solver
support three kinds of subscripted expressions in linear functions:

element(y; [a1 ; : : :

; an ]; z )
, z = ay ;
element(y; [x1 ; : : : ; xn ]; z )
, z = xy ;
element(y; [a1 ; : : : ; an ]  x; z ) , z = ay x:

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)

The modeler compiles general expressions containing variable subscripts by summing and chaining together (4.5)(4.7), and the solver can propagate bounds
and create cuts for these structures. We observe that (a) any linear expression
with variable subscripts can be decomposed by the modeler using these three
forms, and, (b) they are simple enough to propagate eciently [82].
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Note that subscript folding is limited by this vocabulary, subscripted variables
can, e.g., not be folded. Also, some information may be lost when decomposing
an expression into several element constraints. For example, the minimum lower

z 0 in our example above, derived using bounds propagation on (4.2),
might occur at a dierent index than the minimum of the di 's in (4.3). This
decoupling might thus give a weaker bound on z than by indexing directly on
dy xy in a single element constraint. There would not be any benet, however,
from having a new variant of the element constraint for dy xw (except in the
special case of y  w as in the example above) as dy xw is naturally decoupled by
bound for

the two dierent indexing variables and no information is lost by decomposing

z = dy xw

to

z 0 = xw

and

z = dy z 0.

More complex expressions can be handled by a more general form of the

element

constraint, instead of using decomposition. As we alluded to in Sec. 4.1, there
is an intimate connection between variable subscripts in linear expressions (the
mixed

element

constraint) and disjunctive programming.

forms of the mixed

element constraint

In fact, the three

above, eq. (4.5)(4.7), are special cases

of a general mixed global disjunctive constraint

disjunctive(y; [A1 x  b1 ; : : :
where

y

; An x  bn ]);

indexes among the linear systems in the second argument. Given the

y, what can be inferred in terms of bounds and cuts on the continuous
x? This constraint has to produce cutting planes to identify the convex

domain of
variables

hull of the disjunction

_ 

i2Dy



Ai x  bi ;

which is far more complex than the inference for the three frequently and naturally occurring structures (4.5)(4.7), although it has been studied in the literature [6].
The propagation rules for the mixed
discrete case. Let the interval

element

constraints are similar to the

[min(xi ); max(xi )] be dened by the bounds on xi .
y, we can compute min = fmin(xi ) j i 2 Dy g

Then upon change of the domain of
and max

= fmax(xi ) j i 2 Dy g and add new bounds min  z  max to the LP.

Reversely, the bounds of
relaxations for the

z can be used to prune Dy .

element constraint can

More on propagation and

be found in [82].

It is interesting to make a comparison with variable subscripts in constraint
programming at this point. The

element constraint has been widely used in the
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ay and xy

(the latter only rarely). The existence of many other discrete global constraints
could be the reason for the limited use of variable subscripts in CLP, and its
limited vocabulary is partly explained by the fact that the primitive constraints
(the easily handled constraints comprising the constraint store) are dierent
in IP (LP) and CLP (CP). Arc- and bounds consistency on a CLP constraint
store, containing only domain constraints (

x 2 D), allows the decomposition of

variable subscripts (by the modeler) without loss of domain reduction power.
This is not the case when the constraint store is composed of linear inequalities,
as in our case, and a more expressive vocabulary is needed.

Variable Subscripts in Bounds

Bounds on variables are traditionally re-

quired to be constants at compile time, given by the modeler to the solver,
derived automatically or simply set to some smallest and largest possible value.
We extend this by allowing variable subscripts in bounds expressions, where the
variable is declared. Declaratively, this amounts to posting the constraints

ly  x  uy
where

(4.8)

l [u] is the lower [upper] bound vector and y

a discrete variable. Proce-

durally, the variable subscripted bounds have two drawbacks. First, they are
naïvely compiled into

z1  x; x  z2 ;
element(y; [l1 ; : : : ; ln ]; z1 );
element(y; [u1 ; : : : ; un ]; z2 );
which introduces two new variables, two mixed
linked via the

y

may be such that no value

i

(4.10)
(4.11)

element

variable) and two linear inequalities.

rened trap for our solver, the values of

some value

(4.9)

2 Dy

i 2 Dy

together with

x, z1

and

z2

constraints (that are

Secondly, and a more

in a continuous solution

satises (4.10)(4.11), despite the fact that

x

satises the original variable subscripted

1
bounds (4.8). Methods aimed at nding such satisfying values (see Sec. 4.4.1)
might then fail unnecessarily. This happens in practice and impedes the solver
in completing the solution and causes extra branching in the search.

1 If, for example,

n is 3, l = [1; 3; 5] and u = [7; 8; 9], then if z1 = x = 2:5 and z2 = 8:5 in a
continuous solution, then (4.10)(4.11) will not be satised. Nevertheless, we note that, e.g.,
i = 1 still satises the original bounds (4.8), with l1 = 1  2:5  7 = u1 .
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These two problems are avoided by compiling the bounds directly into

element (y; [l1 ; : : :

; ln ]; x);
element (y; [u1 ; : : : ; un ]; x);

(4.12)
(4.13)

where (4.12) [(4.13)] only performs lower [upper] bound propagation.
the articial variables are eliminated, values for
be found correctly. The mixed
tively equivalent to

element

element

y

Since

satisfying (4.12)(4.13) will

constraint described above is declara-

^ element, and is referred to as element= in

ambiguous cases.

4.3.2

Semi-continuous Piecewise Linear Functions

Piecewise linear functions arise in a variety of problems.

In this section we

introduce two new ways of modeling and solving piecewise linear structures.
The rst is through the previously introduced variable subscripts and the second
uses a specialized mixed global constraint.
A piecewise linear function consists of a set of line segments, usually with joint
endpoints but possibly disjoint, which we refer to as semi-continuous. The segments constrain the

v-axis (output

variable, e.g., price) wrt. the

variable, e.g., quantity), and also constrain the

u-axis if the

u-axis (input

segments are dis-

i, denoted by the variable y, goes from point (ui ; vi ) to point
(ui; vi ). We use v(u) to refer to the v-value of the function at u-value u.

joint. Segment

Using variable subscripts, we can model the function as

v = vy + cy (u uy ); uy  u  uy ; vy  v  vy ; y 2 f1; : : : ; ng;
where

ci

= (vi

v i )=(ui

ui )

is the slope of segment

i.

As explained in the

previous sections, this will be compiled into

v = z1 + z2
element= (y; [c1 ; : : : ; cn ]  u; z1 )
element= (y; [v 1 c1 u1 ; : : : ; v n cn un ]; z2 )
element (y; [u1 ; : : :

; un ]; u)
element (y; [
u1 ; : : : ; un ]; u)
element (y; [v 1 ; : : : ; v n ]; v )
element (y; [
v1 ; : : : ; vn ]; v)

(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
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Figure 4.1: A piecewise linear function.

5

The light grey area depicts

the linear relaxation using variable subscripts, the dark grey area the
relaxation obtained with the

piecewise

constraint.

Consider the piecewise linear function in Fig. 4.1. It consists of four segments
(numbers in circles), the rst is the origin (of zero-width), the next three range

u-values 12, 23 and 35. At the depicted state the segment chosen
is constrained to be 2 or 3, i.e., y 2 f2; 3g. Bounds propagation in the element
between

constraints will now produce the linear relaxation shown in light grey.

The

horizontal and vertical borders are obtained by updating the bounds for the
continuous variables

a

and

b)

u and v, eq. (4.17)(4.20).

The other two borders (marked

have slopes which are the eects of the bounds propagation of (4.15),

a is parallel
b is parallel to segment 3.

and an oset which comes from (4.16). Note that the upper bound
to the steeper segment 2 and the lower bound

Although the function is compactly described with variable subscripts, the solver
does not know the true origin of the constraints, i.e., that it describes a piecewise
linear function.

As an alternative, consider introducing a new

mixed

global

constraint representing a piecewise linear function,

piecewise(y; O; u; [u1 ; : : :

; un ]; [u1 ; : : : ; un]; v; [v 1 ; : : : ; vn ]; [v1 ; : : : ; vn ]);

y is the discrete variable indicating the segment in which the values of u
and v lie, and O indicates the orientation of the constraint, i.e., whether v has

where

to be

above, below

or

on

the piecewise linear function.

Then a tighter linear

relaxation can be produced by instead adding the cuts surrounding the dark
grey triangle in Fig. 4.1. If

O

is

above [below] only the

lower [upper] cuts have
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then both the lower and the upper cuts have to be

posted. In addition to posting and updating the cuts described, the constraint
performs bounds propagation on both the discrete and the continuous variables.
For

Dy = fp; : : : ; qg the propagation rules for concave functions are:

O 2 {below, on}
O 2 {above, on}
Bounds on u and v

:
:
:

v  vi + ci (u ui ); 8i 2 fp; : : : :qg,
v  (vq vp )=(uq up )u + (v p uq vq up )=(uq
up  u  uq , vp  v  vq .

up ),

This rst rule constrains the solution to lie below each line segment. The second
rule constrains the solution to lie above the line

(up; vp ) (uq ; vq ), which is the

line connecting the two extreme points of the piecewise function. For convex
functions the rules are swapped for

above

and

below,

and the inequalities are

inverted.
These bounds and cuts provide the convex hull relaxation, which is the best we
can do. Also, in the case of a concave

above [below]

piecewise linear function

it is equivalent to the standard MIP [LP] relaxation (MIP and LP are reversed
for convex functions), but introduces no new variables.
Declaratively, the

piecewise

constraint can be written in the form (4.1) as

follows,

(y = i) ! v = vi + ci (u
but the

piecewise



ui ); ui  u  ui ; vi  v  vi ;

8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;

extension of MLLP allows the use of the above described

propagation rules which provides more inference.
The general syntax of the

piecewise constraint,

i.e., specifying both the start

and end point of each segment, is necessary due to semi-continuous characteristic
of a general piecewise linear function. Note, e.g., that a xed-charge piecewise
linear constraint is a special case of this constraint. Furthermore, the syntax
allows for functions that are neither convex nor concave, and generating the
convex hull for such general semi-continuous piecewise functions is then a matter
of nding the convex hull of a set of points. This is a well known problem in
computational geometry and can be done eciently [35]. A simpler syntax for
continuous functions could of course be adopted, e.g., as in AMPL [57] and
OPL [135], where the functions are assumed to be continuous and starting at
the origin, and only the end point and slope of each segment are specied.
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ALGORITHMIC EXTENSIONS

In CLP, good support for dening problem specic search strategies is essential.
Strategies derive branching decisions from the current domains of variables and
the structure of the constraint graph [132]. Well-known strategies are

most-constrained and earliest-start-time (scheduling
lection and domain-splitting for value choice [93].

fail-rst,

problems) for variable se-

In IP, the solution of the relaxation provides a complete labeling of the variables,
i.e., each variable, whether continuous or integer, has a value in the solution
to the relaxation.

The benet of this is twofold; (a) variables which require

integral values might get integral values in the labeling by chance or might be
roundable by a heuristic to an integral value, and, (b) if not, their fractional
values provide valuable information for branching strategies.
The basic strategies from CLP remain available for a hybrid system like MLLP
since the discrete decision variables still have domains and the discrete constraints still form a constraint graph. But in a solver where discrete and continuous variables have been separated, like in MLLP, discrete variables will not
readily have values from the relaxation. The relaxation provides a value for
in (4.1) and a part of

x

y might be determined by branching, but y is not given a

value by the relaxation since it is not a part of it.
The relaxation and
straints (element,

y are connected through conditional and mixed global con-

piecewise, etc),

and we need a new technique to communi-

cate the impact of the linear relaxation solution to

y.

This section aims to show

how this can be accomplished, and at the same time retain the ability of CLP
to dene custom search strategies.

4.4.1

Back-Propagation

At a node of the search tree, assume the following sequence of steps has been
taken: (a) The branching choice has been enforced, (b) constraint propagation
has been performed on all constraint (discrete, global and mixed global constraints), and, (c) the resulting linear relaxation has been solved, with optimal
solution

x .

At this point, if all constraints are determined, we have a complete solution. If
not, we might need to branch further. However, it might be possible to extend
the solution

x of the relaxation to a complete solution (y ; x ) that satises all

constraints. And if not, we should deduce information for branching strategies.
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is per-

formed. Once it is done, all the changes are undone before going onthe eects
are local to this node. The procedure consists of executing a set of propagation
rules, specic to each kind of constraint connecting the FD and LP store. The
following are the rules for the constraints discussed in this paper, serving as
examples:



For any conditional constraint



For any

:hi (y) if

Ai x

6

bi .

element(y; (v1; : : :

hi (y) ! Ai x

; vk ); z ),

where

z

 bi , enforce the constraint
occurs with a positive coef-

cient on the left-hand side of an (in)equality in the LP store of type:




= or both  and 


Dy = Dy \ fj j vj  z g,


let Dy = Dy \ fj j vj  z g,


let Dy = Dy \ fj j vj = z g.

: let

For any

piecewise(y; O; u; [u1 ; : : :

:
:

; un ]; [u1; : : : ; un]; v; [v 1 ; : : : ; v n ]; [v1 ; : : : ; vn ]);

if:

O 2 {below, on}
O 2 {above, on}
This will reduce

Dy = Dy \ fj j (uj  u  uj ) ^ (v  v(u ))g,
 j ) ^ (v  v(u ))g.
let Dy = Dy \ fj j (uj  u  u

: let
:

Dk

to (a)

?, if u is outside a segment, (b) a singleton,

if it is within a single segment, or, (c) a domain of cardinality two, if

u

is on the joint point of two segments.

After these rules have been applied, standard constraint propagation is performed in a xed point iteration for all purely discrete constraints. All elements
of domains of discrete variables are now consistent with the current LP solution.
If all constraints are determined, we have a complete solution. If some domain
is empty, we say the back-propagation

failed

for this variable, and we need to

branch further. If no domain is empty, but some purely discrete constraints are
still not determined, we can search for a solution within the current domains
that determines those constraints. If we choose not to, or we fail to nd one,
we continue to branch.
So far we have achieved our equivalent of item (a) above, i.e., we take advantage of the fact that some discrete variables will be integral in the labeling by
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chance, or as we would put it, will have discrete values satisfying the continuous constraints by chance.
We refer to this technique as back-propagation for two reasons; (a) it is a form
of inference, specically tailored for each constraint, and (b) the constraints
communicate their inferences back from the relaxation to the domains of shared
variables. It should be pointed out that unlike the standard propagation, mixed
constraints only back-propagate once, i.e., the back-propagation need not be
encapsulated in a x-point iteration. Recall also that since back-propagation
is inference from

one

solution of

many

possible to the relaxation, its eect are

node-specic, and must be undone before branching further.
In [47] a similar scheme called

unimodular probing,

is used to derive constraint

violations from a totally unimodular subset of linear inequalities solved as an
LP. The violated constraints indicates possible branching choices. Similarly, the
value extraction for

shadowed

variables, i.e., a variable present in both CP and

LP [124, 135], is also a special case of back-propagation, allowing branching
strategies based on the LP solution values.

4.4.2

Branching Strategies

In a branching strategy there are two choices to make; what
on, and what

value

to set it to.

variable

to branch

In IP it is very common to branch on the

most fractional variable, resolving the biggest inconsistencies rst. Using the
domains after back-propagation, we can accomplish something similar, called

back-propagation-failure.

This strategy selects rst any variable whose domain

became empty during back-propagation, and secondly any variable whose domain after back-propagation was not singleton, and nally falls back on a standard fail-rst strategy on the domains as they were before back-propagation.
Variables with singleton domains after back-propagation are skipped since they
have a consistent value.
For the value choice, a common choice in IP is to create two branches,
and

x

 dx e, and branch on the one closer to integral rst.

in MLLP is to choose rst a value

y

x  bx c

The equivalent

which is consistent with one, several or

all of the continuous constraints. We can choose to do domain splitting on this
value (called

split-on-lp ),

creating branches

y

 y and y  y + 1.

also, which makes even more sense, create three branches (called

y = y , y  y

1 and y  y + 1, preferably tried in that order.

We can

triple-on-lp ):
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best-branch

se-

lection, i.e., the objective function values for the branches are computed, and
the branches are tried in the order of greatest potential (best objective value).
Computing the objective value before choosing a branch should not be confused

strong-branching [85]. Strong branching precomputes objective values for
variable selection and will therefore incur overhead by solving relaxations
for branches never taken. In contrast, best-branch is a best-bound node selection

with

use in

strategy, where the set of candidate nodes are the children of the current node.
It will only move some computation up in the search tree, since all branches will
eventually be considered, and thus not cause any overhead.

4.5

A PRODUCTION PLANNING PROBLEM

Consider a plant where a number of resources are used to manufacture a set
of products, each produced unit requiring a certain amount of each resource.
The objective is to maximize the prot. The revenue for a product does not
increase proportionally with volume, since larger volumes gives discount to the
buyer of the products, and is therefore approximated using a piecewise linear
function. Similarly, resources are also volume discounted, and in addition, there
is a minimum buying quantity for each resource if it is bought, which makes
the corresponding piecewise linear function semi-continuous, i.e., a xed-charge
piecewise linear function. There are two additional constraints on production.
First, there is a limit (plant capacity) on the total production.

Second, the

production equipment requires each product to be produced in a certain scale,
e.g., small-scale, medium-scale, large-scale, etc., which limits the production to
corresponding disjoint intervals.

4.5.1

An MLLP Model

Using the piecewise global constraint described in Sec. 4.3.2, the formulation is

j , ci the cost of resource
i, the segment where production vj lies for product j , yiC the segment where
usage ui lies for resource i, and sj is the production scale for product j . Parameters uik and u
ik denote upper and lower range of segment k for resource i,
ik the corresponding accumulated cost at those points. Similarly,
and C ik and C
vjk ; vjk and Rjk ; Rjk describe the piecewise linear revenue function. Note that
straightforward. Variable

yjR

rj

is the revenue for product
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= ui1 = 0 and ui2 > 0, enforcing the minimum purchase quantity directly

through the global semi-continuous piecewise constraint.

max
s.t.

X

j

rj

X

i

ci

; uin ; ui1 ; : : : ; uin ;
ci ; C i1 ; : : : ; C in ; Ci1 ; : : : ; Cin );
piecewise(yjR ; vj ; v j 1 ; : : : ; v jm ; vj 1 ; : : : ; vjm ;
rj ; Rj1 ; : : : ; Rjm ; Rj1 ; : : : ; Rjm );
X
aij vj  ui ;
piecewise(yiC ; ui ; ui1 ; : : :

j
X
j

8i;
8j;
8i;

vj  plant_cap ;

(4.21)

(4.22)
(4.23)

(4.24)

wj;sj  vj  wj;sj ;
ui ; ci ; vj ; rj  0;
yiC 2 f1; : : : ; ng; yjR 2 f1; : : : ; mg; sj 2 f1; : : : ; lg;

8j;

(4.25)

8i; j;
8i; j:

Note the variable subscripted bounds (4.25) enforcing the restrictions on the
scale of production.

4.5.2

Other Models

An IP Model:
panding the

A traditional IP model, see Fig. 4.2, can be found by ex-

piecewise constraints to

below),

maximization (

constraints (4.26)(4.27)), where

each unit produced in interval
minimization (

above),

LP constraints for the revenue (concave

k,

R^jk

is the revenue of

and MIP constraints for the cost (concave

constraints (4.28)(4.31)). Due to lack of variable sub-

scripts, the production scale intervals have to be encoded as a MIP structure
(constraints (4.32)(4.34)).
Notice that

yjk are Special Ordered Sets [12, 45] variables of type 3 (SOS3) due

to (4.34), which can be used by the IP solver. Informing the IP solver about the
SOS3 variables is optional, the model is still valid without that information. It
is necessary, however, to tell the solver about the SOS2 variables,

ik , as the

model is incorrect without that information.
Finally, note that the semi-continuous minimum purchase quantity is enforced
through an extra constraint (4.31).
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max
s.t.

X

j;k

R^jk vjk

vj =

X

k

X

i

C i2 i1 +

X

k 2

vjk ;

vjk  vjk vjk ;
X
ui = ui2 i1 + uik ik ;
k 2
X
ik = 1;
k

fi1 ; : : : ; in g is an SOS2 set;
ui2 bi  ui  Mbi ;
vj =

X

k

wjk ;

wjk yjk  wjk  wjk yjk ;
X
yjk = 1;
k
X
j
X
j

vj

Cik ik



8j;
8j; k;
8i;
8i;
8i;
8i;
8j;
8j; k;
8j;

 plant_cap ;

aij vj  ui ;

vj ; vjk ; wjk ; ui ; ik  0;
yjk 2 f0; 1g;
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(4.26)

(4.27)
(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)

(4.33)
(4.34)

(4.35)

8i;

(4.36)

8i; j; k;
8i; j:

Figure 4.2: An IP model for the production planning problem.

Note that the MLLP model is more readable and compact than the IP model.
The piecewise constraint is also more versatile, e.g., it is able to handle gaps
in the function, whereas the MIP SOS2 formulation assumes a continuous
function. The MLLP model obtains the same convex hull relaxation as the MIP
model but does so with fewer variables, which results in smaller LPs solved at
each node.

An OPL Model:

The modeling language OPL [135], like MLLP, allows for-

mulations which mix discrete and continuous constraints. Variable subscripts
are supported, but only for discrete variables or constants and not in continuous
linear constraints nor in bounds. There is also a construct for modeling piece-
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max

X

^jk
piecewisefR

j
X
i

s.t.

! vjk ; 0g vj

piecewisefC^ik
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! uik ; M g ui



ui2 bi  ui  Mbi ;
X
aij vj  ui ;

8i;
8i;

wj;sj  vj0  wj;sj ;
vj = vj0 ;
X
vj  plant_cap;

8j;
8j;

j

(4.37)
(4.38)

(4.39)
(4.40)
(4.41)

j

vj ; ui  0;
vj0 2 f0; : : : ; 1g;
sj 2 f1; : : : ; lg;
bi 2 f0; 1g;

8i; j;
8j;
8j;
8i:

Figure 4.3: An OPL model for the production planning problem.

wise linear functions, but this construct is merely syntactic sugar for an LP or
MIP structure, resolved at compile time (same as in AMPL [57]). Furthermore,
the piecewise construct does not allow semi-continuous functions.
Nonetheless, the problem can be stated in a fairly compact manner in OPL, see
Fig. 4.3. The variable subscripts in the bounds, enforcing the restrictions on the
scale of the production, are set on integer variables
of the variables

vj

vj0

which are shadow copies

in the LP (constraints (4.39)(4.40)).

Unless specied, OPL applies a default branching strategy, which we assume
varies with the problem, but whether it is in fact so is not documented in the
OPL manual [135]. We tried the following strategy, trying to to some extent
simulate the eect of back-propagation of MLLP:
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search {

forall (j in Products)

tryall (k in ProdScales ordered by increasing

v[j ]) wl[j; k]))

abs(simplexValue(

s[j ] = k;
};

However, benchmarking (Sec. 4.5.3) showed that the default strategy consistently performed better than what we could achieve with this strategy.
Note that the OPL is data dependant in the same way as the IP model. Both
assume that the piecewise linear functions are continuous and thus the minimum
purchase quantity has to be modeled specically. In the OPL model it is enforced
through an extra constraint (4.37).

4.5.3

Benchmarks

In this section we evaluate the performance of three solvers on these three models. We used the same data sets for the dierent models; each number shown
in the tables is the average for a model over 10 randomly generated data sets.
The instances marked by a star are made harder (in addition to increased size)
by forcing the resource usage close to the minimum purchase quantity.
unmarked and star-marked instances are

dense

The

in the sense a product requires

some of all of the resources, i.e., the table indicating how much of each resource
every product needs has no zero entries. The double star-marked instance has
medium density and the triple star-marked instance is very sparse.
Superscripted digits indicates the number (out of 10 problems) that were solved
to proven optimality within 100 000 nodes (if at least one was solved), '' indicates that none of the ten instances could be solved. 'Nodes' is the number of
nodes required to prove optimality, and 'Opt' is the node in which the optimal
solution was found, on average. All numbers include the problems that were
not solved to optimality, i.e., the 100 000 nodes and the time

2 it took to process

them are weighed in.
Table 4.1 shows the results obtained with our MLLP solver . We branch on the
piecewise intervals and the production scales simultaneously, selecting variables



2 Sun Ultra 60 Model 2360 (2 360 MHz UltraSPARC-II) running Solaris 2.6.
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Problem

ProdRes
55
10  5
10  10
5  10
10  15
15  15
7  12

MLLP Model

FD-Var Elem Piece Row Col NZ
10
10
5
19 41 148
15
20
5
24 71 263
20
20
10
34 81 343
15
10
10
29 51 203
25
20
15
44 91 423
30
30
15
49 121 420
19
14
12
35 67 155
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Solution
Nodes

Opt

Time

33
27
55
127
6874
6044
50

14
13
19
23
33
63
23

0.37
0.38
0.77
1.00
50.84
52.46
0.83

Table 4.1: Benchmark results for the MLLP model.
Problem

ProdRes
55
10  5
10  10
5  10
10  15
15  15
7  12

IP Model

Row
104
179
204
129
229
304
169

Col Bool RowP P ColP P NZP P
137
35
82
115
330
227
65
147
195
570
272
70
162
230
710
182
40
97
150
445
317
75
177
265
850
407 105
242
345 1093
236
54
125
193
555

CPLEX Default
Nodes

Opt

Time

120
267
655
1319
4484
11316
12563

111
259
595
1048
1303
3649
5352

0.08
0.23
0.59
0.85
4.26
12.70
8.10

Table 4.2: IP model, default settings.

according to

back-propagation-failure

and values using

triple-on-lp

(see Sec. 4.4.2

for details).
Table 4.2 shows the performance of CPLEX 6.0.1 with default settings on the IP
model. 'Bool.' indicates the number of 01 variables in the problem, 'PP' stands
for after preprocessing, and 'NZ' indicates the number of nonzero coecients
in the LP matrix. CPLEX uses best-bound node selection by default, i.e., it
does not perform a depth rst search. For sake of comparison with MLLP and
OPL, Tab. 4.3 shows benchmarks results for CPLEX with depth-rst search
and maximum infeasibility variable selection.
It should be noted that we tested a couple of dierent IP models using the
MIP solvers CPLEX 6.0.1, XPRESS-MP 11.04 and Super LINDO 5.3.

We

chose to use CPLEX and the IP model above in these benchmarks since that
combination exhibited the consistently best behavior. It should be emphasized,
however, that unlike the MLLP model, the IP and OPL models are highly
data dependant and inexible. Both models assume continuous data and the
minimum purchase quantity thus has to be modeled separately; if the structure
of the data changes then the IP and OPL models have to be modied but the
MLLP model will remain the same. It is possible to formulate the IP to handle
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Problem

ProdRes
55
10  5
10  10
5  10
10  15
15  15
7  12

111

CPLEX Comparative
Nodes

Opt

Time

1375 1357
1778 1717
8987 8929
38721 38416




21948 17163

0.72
1.31
7.59
19.60


13.69

Table 4.3: IP model, depth-rst search and maximum infeasibility variable selection.
Problem

ProdRes
55
10  5
10  10
5  10
10  15
15  15
7  12

OPL Model

Solution

FD-Var Elem Piece Row Col
15
10
10
73 227
25
20
15 133 392
30
20
20 193 502
20
10
15 106 310
35
20
25 238 597
45
30
30 301 765
26
14
19
97 363

Nodes

107749
731153
721433
214298
674404
808882
800232

Time

6.51
101.52
135.63
21.57
82.24
105.85
114.32

Table 4.4: OPL model, default settings.

any kind of data using an SOS3 type of formulation instead of a mix of SOS2
and SOS3 but it had a signicantly worse performance on the data we used.
Table 4.4 shows the performance of OPL. The number of rows and columns is
after the piecewise constructs have been expanded to LP and MIP variables and
constraints.

Comments on Computational Results

Our solver performs well compared

to both CPLEX (IP model) and OPL (OPL model). In particular, MLLP is
much faster at nding the optimal solution. Several other things should be noted
in the tables. First, the LPs solved by MLLP are both smaller and more compact
than the corresponding LPs in the IP model. Nevertheless, MLLP spends more
time per node. This is expected, our code is a research tool and not tuned for
performance; except for the LP code, which uses the CPLEX callable libraries,
the MLLP solver is coded in Java, including the branch-and-bound search and
the propagation. Back-propagation currently takes a signicant portion of the
time (5070% depending on problem), but we believe this can be remedied
in a tuned implementation; the process is worst-case linear in the number of
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Solving LPs accounts for 2040%,

including time for communication with CPLEX.
The OPL model is very similar to the MLLP model at a rst glance, but the
underlying dierences contribute to the poor performance of OPL on these problems. First, the piecewise construct of OPL compiles to an LP model for the
product revenue functions and a MIP model with boolean variables for the resource costs, which is probably quite similar to our IP model. OPL provides no
back-propagation, and the possible search strategies are limited by the fact that
the boolean variables of the piecewise cost function are not visible to the user,
and can not be used to customize the search strategy.

The default strategy

is used, and judging from the fact that OPL performs slightly better for the
instances marked by a star, which have less resource usage, OPL probably enumerates values for integer variables. A more adapted search strategy, if possible,
would probably improve OPL's robustness and performance signicantly.

4.6

CONCLUSION

Our focus in this paper is on modeling for and solving with a combined constraint propagationlinear programming solver. We show for a production planning problem that we can greatly reduce the LP relaxation size while retaining
its strength, and take advantage of constraint propagation for inference from
branching decisions and discrete constraints. Computational testing shows that
our approach is competitive with commercial IP codes.
An important part of a hybrid modeling language are variable subscripts for the
continuous domain, in which discrete variables are used to index into arrays of
continuous constants or variables. We introduce new variants of the classical

element

constraint from constraint programming, and show how general sub-

scripted expressions can be compiled and decomposed to such constraints for
compact models and ecient problem solving.
We describe a scheme for inference from an LP solution to a discrete constraint
store, which is an essential tool to avoid excessive branching.

This inference

allows the solver (which separates discrete and continuous variables) to earlier
complete a feasible continuous solution to include values for discrete variables.
It also provides the information necessary to make intelligent branching decisions, much equivalent to how IP uses fractional values for integer variables in
branching strategies.
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We also show how a mixed global constraint modeling a piecewise linear function
can reduce the LP size while retaining an equivalent relaxation.

Even more,

it is also shown to increase the inferences made both from the FD store to
the LP store (cutting planes) and from LP to FD (back-propagation of LP
solution). Global constraints crossing the boundary between CLP and IP have
great potential, mainly so for the same reasons as global constraints have shown
to be indispensable in pure CLP. They allow a more compact representation,
increase readability, and most importantly, improve inference.

In addition, a

exible global constraint can be more robust to model and data changes, e.g., our
piecewise constraint, which allows any kind of semi-continuous, concave/convex
function as input without any modication to the model.
Possibly, mixed global constraints will be even more powerful than traditional
global constraints, since a constraint store with (continuous) linear inequalities
(the primitive constraints of LP) is more expressive than the nite

indomain

constraints (the primitive constraints of FD). The use of LP as a constraint
store have not been fully explored in the CLP community, especially not as a
store for communication between (global) constraints.

Chapter 5

Linear Relaxations and
Reduced-Cost Based
Propagation of
Continuous Variable
Subscripts
Erlendur S. Thorsteinsson and Greger Ottosson

In hybrid

solvers

for

combinatorial

optimisation,

combining Constraint

(Logic) Programming (CLP) and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP), it is
important to have tight connections between the two domains.

We extend

and generalise previous work on automatic linearisations and propagation of
symbolic CLP constraints that cross the boundary between CLP and MIP.
We also present how reduced costs from the linear programming relaxation
can be used for domain reduction on the CLP side.

Computational results

comparing our hybrid approach with pure CLP and MIP on a conguration
problem show signicant speed-ups.

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The topic of this paper can be seen as the merger of three lines of research in
the area of hybrid techniques of Constraint (Logic) Programming (CLP) and
Mixed Integer Programming (MIP).
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Firstly, while studying a conguration problem, we continue along the lines of
Refalo [117], Rodo²ek, Wallace and Hajian [124], and Williams and Yan [145]
in providing (automatic) linearisations of arithmetic and symbolic CLP constraints.

This avenue of research is becoming increasingly important as the

integration of CLP and MIP is pursued.

The object of study here are terms

with variable subscripts in continuous constraints (
which in part is modelled with the

cy

and

element constraint in

cy x), i.e., a structure

CLP.

Secondly, we continue a line of research by Focacci, Lodi and Milano [50, 51, 52,
54], who have used the

reduced costs

of a separate assignment subproblem for

propagation in a CLP framework. We generalise this by showing how reducedcost based inference can be applied to constraints whose linearisation is a part
of a larger linear programming relaxation.
Finally, we show how this ts nicely into the modelling framework Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP) and a hybrid CLPMIP solver, which is a
part of our previous line of research [81, 82, 103].
This paper is structured as follows.

Section 5.2 introduces our application,

a class of conguration problems, with CLP, MIP and hybrid MLLP models.
Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe how the variable subscripts are linearised in MLLP.
Section 5.5 describes reduced costs and how they can be used for inference using
those linearisations.

Finally, Section 5.6 gives computational results, which

demonstrate the importance of the linear relaxation and the advantage of CLP
MIP integration.

5.2

A CONFIGURATION PROBLEM

In order to motivate the discussion in the following sections, in particular why
variable subscripts (the

element

constraints) are important, we will begin by

describing an important application.
Many industrial products come in dierent congurations, aiming to closely
satisfy the needs of individual customers.

In one class of such problems the

product is made up of individual components, each one of a set of possible
types, and the aim is to nd a feasible conguration with a type and quantity for
each component that optimises some criteria. Components supply or consume
attributes/resources (such as weight, cost or eect), and these resources are
constrained, the

resource

constraints, or are a part of the objective. We will

assume that all quantities are integral and that in addition there is a set of
logical side-constraints, the

conguration

constraints.
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A computer is an example of such a product. It has components such as power
supplies, hard drives, processors and memory, that must be arranged in a case
and connected together.

Each component can be of a dierent type, e.g., a

power supply can be of dierent wattage, e.g., 250 Watt or 400 Watt, and different form factors, e.g., AT or ATX. Each component will consume/contribute
attributes/resources, e.g., a power supply will consume dierent amounts of the

physical space

1 (height, width, length) and of the

resource

on its type, and will contribute dierent amounts to the

weight resource based
power resource. A hard

drive will also consume dierent amounts of the physical space resource and of
the weight resource based on its type, and will consume dierent amounts of
the power resource and contribute dierent amounts to the

disk space

resource.

In addition to determining the type of a particular component, we also have
to determine how many to install, which multiplies the resource consumption/contribution, yet observing some simple relationships between the resources,
e.g., that the hard drives can not consume more power than provided by the
power supplies and everything has to t into the computer case.

This is an

example of the resource constraints.
There are also some direct relationships between the components, e.g. dierent
types of hard drives will also require dierent types of drive controllers (e.g.,
EIDE, SCSI) to be installed. This is an example of the conguration constraints.
There are many others, e.g., physical limitations on the distance between the
hard drive and the hard drive controller, limitations on the orientation of the
hard drive, limitations on the placement of memory and add-on cards, etc.
In general we can describe the problem as follows. We are given a set of compo-

C , a set of possible component types Ti for each component i, and a set
of attributes R. Let variable ti be the type of component i, variable qi be the
quantity of component i and variable rk be the quantity of attribute/resource
k. It is convenient to have rk as a separate variable although its value is determined by the values of ti and qi , see eq. (5.1). The weight/cost per unit of
attribute/resource k is denoted by ck , the parameter Rk is the minimum amount
of attribute/resource k produced/consumed and Ak;i;j denes how many units
of attribute/resource k are produced/consumed by each component i if it is of
type j .
nents

1 Note that the computer case contributes to the physical space resource.
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q = (qi )i2C

and

t = (ti )i2C .

min
s.t.

X

k 2R
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Then the problem can be written

ck rk

rk =

X

i2C



qi  Ak;i;ti ;

8k 2 R;

hl (q; t);
rk  Rk ;
ti 2 Ti ; qi 2 Z+;

(5.1)

8l 2 L;
8k 2 R;
8i 2 C:

(5.2)
(5.3)

Note that the resource consumption lookup is handled in (5.1) through a

A, i.e., Ak;i;ti where the variable ti is the type of component
qi  Ak;i;ti , is the core of the problem, and is, as we shall see,

variable subscript on

i.

This term,

modelled dierently in CLP and IP. Equation (5.2) states the set of conguration
constraints, e.g.,

q1 > 0 ) q2 = 0, alldiff(t1 ; : : : ; tn ), or some type or layout

constraints, such as in the computer example above.

5.2.1

A CLP Model

In CLP the conguration problem is modelled with variable subscripts (element
constraints) in the following way (assuming that

min
s.t.

X

k2R

ck r k

rk =

X

i2C

8k 2 R;

qi aki ;

element(ti ; [Aki1 ; : : :

; Akini ]; aki );

rk  Rk ;
t1 = 1 ) t2 2 f1; 2g;
q1 > 0 ) q2 = 0;
ti 2 Ti ; qi 2 Z+; aki 2 Q ;
where

aki

is the consumption of resource

variables and constants as before.

aki

Ti = f1; : : : ; ni g):

(5.4)

8i 2 C; k 2 R;
8k 2 R;

(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)

8i 2 C; k 2 R:
k

by component

i,

and the other

Note that (5.4) is non-linear, both

are variables, and that there are

jC jjRj element constraints.

qi

and

Constraint

(5.7)(5.8) are two examples of a logical side-constraints.

5.2.2

A MIP Model

In a MIP model, the lack of variable subscripts and the linear requirement means
that the component types

ti

have to be replaced with 01 variables

tij ,

where
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1 if component i has type j , 0 otherwise, see eq. (5.10).

quantity of the

i-th component, qi , is disaggregated into qij
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Similarly, the

for types

j 2 Ti

in

eq. (5.11). The type selection and the quantity are then linked using eq. (5.12):

X

min

k2R

s.t.

ck rk

rk =

XX

X

tij = 1;

8i 2 C;

(5.10)

X

8i 2 C;

(5.11)

j 2Ti

qi =

i2C j 2Ti

j 2Ti

qij Akij ;

qij ;

qij  Mtij ;
rk  Rk ;
t21 + t22  t11 ;
b  q1  Mb; q2  M (1 b);
tij 2 f0; 1g; qi ; qij 2 Z+; b 2 f0; 1g;

8k 2 R;

(5.9)

8i 2 C; j 2 Ti ;
8k 2 R;

(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)

8i 2 C; j 2 Ti :

Equations (5.14)(5.15) in this model formulate the conguration constraints
from before.

5.2.3

An MLLP Model

The MLLP model is similar to the CLP model, although the underlying solution
strategy employs LP relaxations in conjunction with the constraint propagation:

min
s.t.

X

k2R

ck rk

rk =

X

i2C

qi Akiti ;

rk  Rk ;
t1 2 f1g ) t2 2 f1; 2g;
b 2 f0g ) q1 = 0; b 2 f1g ) (q1  1; q2 = 0);
ti 2 Ti ; qi 2 Z+; b 2 f0; 1g;

8k 2 R;

(5.16)

8k 2 R;

(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)

8i 2 C:

Note that the resource consumption lookup is handled through a variable
subscript on

i,

A,

i.e., by

Akiti

where the variable

ti

is the type of component

as in the original (abstract) model, which is compiled into a special type of

the

element

constraint. The next two sections describe the linear relaxations
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used for these variable subscripts, and how the relaxations link the discrete
and continuous parts of the MLLP model. Propagation rules for these variable
subscripts are presented in [82, 103].

5.3

LINEAR RELAXATION OF

The term

qi  Ak;i;ti

CY

is the core of the conguration problem. Again, note that

what makes it complex is that the index

ti

is not a parameter, but a variable.

Further complicating matter, the variable-subscripted constant
by a another variable,

qi .

A is multiplied

Eventually we seek a linear relaxation of a term of this type, subscripted constant
multiplied by a variable (

cy x),

but we will begin with a simpler linearisation,

of a single subscripted constant (

cy ).

This would be the term that would occur

in the MLLP model if it was limited to unit quantities, i.e., if

qi

 1, and is

equivalent to the traditional element constraint in CLP. A subscripted constant,

cy , occurring alone in a term is compiled as in the following example:

2x + cy  18;
c 2 f1:0; 4:5; 6:1g;
Bounds-consistency on the
tighter bounds on

z

2x + z  18;
element(y; [1:0; 4:5; 6:1]; z ):

()

element

as the domain

constraint involves producing increasingly

Dy

of

y

is reduced.

A straight-forward

linearisation of this constraint is identical to how this structure is modelled in
MIP, i.e., we introduce decision variables

bi

is

b1 ; : : : ; bk

for

1 if y = i and 0 otherwise, and add
element(y; [c1 ; : : : ; ck ]; z )

Dy = f1; : : : ; kg, where

m

0  bi  1; 8i;
b1 +    + bk = 1;
z = c1 b1 +    + ck bk :

(5.20)
(5.21)
(5.22)

to the LP. This linear relaxation is no stronger than bounds-consistency on the

element constraint

(actually equivalent to it). Thus there is little incentive to

use this relaxation unless these linear constraints connect in a benecial way to
some other linear constraints, or useful information (dual values, reduced costs,
etc.) can be derived and used by including them.
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Linear Relaxation of Subscripts in Bounds

For variable subscripts that occur in bounds there is a variant of the
constraint that enforces only one bound of

z.

element

Allowing variable subscripts in bounds expressions, where the variable is declared, declaratively amounts to posting the constraints

ly  x  uy
where

(5.23)

l [u] is the lower [upper] bound vector and y

a discrete variable. Proce-

durally, the variable subscripted bounds have two drawbacks. First, they are
naïvely compiled into

z1  x; x  z2 ;
element= (y; [l1 ; : : : ; ln ]; z1 );
element= (y; [u1 ; : : : ; un ]; z2 );
which introduces two new variables, two mixed

element

(5.24)
(5.25)
(5.26)
constraints and two

linear inequalities. Secondly, and a more rened trap, the values of

x, z1 and z2

i 2 Dy satises (5.25)(5.26),
2 Dy together with x satises the original

in a continuous solution may be such that no value
despite the fact that some value

i

variable subscripted bounds (5.23). This happens in practice.
These two problems are avoided by compiling the bounds directly into

element (y; [l1 ; : : :

; ln ]; x);
element (y; [u1 ; : : : ; un ]; x);

(5.27)
(5.28)

where (5.27) [(5.28)] only performs lower [upper] bound propagation. This inequality variant of the
case, with the '

5.4

element can be relaxed in a similar fashion to the equality

=' in eq. (5.22) changed to '' or '' as appropriate.

LINEAR RELAXATION OF

CY X

We now turn our attention back to the basic structure (5.1) of the conguration

cy x is a subscripted constant multiplied by a continuous variable. In the conguration problem it denotes the cost of buying x units of type
y at cost cy each. In MLLP this structure is replaced by a continuous variable
z when the model is compiled and the constraint element(y; [c1 ; : : : ; ck ]  x; z )

problem. The term

is introduced into the problem. For example

2x + cy x  18;
c 2 f1:0; 4:5; 6:1g;

()

2x + z  18;
element(y; [1:0; 4:5; 6:1]  x; z ):
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When propagating this variant of the
the domain of

y, cuts of the form
cminx  z

are updated, where

element constraint upon a change of Dy ,

cmax x  z

and

(5.29)

cmin = minfci : i 2 Dy g and cmax = maxfci : i 2 Dy g.

This is compact, but a stronger relaxation of
achieved by disaggregating
decision variable
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z:

x

into bins

xi ,

element(y; [c1 ; : : :

; ck ]  x; z )

and linking to the corresponding

0  bi  1;
8i;
b1 +    + bk = 1;
x = x1 +    + xk ;
z = c1 x1 +    + ck xk ;
xi  0;
8i;
xi  Mbi ;

8i:

Equations (5.30)(5.31) are the same as for
disaggregated to
to

b1 ; : : : ; bk .

is

cy

(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)
(5.34)
(5.35)

above, but in addition,

x

is

x1 ; : : : ; xk , and connected through the big-M constraints (5.35)

Intuitively, this relaxation is stronger than bounds-consistency

simply because all the coecients are weighed into the LP relaxation. As we
shall see in Sec. 5.6, this makes a big dierence in computational eciency.
This formulation is not the smallest convex hull relaxation possible. The pur-

b1 ; : : : ; bk and the big-M constraints (5.35) is only to ensure
that at most one of x1 ; : : : ; xk is non-zero. This is unnecessary in our framework
since this is implicitly enforced by the connection to y . As an alternative to this
pose of the variables

intuitive explanation, consider deriving the convex hull formulation of this constraint from the general disjunctive formulation [6]. The disjunction equivalent
of

element(y , [c1 ; : : :

; ck ]x, z ) is
_

i2Dy



z + ci x = 0 ;

and the general disjunctive formulation a) applied to (5.36) gives b) since
which then simplies to c), which are equations (5.32)(5.33) above.

(5.36)

= 0,
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Disaggregated
Quantity
qij
Variables

cy x

Resource
Constraints

ti

Configuration
Constraints
Figure 5.1: The build-up of the MLLP model.

_

ai x  ;

m

X

x=

i

(z; x) =

xi ;

ai xi  bi ;
X
bi = 1:

X

i

(zi ; xi );

zi + ci xi  0; 8i;
zi ci xi  0; 8i;
X
bi = 1:

8i;

i

i

a)

z=
x=

b)

X

i
X
i

ci xi ;
xi :

c)

Thus, we can dispose of (5.30), (5.31) and (5.35), given that upon domain
reduction

i 62 Dy

of

y, we enforce xi = 0.

This is similar to the modelling and

branching with Special Ordered Sets (SOS) of type 1 in MIP [12, 45].
This tight relaxation, which computational tests (Sec. 5.6) show is an invaluable
tool, links the discrete and continuous parts of the MLLP model (Sec. 5.2.3), The
continuous (linear) part includes the resource constraints (5.16), with

2
linearised as detailed above.

qi Akiti

Figure 5.1 illustrates the eect of this.

The

quantities are present in both the CLP and LP parts, although in dierent
forms. CLP has

qi ,

whereas the linearisation introduces the

qij

variables into

the LP. The component types are only present in the CLP part, because as
proven above, they add nothing to the relaxation and are therefore not included.

2 Unify

qi

with x,

ti

with

y

and

i with c, to map between model and linearisation.

Akit
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REDUCED COSTS

Using reduced costs for inference in optimisation methods is standard practice in OR and is available in several MIP solvers, e.g., CPLEX [85] and XPRESS MP [40]. We will only give a brief description of reduced costs here, for
more details see [33, 99]. In a basic solution to the Linear Program (LP),

min
s.t.

z = cx
Ax = b; x  0;

the variables are partitioned into

basic

and

non-basic

variables [33], call them

xN , respectively. If we partition the constraint matrix A = [B N ] and
the objective function c = [cB cN ] in the same manner, we can write the problem
xB

and

above as

min
s.t.

z = cB xB + cN xN
BxB + NxN = b;
xB ; xN  0:

(5.37)

xB = B 1 b B 1 NxN . In a basic solution,
xN will be 0 and therefore xB = B 1 b. We note that the value of the objective

The solution to equation (5.37) is

function will then be

z = cB xB + cN xN = cB (B 1 b B 1 NxN ) + cN xN
=cB B 1b + (cN B 1N ) xN = cB B 1b:
|

{z
c

}

c, are dened for the non-basic variables xN = fxi1 ; : : : ; xik g
(which are all zero in the basic solution). The reduced cost c
ij then corresponds
to the cost per unit increase to the objective function value if xij would take

The reduced costs,

on a non-zero value. The basic solution is an

optimal basic solution

if all the

reduced costs are non-negative, indicating that there is no benet in having any
of the non-basic variables taking on non-zero values.
A process called

reduced cost xing

[146] uses the reduced costs of relaxed 0

1 variables in MIP problems, obtained from the optimal linear programming
relaxation solution

x,

to potentially x variables to zero without having to

cx + cij > cx ,
i.e., if the current objective value plus the reduced cost c
ij of the variable xij

exceeds the objective value of the incumbent solution x , the best solution

branch on them. This can be done for a non-basic variable

xij

if

found so far in the branch-and-bound search. This generalises to variables at
their lower

or

upper bound, and to general integer variables.
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Reduced-Cost Based Propagation in CLP

Recently, Focacci et. al. [50, 52, 54] have adapted variable xing to a CLP framework and used it successfully for the domain pruning of the
and the

path constraint in ILOG Solver.

alldiff constraint

This is done by shadowing these global

constraints with a linear formulation of the assignment problem [146] and solving it to optimality while computing the corresponding reduced costs. This is
done incrementally using the Hungarian algorithm, but it could also be done

xij = 1 corcx + cij > cx for
xi 6= j . This rule is

with linear programming. In the assignment problem, the variable
responds to

xi

= j in alldiff(x1; : : : ; xk ).

a non-basic variable

xij

As before, if

and incumbent solution

x ,

then

used within a standard x-point propagation loop and can thus interact and
communicate with other constraints.

From a CLP perspective, this is a new

way of eectively using the objective function for domain reduction in specic
global constraints/structures. On the other hand, from an OR point-of-view,
reduced-cost xing is given added value through its integration with other inference algorithms.
Note that the assignment problem is completely separate there from the rest of
the model; it is only used in the propagation loop. The assignment problem is
also

totally unimodular

[99], which means that the optimal solution to the linear

relaxation will always be integral. This will not be the case for general hybrid
CLPMIP models, but the reduced costs will still be well-dened for non-basic
variables.

5.5.2

Reduced-Cost Based Propagation in MLLP

In a hybrid CLPMIP solver, such as MLLP, where the inference of CLP is
combined with a linear relaxation, we can also use reduced-cost based propagation, given that our constraints are linearised. The reduced cost propagation
then becomes a part of the regular xed-point propagation loop, which all the
discrete and mixed constraints of MLLP are a part of.

cy (Sec. 5.3). Assume the
current optimal LP solution is x
, with reduced costs c1 ; : : : ; ck for the decision

variables b1 ; : : : ; bk , and x is the incumbent MLLP solution. Then the following

Again we start with the simple subscripted constant,

rule denes reduced-cost based domain reduction for the
(assume minimisation), if linearised by (5.20)(5.22):

element

constraint
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do

8i 2 Dy
if

cx + ci  cx then Dy = Dy
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fig

This domain pruning is equivalent to standard constraint propagation, i.e., valid
in this subproblem and all its extensions (this node and below in the search tree).
As we noted earlier, remember that the linearisation of

cy

is no stronger than

simple bounds-consistency, but that it allows us to do this reduced-cost based
propagation, which may be benecial in some cases.
Returning to our conguration problem, a similar reduced-cost based propagation rule for the term

cy x (Sec. 5.4) can be used on the linearisation of

(5.30)

(5.35).

do

8i 2 Dy

cx + di  cx then Dy = Dy
do 8i 2 Dy
x  b(cx cx)=di c
if

where

fig

d1 ; : : : ; dk are the reduced costs for x1 ; : : : ; xk , respectively.

The last line

bounds the quantity variable; the standard variable xing in MIP, which is also
applicable in MLLP.

5.6

COMPUTATIONAL TESTING

The rst interesting object of study is to compare how CLP, MIP and MLLP
perform on this problem. Figures 5.25.3 show average number of nodes and
average time

3 required to solve to proven optimality instances of dierent sizes

(note the logarithmic scale).

The rst, easily solved, class is a set of seven

instances with real-world data; the following classes have ten instances each,
with data generated to closely resemble the original instances.
For size '16x20' (16 components, 20 types), CPLEX solves 8 of the 10 instances
to proven optimality within 100 000 nodes, at which point the search is aborted.
For size '20x24' it only solves 4 of the 10 instances and for size '26x30' it only
solves 3 of the 10 instances. SICStus Prolog [29] solves 6 instances of size '16x20'
to proven optimality within 500 sec. (50 000100 000 nodes), 7 instances of size
'20x24' on and no '26x30' instances.
a magnitude, or more, faster.



MLLP solves all instances of all sizes,

It should be emphasised that MLLP uses the

3 Sun Ultra 60 Model 2360 (2 360 MHz UltraSPARC-II) running Solaris 7.
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MLLP vs. MIP vs. CLP - Nodes: Proof-of-optimality
100000

MLLP
CPLEX
CLP

Nodes

10000
1000
100
10
1

8x10x4

16x20x4
20x24x6
Problems

20x30x8

Figure 5.2: MLLP vs. MIP vs. CLP on a conguration problem, nodes.

MLLP vs. MIP vs. CLP - Time: Proof-of-optimality
1000
100

MLLP
CPLEX
CLP

Time (s)

10
1
0.1
0.01
0.001

8x10x4

16x20x4
20x24x6
Problems

20x30x8

Figure 5.3: MLLP vs. MIP vs. CLP on a conguration problem, time.

relaxation of

cy x

described in Sec. 5.4, without which MLLP performs much

worse.
The second method we want to study is the reduced-cost based propagation.
It has been shown to be clearly benecial in a CLP context [50, 52, 54], where
it adds optimisation oriented domain reduction, but is it equally eective in a
framework like MLLP that is already focusing the search around the relaxation
optimum? Figures 5.45.5 show the eect on the number of nodes and the time
required to solve to proven optimality. The reduction in nodes is signicant,
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MLLP vs. MLLP - Nodes: Proof-of-optimality
700
600

w rcp
w/o rcp

Nodes

500
400
300
200
100
0

Figure 5.4:

8x10x4

16x20x4
20x24x6
Problems

20x30x8

The impact of reduced-cost propagation, with RCP vs.

without RCP, nodes.

MLLP vs. MLLP - Time: Proof-of-optimality
35
30

w rcp
w/o rcp

Time (s)

25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 5.5:

8x10x4

16x20x4
20x24x6
Problems

20x30x8

The impact of reduced-cost propagation, with RCP vs.

without RCP, time.

around 10-50% is saved (higher percentage as the problems grow larger), and
the overhead is not considerable so the CPU time saved is almost as much.

5.7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented and compared CLP, MIP and hybrid MLLP models
for a conguration problem. For the hybrid MLLP model, we showed how an
extended variant of the

element

constraint, which is central to the problem,
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can be linearised and how the reduced costs from the LP relaxation can be used
for domain pruning. Computational results were included, comparing dierent
models and techniques on a set of real-world instances.

The results showed

that the linear relaxation introduced is an invaluable tool and that the reduced
cost propagation also contributes to an ecient solution.

The hybrid MLLP

approach was shown to out-perform both pure CLP and MIP, and was able to
solve instances larger than the other two methods could handle.
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Chapter 6

Global Constraints: When
Constraint Programming
Meets Operation Research
Michela Milano, Greger Ottosson, Philippe Refalo and
Erlendur S. Thorsteinsson
Eorts aimed at combining Operations Research and Constraint Programming have become increasingly prominent and successful in the last few years.
It is now widely recognised that integrating inference in the form of constraint
propagation and relaxation in the form of linear programming, for instance,
can yield substantial results.

In this paper we argue the benets of global

constraints as a basis for such an integration.

We demonstrate the advan-

tages of modelling with global constraints, explain their operational benets
and illustrate this with a series of case studies.

6.1

INTRODUCTION

Since its origins, Constraint Programming (CP) has integrated algorithms from
dierent areas [86] such as Mathematical Programming, Networks and Computational Logic. Earliest Constraint Logic Programming systems like

III

[34],

CHIP

[46] and

CLP(R)

Prolog

[87] solve constraints in dierent algebra us-

ing constraint solving algorithms such as the simplex method (for solving linear
constraints) [115], boolean unication or resolution (for logical constraints) [34],
constraint propagation techniques (for solving constraints on nite domain variables) [134] and many others ranging from quadratic programming to interval
analysis techniques [17].
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One of the most successful integration is the combination of the models and
methods of Operations Research (OR), in particular those of Integer Programming (IP), with the models and methods, including constraint propagation,
of Constraint Programming.

The initial cultural barriers have largely disap-

peared and the gains deriving from the integration of inference in the form of
constraint propagation, and, e.g., continuous relaxations through Linear Programming (LP), are now widely acknowledged.
A fundamental modelling capability of CP systems are global constraints that
capture interesting substructures of a problem. Global constraints serve both
declaratively as building blocks of the problem statement and operationally as
software components. They encapsulate dedicated inference algorithms based
on

feasibility

reasoning.

Global constraints infer which values are infeasible

for a variable w.r.t. the structure they represent.

Industrial implementations

(CHIP [15] and ILOG Solver [128], for instance) have shown the eectiveness
of global constraints for solving practical problems in dierent areas, such as
rostering, scheduling, resource allocation, planning, and conguration.
On the other hand, IP techniques apply to a set of linear constraints. Unlike
CP approach, IP emphasises

optimality.

An optimal solution of a continuous

linear relaxation of the problem is maintained. This solution guides the search
towards the optimal solution of the original problem. It is thus important to have
strong linear relaxations of the problem. Eorts were made to study polyhedral
structures of subproblems, ranging from the 01 knapsack structure and graphbased structures up to the travelling salesman structure. Exploiting this enables
IP solvers to eciently infer valid inequalities (cutting planes) in order to tighten
the linear formulation [146].
It is interesting to emphasise similarities between the exploitation of problem
structure in CP and IP. In constraint programming, the structure of a subset of
a problem is explicitly given by global constraints. In IP structural information
is recovered from the linear formulation for inferring strong inequalities. In both
cases the structure is exploited to infer new constraints.
Such similarities and complementarities are exploited for integrating the two approaches. Increasingly, techniques from IP are being applied within CP frameworks, and vice versa. The purpose of this paper is to summarise and illustrate
the benets of global constraints as a basis for a closer integration of CP and
IP. Examples of this integration are numerous. Among them we can cite
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the integration of specialised graph algorithms, such as matching [50] and
network ow algorithms [121] for reducing variable domains in

alldifferent

and global cardinality constraints;



the use of global constraints for optimality reasoning; values are removed
from domains if proven sub-optimal [50, 131];



the use of relaxations in addition to constraint propagation techniques like
linear relaxations [103, 116, 117, 124, 131] or Lagrangian relaxations [32,
49] to provide tight bounds to constraint programming solvers;



embedding cutting planes algorithms in global constraints like polyhedral
cuts [21, 49, 114] or local cuts derived from constraint propagation [116].

To facilitate this discussion we begin with a short overview on modelling techniques in CP and IP (Sec. 6.2) and on solution techniques (Sec. 6.3). We then
describe and illustrate the integration of OR and CP techniques on the global
cardinality structure (Sec. 6.4), on piecewise linear functions (Sec. 6.5), on variable subscripts (Sec. 6.6), on the cycle structure (Sec. 6.7) and on resource
constraints (Sec. 6.8). Finally, Sec. 6.9 concludes this paper.

6.2
6.2.1

MODELLING TECHNIQUES
Integer Programming versus Constraint Programming

In IP, the underlying linear form is historically a natural part of the solution
process. This very restricted form of problem representation has also permeated
the higher levels of problem formalisation and modelling.

IP uses, e.g., 01

variables extensively. The 01 variables specify the available decision choices
(often exhaustively) and the associated constraints encode, in linear form, the
decisions that have to be made.

The decisions are then implicitly enforced

through the branching on the values of the 01 variables.
The lack of high-level modelling constructs in IP for disjunctions and combinatorial constraints makes the modelling process harder and more error-prone. In
addition, and more importantly, much of the problem structure is lost before
the problem reaches the solver algorithms. To do something more intelligent
than basic branch-and-bound, the solver has to

recover

the structure of the

problem, despite the fact that the structure was already known to the modeller,
or

assume

what the structure of the model was. A recent work by Bockmayr
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and Kasper [21] addressed this issue by showing how the idea of global constraints can be carried over from CP to IP. The advantages are clearly due to
the increased expressive power of the resulting language, more readable and
concise models maintaining the problem structure, and the increased eciency
if problem-specic constraints are introduced. In addition, an important point
is that dierent constraint abstractions can be used together in one model when
the problem is not pure but consists in a composition of several sub-problems.
They introduce global

tsp

and

assign

constraints exploiting various results

from polyhedral theory. Declaratively, these constraints correspond to sets of
linear inequalities, while operationally the constraint embed cutting planes generators deriving problem-specic inequalities. Also in [91] a non-linear global
constraint is dened that operationally derives linear inequalities that are eciently handled by the solver.
Furthermore, the black-box structure of IP solvers that is common in OR does
not permit exible, problem-specic search strategies to be dened.

This is

most probably due to the fact that OR grew out of the applied mathematics
community rather than computer science.
In comparison, CP has had more inuence from computer science and programming language design than from mathematics. This has aected not only
solution strategies, but also the interface and modelling practices. A wider range
of global constraints are available and the user can dene new ones in various
ways. Also, search strategies are both more supported and exploited in CP.
At the same time as solution technologies of CP and IP merge, so will modelling
practices. Algebraic modelling will become more expressive and exible, allowing global constraints and problem-specic pre-processing, inference and search
to be exploited.

6.2.2

Global Constraints

Modelling using high-level, global constraints can have several advantages:

Models More expressive constraints lead to smaller models whose variables and
constraints have a closer mapping to the problem at hand. This simplies
the task of modelling and maintenance.

Inference Global constraints capture structure and deliver that structure intact to the solver.

This allows the solver to apply eective specialised

inference algorithms.
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Traditional CP
Alldiff
Element
FD Store

LP Store
Cumulative
Cardinality
...

Figure 6.1: The interactions of global constraints.

Relaxations Relaxations can be dynamically updated, allowing a tighter formulation to be maintained.

Search Information to guide the search can be collected by these constraints,
allowing more precise guidance.

Visualisation Global constraints can have a visualisation, i.e., the state of the
constraint and the involved variables can be displayed (during search) in
a constraint-specic way.

From a solving perspective, the most important feature is that relaxations and
inference can be combined and applied to the same structures. In particular,
this allows constraint propagation and linear programming to meet, despite the
dierence in the models they traditionally are applied to.
Furthermore, relaxations of overlapping global constraints gives a second channel for communication, as depicted in Fig. 6.1. In CP, constraints communicate
only through the

constraint store, i.e., the domains of the shared variables (a.k.a.

the FD Store). A global relaxation (like LP) adds to this by providing a separate means of interaction. Inference on one constraint will here strengthen the
LP relaxation, which therefore also strengthens the relaxations of other global
constraints since their relaxations are also a part of the same LP.
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Continous part
LP relax
Cuts

Discrete part

... in org vars

FD vars
FD constr

LP relax
Cuts
... in MIP vars

FD Store

LP Store

Figure 6.2: The structure of global constraints.

6.2.3

Object Oriented Modelling and Solving

It is interesting to examine the parallels between modelling and solving using global constraints, and Object Oriented Software Design and Development
(OOSDD).
OOSDD builds on the principle that each class captures specic functionality
in the program and has built-in methods to operate on its data.

Dening a

specic but re-usable class is a balance between focusing on this particular
functionality and using its special features for designing ecient data structures
and algorithms, and at the same time being general enough so that the class
can be re-used in a dierent context.
Similarly, a global constraint captures a specic sub-structure in the problem,
e.g., an all-dierent requirement on a set of variables, a piecewise linear function,
a variable subscripted coecient or variable, and allows that sub-structure to be
passed around and operated on as a whole, e.g., propagation, dynamically stated
linear relaxation. It should be specic enough so that an ecient propagation
can be implemented and a tight linear relaxation can be derived. On the other
hand it should also be general enough so that it can be used in a dierent
problem where a similar structure appears.
Given these parallels, the methodology of OOSDD can be applied to a large
degree to the process of modelling and solving of combinatorial optimisation
problems, as it relates to breaking the problem structurally into coherent pieces
and providing ltering algorithms for each one, hence the term

Object Ori-
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The correspondence between the two

also provides a roadmap to how a modeller/solver system can be implemented
in software, both in terms of the interface between global constraints and the
rest of the system (Fig. 6.1) and how a mixed global constraint breaks down
into individual parts and how they communicate (Fig. 6.2).

6.3

SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

In CP, search is combined with inference aimed at reducing the amount of
choices needed to explore. This is done through constraint propagation rules
encapsulated within global constraints.

In this way a CP model decomposes

the problem into sub-structures, each of which is handled separately with specialised algorithms. The eect of the propagation of individual constraints is
communicated through the domains of shared variables.
Global constraints encapsulate specialised domain reduction techniques.

In

many cases, these techniques have their origin in results from OR and discrete
mathematics.

A typical example is the

edge nding

technique for scheduling

that originated in the work of [26, 27, 28] and subsequently has been embedded
in global constraints [8, 30] for modelling limited resource availability. Another
interesting example is the

alldifferent

constraint [118] and its symmetric

version [120], which constrain a set of variables to be assigned dierent values.
The problem of pruning inconsistent values from the domains of the variables for
the

alldifferent can be recast as the problem of nding all maximal bipartite

matchings in the corresponding value graph. A graph theory result of [18] allows
this to be done in a less naïve and more ecient manner using a ow algorithm
and calculating strongly connected components. Other global constraints in CP,
such as the global cardinality constraint [122], similarly derive their properties
and base their propagation on graph theory and graph-based algorithms.

In

fact, the consistency of a global cardinality constraint is based on the existence
of a maximum ow in a network associated with the constraint. Also, ltering
of inconsistent values is decided by computing strongly connected components
in the corresponding residual graph, i.e., a graph where each arc is labelled with
the dierence between the capacity of the arc and the ow on it.
Another interesting example of global constraint is the one combining a sum
constraint and a set of linear inequalities [89]. The propagation in this constraint
intensively uses the shortest path algorithm, previously proposed by Detcher et
al. [111] to cope with temporal distance constraints.
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feasi-

reasoning; values are removed from domains if proven infeasible. While

constraint propagation and constraint interaction is very useful in practice to
reduce the search space, CP solution techniques lack of an eective treatment
of objective functions and

optimality reasoning.

In fact, optimisation problems

are handled by solving a sequence of feasibility problems.

Beside the prob-

lem constraints, the solution of each feasibility problem must satisfy the so
called

bounding constraint

imposing that the value of the objective function is

better than the best current bound.

This constraint usually triggers a weak

propagation since the link between problem decision variables and the objective function is loose. In optimisation problems, global constraints can also be

optimality

used for

reasoning; values are removed from domains if proven sub-

optimal [50, 131]. This second kind of ltering can be achieved by embedding
relaxations or special purpose (optimisation) algorithms in global constraints.
IP solvers, on the contrary, have a

global view

of the problem at hand and the link

between problem decision variables and the objective function can be taken into
account very early in the search process. In IP, branching is most commonly
interleaved with solving a global relaxation of the problem, which eliminates
the exploration of nodes for which the relaxation is infeasible or provably suboptimal.

Besides giving a lower bound on the solution, the relaxation also

provides a point in space around which the search can be centred. In the case
of a good relaxation this point should be close to the optimal solution of the
problem. This fact is exploited in the traditional IP branch-and-bound search.
A common strategy is to branch on the fractional values that most violate the
integrality requirements, thus eectively exploring regions close to the relaxation
optimum. Branching on inconsistencies is preferable when the relaxation is tight
and closely conforms to the original problem, since then the inconsistencies are
few and easy to resolve with enumeration.
In what follows, we study a series of cases where integration eorts based on
global constraints have shown the benets of combining relaxations and constraint propagation.

6.4
6.4.1

THE GLOBAL CARDINALITY STRUCTURE
The

alldifferent

and

gcc

Global Constraints

The simplest matching structure arises in the global constraint

alldifferent(x1 ; : : :

; xn )
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that requires the variables
of the

xi to be assigned all dierent values.

alldifferent constraint is
gcc([x1 ; : : :

vi

A generalisation

the global cardinality constraint

; xn ]; [v1 ; : : : ; vk ]; [q1 ; : : : ; qk ])

that requires the number of variables from the set
value
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to be equal to the variable

qi .

[x1 ; : : : ; xn ] that have the

vi
xi and the variables qi have f0; 1g as

It is easy to see that when the values

are from the union of domains of variables

domains, this constraint it equivalent to an

alldifferent constraint.

These structures are very common and occur as basic building blocks of many
real life applications like assignment, scheduling and timetabling problems.
By considering the bipartite graph whose rst set of nodes are indexed by variables and whose second set of nodes are indexed by the values of variables
domains and by creating an arc between each variable and the nodes indexed
by a value of its domain, nding a solution to the

alldifferent

constraint

amounts to nd a maximum matching in that graph. This has been exploited
to develop ecient and incremental algorithms for enforcing arc-consistency of
both structures [118, 122]. These algorithms are based on results coming from
the ow theory, well known in Operation Research and can be considered as a
successful integration of both elds.
The example below illustrates the use of a global cardinality constraint

gcc on

a car sequencing problem. The emphasis in this problem is not to nd optimal
solution since there is no objective function but just to nd a solution. Large
instances of this problem are frequent in industry and Constraint Programming
have been very successful in solving it.

Cars in production are placed on an assembly
line that moves through productions units responsible for installing options such
as special paintings, radios, etc... There are n classes of cars to produce. The
assembly line is composed of ns slots and each car is allocated to a single slot.
A type of car t is characterised by a set of options and by a quantity to produce
qt . There are m possible options. Options cannot be installed on all cars of a
production line, there are setup times that create capacity constraints. An option
o can be installed only on ro out of po cars. The car sequencing problem amounts
to nding an assignment of cars to slots that satises the capacity constraints.
For modelling this problem, we introduce ns variables, one for each slot, that
are assigned to the type of car to produce:
The car sequencing problem.

Si

in

f1; : : : ; ng;

for

i 2 f1; : : : ; nsg
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m be the number of options, we also introduce n  m variables
Qoi

f0; 1g;

in

for

i 2 f1; : : : ; nsg; o 2 f1; : : : ; mg

indicating if the option o is installed on the slot i. To constrain the quantities
required, we state the constraint

gcc([S1 ; : : :

; Sns ]; [1; 2; : : : ; n]; [q1 ; : : : ; qn ])

To model the capacity constraints, we state the following set of linear constraints
for each option o:

Qoi +    + Qoi+ro
To link variables Si and

 po for i 2 f1; : : : ; ns ro g

Oio , the following

higher-order constraints are stated:

Oio = (Si = O1 ) +    + (Si = OjOi j )

6.4.2

Handling an Objective Function

In optimisation problems, besides a global cardinality constraint

gcc([x1 ; : : :
we have to consider a cost

; xn ]; [v1 ; : : : ; vk ]; [q1 ; : : : ; qk ])

cij for assigning a variable xi to a value vj .

The goal is

to nd solutions to the cardinality constraint that minimise the overall cost. By
introducing a binary variable

yij for each couple (xi ; vj ) then an optimal solution

of this problem can be found by solving the integer programming problem

min
s.t.

X

X

i2f1;::: ;ng j 2f1;::: ;kg
X
yij
;
j 2f1;::: ;kg
X
yij qj ;
i2f1;::: ;ng

=1

=

yij

2 f0; 1g;

for

cij yij
i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;

for

for

j 2 f1; : : : ; kg;

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg:

The matrix of this formulation is totally unimodular, thus its optimal (continuous) solution is integer.

This formulation can therefore be solved by linear

programming techniques.

In the special case where

straints reduces to an

alldifferent constraint, this

n

= k and the gcc con-

problem is an assignment
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problem (AP). Consequently, it can be solved in polynomial time by specialised
incremental algorithms, e.g., the Busaker and Gowen ow algorithm or the Hungarian algorithm.
Caseau and Laburthe [31] rst exploited this special case when embedding lower
bounds in global constraints. They also dened an approximative regret function
which was used as information for search heuristics.
Focacci, Lodi and Milano [50] have extended the notion of regret with that of
reduced costs by incorporating the AP structure within the

path/cycle

constraints.

alldifferent and

A linear formulation of the AP is embedded in the

global constraint and solved to optimality while computing the corresponding
reduced costs. The assignment

= vj

= 1 corresponds to the CP variable instan-

in alldifferent(x1; : : : ; xk ). The reduced-cost propagation
cy + cij > cy for a non-basic variable yij , incumbent solution
y , current solution y and its reduced costs c, then xi 6= vj . This rule is used
tiation

xi

yij

rule is that if

within a standard x-point propagation loop and can thus interact and communicate with other constraints. From a CP perspective, this is a new way of
eectively using the objective function for domain reduction in specic global
constraints/structures. On the other hand, from an OR point of view, reducedcost xing is given added value through its integration with other inference algorithms. Here the inference algorithms for the

alldifferent constraint works

in combination with a relaxation to reduce the search space.
Régin has proposed an algorithm that maintain arc-consistency for a global
cardinality constraint and a cost function [121].

The algorithms is based on

the computation of minimum cost ow in the value network with cost less or
equal than a given upper bound. For ltering purposes, a second graph, called

Residual Graph

is built. Nodes are the same as for the value graph. Each arc is

labelled with the dierence between its capacity and the ow on it. Moreover,
each arc has an associated cost corresponding to its reduced cost. Filtering of
value

a for variable x is based on the computation of the shortest path on the
a and x.

residual graphs between

Finally, Refalo has used the linear formulation above in [114] to automatically
provide linear formulations for CP models containing

alldifferent

and

gcc

constraints for using linear programming relaxations together with constraints
propagation.

This approach permits to handle relaxations of dierent global

constraints in the same linear program. The solution method, a simplex algorithm, is not dedicated to that particular structure but since it has a global
view, it gives more accurate optimal information such as reduced costs and dual
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values. The relaxed optimal solution given by the simplex algorithm enables to
guide the search towards optimal solutions.

6.5

PIECEWISE-LINEAR FUNCTIONS

Piecewise-linear functions are well-studied in the literature and widely used in
industrial applications. A function is piecewise-linear when its values lie on linear segments as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Optimising a problem having constraints

y = f (x)

where

f

is piecewise-linear is called

piecewise-linear optimisation.

A

problem having arbitrary piecewise-linear functions is generally equivalent to an
IP. The following example describes a transportation problem having piecewiselinear costs.

A company must ship some ship from n factories
Each factory can supply at most qi ship and each shop needs at least
di ships. There is transportation cost for shipping a ship from a factory to a
shop that is
A Transportation Problem

to

m shop.





120 for quantities between

0 and 200,

80 for quantities between 201 and 400,
50 for quantities greater than 401.

The objective is to minimise the total shipping cost while satisfying the demands
and respecting the supply quantities. To model this problem, we introduce n  m
positive variables xij representing the quantity to ship from factory i to shop j .
There is also n  m positive variables yij representing the cost for shipping from
factory i to shop j . A constraint programming model of this problem is thus

min
s.t.

X

i2f1;::: ;ng; j 2f1;::: :mg

yij

piecewise-linear(xij; [0; 0]; [120 ! 200; 80 ! 400; 50]; yij );

j 2f1;::: ;mg
X
i2f1;::: ;ng

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; j 2 f1; : : : ; mg;
xij  pi ; for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;
for

X

xij

 dj ;

for

j 2 f1; : : : ; mg:

( [ ][

] )

The global constraint piecewise-linear x; a; b ; p1 ! s1 ; : : : ; pk ! sk ; sk+1 ; y
denes that y
f x where f is a piecewise linear function whose slope is si

= ()
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Figure 6.3: Piecewise-linear function illustrating the SOS2 formulation.

=

=

between values pi and pi+1 on the x-axis and x a; y b is a solution to the
constraint. This is sucient to fully dene the function shape.
An equivalent IP formulation of a piecewise linear optimisation problem can be
obtained by reformulating each constraint

y = f (x) into

x = 1 b1 +    + k bk ;
y = 1 f (b1 ) +    + k f (bk );
1 +    + k = 1;
i  0; i = 1; : : : ; k;
SOS2(1 ; : : : ; k );
where

bi

are the

x-coordinates

where the slope of the function changes.

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
The

linear constraints in this formulation express that the solution set contains solutions that are convex combinations of the extreme points of the functions, that
is of points

(bi ; f (bi)) by way of positive i variables. Thus the linear constraints

(6.1)(6.4) represent the convex hull of the solution set. The SOS2 requirement (6.5) forces the number of

i

variables that are dierent from zero to be

at most two and also adjacent in the set.

This constraint is usually handled

with specialised branching in IP solvers, not with constraint propagation as is
the case with cardinality constraints in CP.
Although the goal of the SOS2 requirement is to provide structural information
to the IP model, traditional MIP solvers consider all these constraints indepen-
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Figure 6.4: Piecewise-linear functions illustrating how constraint propagation on bounds can give a tighter relaxation (dark shaded area).

dently.

As a consequence, they loose the global structure of piecewise-linear

functions and they do not update the linear formulation correctly during the
search.
Recently, Ottosson, Thorsteinsson and Hooker [103] and Refalo [116] have shown
how to really preserve the piecewise structure as a global constraint that permits
maintaining a tight formulation during the search.
In [103] the constraint is given a linear convex hull formulation in the original
space, i.e., the two dimensional space

(x; y) given by the two axes, and thus no

new variables need to be introduced (if one discrete indicator variable is also
introduced, then the segments can be semi-continuous). Besides an improved
relaxation, which is dynamically updated and tightened during the search as
a part of the constraint propagation, the global piecewise constraint can also
provide information for better search strategies. The black dot on the cut in
Fig. 6.3 denotes the LP values of

x; y in a typical situation where the LP relax-

ation has been solved and the minimisation has identied the optimal solution.
A natural branching strategy is now to focus the search around the indicated
segment, e.g, by splitting the domain of

x

into two parts, or into three parts,

forcing the solution up onto the piecewise function. This is obvious and easy to
calculate for a solver that treats this structure as a global constraint
In [116] the interaction between constraint propagation and linear formulation is
investigated. A tight cooperation scheme is introduced that for each constraint
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y = f (x) maintains the convex hull of the formulation, taking into account the
domain reduction performed during the search. To maintain this convex hull,
cutting planes are added in the two dimensional space

(x; y).

The benets of

this approach are illustrated in Fig. 6.4: Assume the bounds of

x

have been

tightened. Then a tighter formulation (shown in dark) can be constructed by
intersecting these new bounds with the solution set of

y

= f (x).

On some

transportation problems like the one given above, this cutting plane generation can outperform standard IP approaches.

Note that these cuts are only

locally valid since they depend on domain reductions performed on

x and y at

a particular node of the search tree. Consequently, they must be removed when
backtracking, similarly to standard constraint propagation.

6.6

THE VARIABLE SUBSCRIPTS STRUCTURE

6.6.1

Simple Variable Subscripts

The global constraint

element(y; [c1 ; : : :

; ck ]; z )

is ubiquitous in many optimisation problems.
be equal to the value

cy .

It constrains the variable

to a discrete decision variable. Bound-consistency on the

element

Dy of y is reduced.

to

constraint

involves producing increasingly smaller domains or tighter bounds on
domain

z

It is commonly used to look up a cost associated

z

as the

A straight-forward linearisation of this constraint is

identical to how this structure, i.e, a disjunction, is modelled in IP [131, 114].
We introduce decision variables

b1 ; : : : ; bk

for

Dy = f1; : : : ; kg, where bi

y = i and 0 otherwise, and we have the equivalence
element(y; [c1 ; : : :

; ck ]; z ) ,

8
>
<
>
:

1 if

z = c1 b1 +    + ck bk ;
b1 +    + bk = 1;
bi 2 f0; 1g

This linear relaxation is looser than bound-consistency on the
straint (actually equivalent to it).

is

element

con-

Thus there is little incentive to use this

higher-dimensional relaxation unless these new variables (

b1 ; : : : ; bk ) connect in

a benecial way to some other linear constraints, and useful information (dual
values, reduced costs, etc.) can be derived and used.
We believe there are many problems where bounds-consistency techniques can
eliminate the introduction of 01 variables, and eectively reduce the LP size.
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implicitly performs a search which

is similar to SOS-style branching in IP, without the need for the modeller to
specify this explicitly.

6.6.2

Quantied Variable Subscripts

A variant of the variable subscripted constraint discussed in the previous section
was investigated by Ottosson and Thorsteinsson [131]. Occurring in a conguration problem, a type and quantity are to be decided for each component,

cy x = z . Here, y
x its quantity and z the resulting cost.

which results in a term of the form
component,

indicates the type of the

; ck ]x; z ) is achieved by disaggregating
x into bins xi , and linking to the corresponding decision variable z :

A linear relaxation of

element(y; [c1 ; : : :

0  bi  1;
8i;
b1 +    + bk = 1;
x = x1 +    + xk ;
z = c1 x1 +    + ck xk ;
xi  0;
8i;
xi  Mbi ;

8i:

(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8)
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)

cy above (the plain element conx is disaggregated to x1 ; : : : ; xk , and connected through
the big-M constraints (6.11) to b1 ; : : : ; bk .

Equations (6.6)(6.7) are the same as for
straint), but in addition,

This formulation is not the smallest convex hull relaxation possible. The pur-

b1 ; : : : ; bk and the big-M constraints (6.11) is only to ensure
x1 ; : : : ; xk is non-zero. This is unnecessary since this is implicitly enforced by the connection to y . Thus, we can dispose of (6.6), (6.7)
and (6.11), given that upon domain reduction i 62 Dy of y , we enforce xi = 0.
pose of the variables
that at most one of

This is similar to the modelling and branching with SOS1 variables in IP, but
again, it is implicit within this global constraint. Note that the resulting relaxation (6.8)(6.10) is the convex hull formulation of the disjunction [6] underlying
the

element constraint.

Computational tests [131] show that this tight relaxation is an invaluable tool if
combined with constraint propagation. Furthermore, reduced-cost based propagation [131] can be applied to the variables
duction on

y.

x1 ; : : : ; xk ,

achieving domain re-

A hybrid approach using this relaxation and reduced-cost based
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propagation along with regular CP propagation is shown to out-perform both
pure CP and IP, and is able to solve instances larger than the other two methods
alone can handle.
The two variants of the

element

constraint described in this and the previous

section illustrate three of the benets of global constraints;

improved search
6.7

and

improved propagation,

smaller relaxations,

e.g., by using the reduced costs.

THE CYCLE STRUCTURE

The cycle structure is expressed in constraint programs through the global constraint

cycle(k; [x1 ; : : :

; xn ])

k is a positive integer and xi are variables having domains Di  f1; : : : ; ng.
constraint is satised when the values of the variables dene k disjoint

where
This

circuits in a directed graph such that each node is visited exactly once.

For

x1 2 f2; 3g, x2 2 f1; 3g; x3 2 f2; 3g, the constraint
(1; [x1; x2; x3 ]) is satised by the assignment x1 = 3; x2 = 1, x3 = 2.

instance, if we have
cycle

This constraint is used in practice to model transportation problems. The following example shows how to model a travelling salesman problem (TSP) with
multiple travellers with the constraint

cycle.

The multiple travelling salesman problem Given a set of n visit to be done
once by k travelling salesmen, and a distance cij between each visits, the problem
is to nd which travelling salesman visit which city so as to minimise the overall
distance travelled. This problem is modelled in the following way: for each visit
i we introduce a variable xi in f ; : : : ; ng which is assigned to the visit to do
next to i and a variable yi assigned to the cost of the travel from visit i. Thus
the problem can be modelled by means of cycle and element constraints in the
following way:

1

min
s.t.

n
X
i=0

yi

xi 2 f1; : : : ; ng; for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;
yi 2 fci1 ; : : : ; cin g; for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;
element(xi ; [ci1 ; ; cin ]; yi ); for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;
cycle(k; [x1 ; : : : ; xn ]):
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alldifferent(x1; : : : ; xn )
alldifferent constraint is

constraint is the

Indeed, the linear formulation of the

used in Integer Programming codes for solving the one-tour travelling salesman
problem [104].

Of course, this formulation is tightened by several classes of

cutting planes ranging from subtour elimination to comb inequalities.
In constraint programming the

alldifferent

constraint has been used as a

relaxation for a cycle constraint in a similar way to the one described in Sec. 6.4.
A rst improvement to pure CP techniques for solving the one-tour TSP problems was given by Caseau and Laburthe in [32], where a propagation scheme
for the

cycle

constraint was proposed together with branching strategies and

bounding methods that further improved the performances of CP systems.
In [50] the use of reduced costs has been proven to be even more eective.
In fact, experimental results show that the information on the lower bound
derived from solving an AP to optimality enables to solve small TSPs that
are not solvable without this information. In addition, the use of reduced-cost
based propagation leads to a 1020-fold average reduction in the number of
failures, with respect to using the lower bounds only. For pure TSPs, despite
the performance improvement achieved with reduced-cost based propagation,
the state of the art OR branch-and-cut algorithms are still superior. When TSP
variants are considered, however, the techniques described above obtains results
which are comparable with state of the art OR approaches [4]. An improvement
to this work has been obtained in [49] by adding a set of subtour elimination
cuts [104] to the AP formulation, aimed at strengthening the linear formulation
of the AP. The resulting problem is again solved to optimality and used for
domain pruning based on reduced costs and improved bounding. As before, the
relaxation combines with the propagation of the

cycle

constraint [32] within

the global constraint.
In [114] a linear formulation for the

k-cycle constraint is proposed.

The formu-

lation on the problem above is used to automatically produce an integer programming problem that is solved by branch-and-bound.

The search strategy

is described in terms of the original Constraint Programming model using the
values of variables given by the linear programming relaxation. Choice points
are set by stating either

xi

= j or xi 6= j .

At each node of the search tree,

the global constraints generate cutting planes that are part of the formulation,
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as long as they are violated. This simple approach was able to solve problems
having up to a few hundred of visits.

6.8

RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS

Many real life applications have to deal with limited resource capacity. One of
the most successful examples of integration of OR techniques in CP is the use
of

edge nding techniques rst presented by Carlier and Pinson [28], which have

been embedded in CP global constraints [8]. Analogous techniques have been
presented in [15] for the so called

cumulative

constraint.

We now restrict our presentation to a single machine constraint, where a set of
activities should be scheduled on a single-capacity machine. Let us consider a

a 2 is associated with two variables Start(a)
and End(a) ranging in [est(a)::lst(a)] and [ect(a)::lct(a)] respectively, where
est(a) and lst(a) are the earliest and latest start time of a respectively, while
ect(a) and lct(a) are the earliest and latest completion time of a respectively.
The duration of activity a is represented as d(a) = End(a)
Start(a). The
set of activities

. Each activity

Edge Finding technique is based on the following theorem.

Theorem: Given a single-capacity machine

a 2= S

and all activities in

m, a

2

and

S [ fag are to be scheduled on m.

S



, such that

If

est(S [ fag) + d(S [ fag) > lct(S );
then

est(a) can be set to maxS S fest(S 0 ) + pt(S 0 )g.
0

The Theorem is justied by reasoning on the total sum of processing times

m by the set of activities S [ fag. Thus, it is possible to
update est(a) and lct(a) for all a 2
in O (nlog (n)) time.

required on machine

These theorems are valid both on problems with and without sequence dependent setup times. Brucker and Thiele in [25] extend the previous theorem for
cases where setup times are dened. The formula in the above theorem can be
changed as follows:

est(S [ fag) + pt(S [ fag) + Setup(S [ fag) > lct(S );
Setup(S [ a) is the minimal total setup time to schedule all activities in
S followed by activity a.

where
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Setup(S ) is an NP-Hard problem since it is equiv-

alent to an Asymmetric Travelling Salesman Problem (ATSP). Thus, all the
methods discussed for the Cycle Structure in Sec. 6.7 can be applied to compute a bound on

Setup(S ), and encapsulated in a global constraint for resource

capacity when a setup matrix is dened, as proposed in [48].

6.9

CONCLUSION

Modelling and solving are tightly integrated activities, and it is no surprise that
the dierent underlying solution technologies of CP and IP have shaped the
modelling traditions into dierent forms.

When the two techniques now are

being merged on the technology level, we also have to re-evaluate our modelling
practices.

So far, most eorts of integration have been done within the CP

community, which also traditionally has had the more exible framework.
As part of this, global constraints play a very important role. They preserve
structure, allowing improved inference and search to be performed more eectively.

We believe this also holds true when adding relaxations, and this is

illustrated on several examples.

Not only can OR methods be incorporated

within these constraint abstractions, but in several cases the relaxations can
be made sharper and more eective than in IP solvers operating only on linear formulations. Add to this the combination of constraint propagation and
relaxations that elevate each other, and we have a clear indication that global
constraints are worth further study and application in hybrid CPIP contexts.

Chapter 7

Branch-and-Check: A
hybrid framework
integrating mixed integer
programming and
constraint logic
programming
Erlendur S. Thorsteinsson

We present Branch-and-Check, a hybrid framework integrating Mixed Integer Programming and Constraint Logic Programming, which encapsulates the
traditional Benders Decomposition and Branch-and-Bound as special cases.
In particular we describe its relation to Benders and the use of nogoods
and linear relaxations. We give two examples of how problems can be modelled and solved using Branch-and-Check and present computational results
demonstrating more than order-of-magnitude speedup compared to previous
approaches. We also mention important future research issues such as hierarchical, dynamic and adjustable linear relaxations.
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INTRODUCTION

The rst goal of this paper is to propose a modeller/solver framework, Branchand-Check, that not only encompasses both the traditional Benders Decomposition and Branch-and-Bound schemes of Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) as
special cases of a spectrum of solution methods, but also adds an extra dimension by allowing the integration of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) in a
MIP style branching search.
In this framework we model a problem in a mixture of CLP and MIP. The
CLP part of the model then adds a relaxation of itself to the MIP part (or it
is added explicitely). If the two parts do not use the same variables then the
model should include mapping relations between them (shadowed variables).
The solution method is then a branching search, solving the LP relaxation of
the MIP part at every node and branching on the discrete variables, but only
solving the CLP part at the nodes of the branching tree where it is advantageous
(or necessary), e.g., based on how dicult/large the MIP part is compared to
the CLP part or how easy it is to strengthen the MIP part using the CLP
solution and on the quality of those cuts.
The second goal of this paper is to identify one of the key elements for the
integration of CLP and MIP that has still not been adequately addressed and
to propose it as a pertinent and pressing research topic in the area of integration:

Dynamic

linear relaxations of global constraints. We will present computational

results that indicate that for ecient communication between the dierent parts
of a hybrid model some double modelling is required, i.e., the same constraint or
parts of the model must be present in both CLP and MIP form. It is also vital
that the dierent forms of the same constraint communicate (intra-constraint
communication). This is what we have previously termed

mixed

mixed

propagation of

CLPMIP global constraints [97, 103, 131].

This holds regardless of the scheme used, be it (Tight) Cooperation [19, 116],
Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP) [81, 82, 97, 103, 131], Branch-andCheck (see Sec. 7.3) or some other integration approach [21, 45, 53, 88, 124]. This
double modelling could be explicit, but most preferably it should be implicit, i.e.,
mixed global constraints should post and dynamically update a linear relaxation
of themselves, in addition to the classical CLP propagation on their discrete
parts and mixed propagation between the discrete and continuous parts.
This extends the idea proposed by Beringer and De Backer in [19]. They argued that the standard CLP architecture is not optimal because cooperation
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between dierent solvers is only done by value propagation. In addition, they
proposed, solvers, e.g., CLP and MIP solvers, should be able to communicate
by exchanging information through variable bounds. Variable bounds are only
a special type of linear constraints, so linear relaxations take this idea a step
further and open up many more possibilities in CLPMIP integration.
We will exemplify this based on our experiences when developing the Branchand-Check framework and also based on our previous line of research [81, 82,
97, 103, 131].

The paper is organised as follows.

This section outlined the

focus of this research. Section 7.2 reviews the history of eorts in integrating
CLP and MIP along with two classical MIP techniques, Benders Decomposition and Branch-and-Bound. In Sec. 7.3 we introduce the Branch-and-Check
framework, discuss how it generalises Benders and Branch-and-Bound, and show
how CLP can be integrated. Section 7.4 then gives two examples, Scheduling
with Dissimilar Parallel Machines and Capacitated Vehicle Routing with Time
Windows, and presents computational results demonstrating more than orderof-magnitude speedup compared to previous approaches.

7.2

BACKGROUND

7.2.1

Classical MIP Techniques

Branch-and-Bound:

We will assume that the reader is familiar with the

classical Branch-and-Bound approach for solving MIPs. Due to dierent vocabulary in the two elds, however, we would like to note that this is the technique
that is sometimes referred to as Branch-and-Relax [21].

Benders Decomposition:

Classical Benders Decomposition exploits the fact

that in some problems, xing the values of certain dicult variables simplies
the problem tremendously.
each resulting

subproblem

By enumerating those dicult variables, solving

and selecting the best subproblem solution found,

the original problem can be solved. Benders' method [16] is more ingenious. It
solves a

master problem

to assign values to the dicult variables. Each solution

to the subproblem then generates a Benders cut that is added to the master
problem before resolving it.

Thus each solution to the master problem must

satisfy all the Benders cuts obtained so far, avoiding searching similar regions
of the solutions space again. This is similar to the role nogoods play in CLP.
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Classical Benders Decomposition applies if the problem can be written

min
s.t.

If

cx + fy
Ax + Gy  b;
x 2 D; y 2 Rn+ :

(7.1)

x denotes the solution to the master problem then the subproblem is an LP,

min
s.t.

cx + fy
Gy  b Ax ;
y 2 Rn+ ;

(7.2)

which is easily solved. The procedure is iterative, interleaving solving the master
problem to optimality and the resulting subproblem. By applying duality theory
to the solution of the subproblem, cuts can be generated that are added to the
master problem

min
s.t.

z
z  uq (b Ax) + cx;
uq (b Ax)  0;
x 2 D;

q 2 Q1 ;
q 2 Q2 ;

(7.3)
(7.4)

uq is the dual solution to the subproblem when the subproblem is feasible
iterations q 2 Q1 , and infeasible in iterations q 2 Q2 , before resolving the

where
in

master problem in the next iteration. A more detailed description of Benders
Decomposition can found in [16, 60, 75, 80, 83].

7.2.2

Previous Integration Schemes

Properties of a number of dierent problems were considered by Darby-Dowman
and Little in [37, 38] and their eect on the performance of CLP and MIP approaches were presented.

They reported experimental results that illustrate

some key properties of the techniques: MIP is very ecient for problems with
good relaxations, but it suers when the relaxation is weak or when its restricted
modelling framework results in large models. CLP, with its more expressive constraints, has smaller models that are closer to the problem description and behaves well for highly constrained problems, but it lacks the global perspective
of relaxations.
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Beringer and De Backer proposed in [19] that CLP

and MIP solvers can be coupled together with common (or shadowed) variables
in a double modelling framework using two way communication: The MIP solver
sends the CLP solver the values of the common variables that are xed, which
relies on the MIP solver being able to detect implied inequalities, and the CLP
solver sends the MIP solver strengthened bounds for the common variables.
They compared solving a multi-knapsack problem as a pure CLP or a pure
MIP against using the cooperation of the two solvers, and obtained favourable
results.
Refalo proposed an extension to this framework in [116], where the MIP model
is dynamic; it is restated when variable bounds are tightened or variables are
xed, by the CLP solver.

Mixed Logical/Linear Programming (MLLP):

Hooker et al. proposed a

new modelling paradigm to eciently integrate CLP and MIP in [78, 79, 81, 82].
In that framework, constraints are in the form of conditionals that link the
discrete and continuous elements of the problem.

An MLLP model has the

form

min
s.t.

The antecedents

hi (y)

cx
hi (y) ! Ai x  bi ; i 2 I;
y 2 D; x 2 Rn :

(7.5)

of the conditionals are constraints that can be treated

with CLP techniques. The consequents are linear inequality systems that form
an LP relaxation.
An MLLP problem is solved by branching on the discrete variables. The conditionals assign roles to CLP and LP: CLP is applied to the discrete constraints
to reduce the search and help determine when partial assignments satisfy the
antecedents.

At each node of the branching tree an LP solver minimises

subject to the inequalities

Ai x



bi

for which

hi (y)

cx

is determined to be true.

This delayed posting of inequalities leads to small and lean LP problems that
can be solved eciently.
Ottosson, Thorsteinsson and Hooker, and Ottosson and Thorsteinsson extended
MLLP in [103, 131] by proposing adding

mixed

global constraints that have both

discrete and continuous elements within them. A mixed global constraint has
a dynamically stated linear relaxation that becomes a part of the continuous
part and propagates information between the discrete and continuous parts of
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In that framework the mixed global constraints serve both as a

modelling tool and a way to exploit structure in the solution process. Mixed
global constraints can be written in the form (7.5) as conditionals, analogous to
global constraints in CLP, but improve the solution process by improving the
propagation.

Hybrid Decomposition:

Jain and Grossmann, and Harjunkoski, Jain and

Grossmann presented a scheme in [69, 88] where the problem is decomposed into
two sub-parts, one handled by MIP and the other by CLP. This is demonstrated
using a multi-machine scheduling problem where the assignment of tasks to
machines is modelled as a MIP and the sequencing of the tasks on the assigned
machines is handled using CLP. The search scheme is an iterative procedure
where the assignment problem is rst solved to optimality, identifying which
machine to use for each task, and then a CLP feasibility problem is solved
trying to sequence according to this assignment. If the sequencing fails, cutting
planes are added to the MIP problem to forbid this (and subsumed) assignments
and the process is iterated. This approach has many similarities to Benders and
in fact, in [75] it is shown how this problem can be written for Benders.

Other Approaches:

Bockmayr and Kasper proposed an interesting frame-

work in [21] for combining CLP and MIP, in which several approaches to integration or synergy are possible, by dividing the constraints for both CLP and
MIP into two dierent categories, primitive and non-primitive. Primitive constraints are those for which there exists a polynomial time solution algorithm
and non-primitive constraints are those for which this is not true.
Rodo²ek et al. presented in [124] a systematic approach for transforming a CLP
model into a corresponding MIP model.

CLP is then used along with linear

relaxations in a single search tree to prune domains and establish bounds. The
downside of this approach is that the systematic procedure that creates the
shadow MIP model for the original CLP model includes reied arithmetic constraints, big-M constraints. A translation involving numerous big-M constraints
may result in a poor MIP model, i.e., with a poor linear relaxation.

7.3
7.3.1

Branch-and-Check
Description of the General Method

Branch-and-Check builds to a certain extent on Benders Decomposition. The
basic idea is to identify a part of the problem that is

basic

and a part that is
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The solution process is a branching search on the basic part where the

delayed part is checked (e.g., for feasibility) as late or as seldom as possible. The
rationale is that while the delayed part is necessary to check for the correctness
of the solution, it may be large and computationally expensive to include in
every step of the calculations and thus we want to delay looking at it as long as
possible. We are going to refer to the basic part as the master problem and the
delayed part as the subproblem.
This strategy can be applied to a problem of this general form:

min
s.t.

cx + f (y)
Ax  b;
H (x; y);

(7.6)
(7.7)
(7.8)

where the problem is naturally split into a mixed integer linear part (7.7) and a
non-linear part (7.8), e.g., (mixed) global constraints such as the
and

alldifferent constraints.

piecewise-linear

The constraints of master problems are in the

top parts and the constraints of the subproblems are in the lower part.

The

non-linear part can also include linear constraints or mappings between the
and

y

x

variables. Thus the following would be examples of problem forms this

strategy can be applied to:

min
s.t.

cx + f (y)
Ax  b;
H (x; y);

min
s.t.

cx + dy
A1 x  b1 ;
A2 y  b2 ;

min
s.t.

cx + f (y)
Ax  b;
x s y;
F (y ):

x s y represents that there is a mapping between the values
variables x and y , e.g., a one-to-one mapping between two variables or

In the third form,
of the

between a variable and a set of variables such as

y 2 f1; : : : ; ng; x1 ; : : : ; xn 2 f0; 1g and xy = 1:
This second mapping is a common mapping between CLP and MIP.
Since the master problem is a relaxation of the original problem, when a solution
to the master problem is found in the branching search it is not guaranteed that
the solution is truly feasible nor that the objective value is correct. At those
nodes in the branching tree, i.e., where all the variables in the master problem
have been instantiated and the branching search is about to fathom the subtree,
we solve the subproblem as well to determine if the overall solution is feasible and
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then what its correct objective function value is. We can solve the subproblem
more often, but how often to consult the subproblem is a matter of how large or
computationally expensive the subproblem is compared to the master problem.
Completely ignoring the subproblem for most of the solution process, only solving it at selected nodes, is not going to work, however, so we augment the master
problem with a relaxation of the subproblem: A simpler and computationally
less expensive representation of the subproblem that focuses the master problem
on good candidate solutions with respect to the subproblem. For example, for
the third form, the master problem would become

min

cx + Lf (y) (x)
Ax  b;
LF (y) (x):

s.t.

The relaxation should be hierarchical if possible, e.g., if the subproblem is a CLP
then the whole relaxation should preferably be the union of the relaxations of
the individual global constraints that comprise the subproblem. It should also
be dynamic, i.e., as the solution process progresses it should be updated, e.g.,
when variables are xed; and adjustable, i.e, it should be possible to eciently
make incremental changes, rather than have to recompute it at every node.
Whenever the subproblem is solved, cuts are added to the master problem. We
add a lower bounding cut if the subproblem is feasible, bounding the objective
function from below, or an infeasibility cut (a

nogood )

if the subproblem is

infeasible, disallowing this solution and others similar to it. For example, for
the third form, the master problem would become

min

cx + z
Ax  b;
LF (y) (x);
z  Lf (y) (x);
z  L(x);
N (x):

s.t.

The subproblem in this case will be

min
s.t.
given the mapping

f (y)
F (y);

x s y between the variables in the master and subproblems,

i.e., some of the variables in the subproblem may be xed or have restricted
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values based on the current solution of the master problem. In the examples we
will look at in Sec. 7.4, the solution to the master problem will determine how
the subproblem decomposes.
The master problem for the general form (7.6)(7.8) is

min

cx + z
Ax  b;

s.t.

(7.9)
(7.10)

LH (x;y) (x);
z  Lf (y) (x);
z  L(x);

(7.11)
(7.12)
(7.13)

N (x);

(7.14)

and the corresponding subproblem is

min
s.t.
where

7.3.2

x

cx + f (y)
H (x ; y);

(7.15)
(7.16)

is the solution to the master problem.

Special Cases

Benders Decomposition:

The correspondence to the Branch-and-Check frame-

work is that a problem solved using classical Benders has an

empty

basic part

(see (7.10)) and no relaxation of the subproblem (see (7.11)(7.12)). It only has
general (i.e., non-problem specic) lower bounding cuts (7.3) (see (7.13)) and
nogoods (7.4) (see (7.14)) that are derived using LP duality theory.

Branch-and-Bound:

Classical Branch-and-Bound,

min
s.t.

is at the other extreme, it has an

cx
Ax  b;
x 2 Rn ;
empty

(7.17)
some

xi 2 Z;

delayed part, and hence no relaxation

of the subproblem, no lower bounding cuts and no nogoods or only the trivial
nogoods that are implicit in the branching and fathoming scheme (see (7.11)
(7.16)). It only has a basic part (7.17) (see (7.10)).
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Integrating MIP and CLP

It is immediately obvious that a spectrum of techniques exist between classical
Benders Decomposition and Branch-and-Bound. In particular:



In Benders the solution process might be accelerated by adding some cuts
or valid inequalities a priori, i.e., adding a linear relaxation of the subproblem (7.11)(7.12), instead of starting with an empty master problem and
waiting for the Benders cuts to accumulate and start guiding the process
(in the master problem) to promising candidate solutions.



Instead of looking at the entire problem at every node of the Branch-andBound search tree, a part of the set of variables/constraints can be delayed
and only examined when need arises. This will result in smaller problems
being solved at each node, which although more nodes may be needed,
may still result in overall savings.

We note, however, that in addition to this merger of Benders and Branch-andBound, the Branch-and-Check framework also allows for an additional dimension of exibility. The subproblem can be of almost any form, in particular MIP
and CLP can be integrated by using CLP to model and solve the subproblems.
The MIP search in the master problem is still guided by the subproblem, via
the relaxation (7.11)(7.12) and the lower bounds and nogoods (7.13)(7.14).
It is true that if the subproblem is not an LP, or more accurately if duality
theory is not available, more work has to be put into deriving the lower bounds
and nogoods.

A survey of dierent duality concepts for a variety of problem

classes can be found in [80]. It is not uncommon in CLP and MIP, however, to
have to tailor methods for specic structures. For example, global constraints in
CLP require that propagation algorithms be designed for each one and in MIP,
problem specic cutting planes are widely used.

In a similar fashion, when

integrating CLP and MIP, work has to be put into deriving linear relaxations
of mixed global constraints.

7.3.4

Relation to Previous Work on Decomposition Methods and
Nogoods

The rst key idea for extensions to the classical Benders framework was due to
Jeroslow and Wang [90]. They envisioned the dual of a problem (in the case
of classical Benders, an LP) as an inference problem, by showing that when
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LP demonstrates the unsatisability of a set of Horn clauses in propositional
logic, the dual solution contains information about a unit resolution proof of
unsatisability.
Hooker dened the general inference dual in [72], which was then used by Hooker
and Yan in [83] for a logic-based Benders scheme in the context of logic circuit
verication.

There are many similarities between that paper and the paper

of Jain and Grossmann [88], except that Hooker and Yan used a specialised
inference algorithm rather than a general CLP package for the subproblem, and
the problem was logic circuit verication rather than machine scheduling.
Benders Decomposition for Branching, generating Benders cuts from an LP
subproblem while

in

the process of solving the master problem, was described

by Hooker in [75]. This is the essence of Branch-and-Check, in the context of
classical Benders; the examples there do not solve the subproblem with CLP. We
go a step further by using a CLP solver to get the cuts for Branch-and-Check,
and in addition, we give the rst computational results for Branch-and-Check in
a Benders context. Branch-and-Check as dened here is a form of Generalised
Benders (it partitions the variables and only uses some of them in the master
problem, which is the core of Benders) that generates cuts in the process of
solving the master problem once.
The idea of using nogoods in branching is a standard AI technique. Branchand-Check is dierent in that only a

relaxation

of the problem, rather than the

full problem, is solved at each node. The full problem is consulted at only a
few nodes, and nogoods generated accordingly. In classical AI, the
would generally be checked at every node.

full

problem

The optimisation community has

apparently never used nogoods in branching search and the constraint satisfaction community has apparently never used generalised Benders as a means to
generate nogoods, although Beringer and De Backer have done related work.
The integration of Benders and CLP could give new life to the idea of a nogood,
which has received limited attention in practical optimisation algorithms.

7.4

EXAMPLES

In this next section, we will examine two problems, Scheduling with Dissimilar Parallel Machines (SDPM) and Capacitated Vehicle Routing with Time
Windows (CVRTW), that benet from using CLP to model and solve the subproblems, and demonstrate some of the issues that arise.
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Scheduling with Dissimilar Parallel Machines

This problem and a decompositional method to solve it was rst presented by
Jain and Grossmann in [88]. The problem is described as follows: The least cost
schedule has to be derived for processing a set of orders with release and due
dates using a set of dissimilar parallel machines. The machines are dissimilar
in the sense that there is dierent cost and processing time associated with
each ordermachine pair, but all the machines perform the same job. Jain and
Grossmann modelled the problem thus:

min
s.t.

X X

i2I m2M

tsi  di
X

m2M
X
i2I
if

Cim xim
X

m2M

(7.18)

pim xim ; tsi  ri ;

xim = 1;

pim xim  maxi fdi g

mini frig;

(xim = 1) then (zi = m);

i:start  di pzi ; i:start  ri ;
i:duration = pzi ;
i requires tzi ;

8i 2 I;

(7.19)

8i 2 I;

(7.20)

8m 2 M;

(7.21)

8i 2 I; 8m 2 M;
8i 2 I;
8i 2 I;
8i 2 I:

(7.22)
(7.23)
(7.24)
(7.25)

They also presented a decompositional method that solves this class of MIP
problems, i.e., in which only a subset of the variables appears in the objective
function. The problem decomposes into an optimisation problem (7.18)(7.20)
that is suitable for MIP (has all of the variables of the objective function and
a tight relaxation), and into a feasibility problem (7.23)(7.25) that can be
solved eciently using CLP. The variables of the two parts are linked using the
mapping (7.22). The constraints (7.21) are not necessary for the correctness of
the problem, but are valid inequalities for the overall problem that are added
to the MIP part.
The solution process then alternates between solving the optimisation problem
to optimality and the resulting feasibility problems. If all the feasibility problems
are feasible then the solution is optimal, if not then cuts are added to the
optimisation problem to exclude that solution and others similar to it.
This approach bears a striking resemblance to Benders Decomposition. In fact,
Hooker showed in [75] how this problem can be written for Benders.

It was
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Problem

Number
1
2
3
4
5

Model Size
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Find and Prove Opt. Solution

Mach. Jobs Iter. Nogoods MIP sec CLP sec
5
23
33
71
42.10
0.54
5
23
16
15
0.93
0.37
5
23
33
76
9.15
0.47
43
104
14.05
0.60
5
23
5
23
57
72
13.07
1.01

Table 7.1: Results for

5  23

problems using Jain & Grossmann's ap-

proach.
Problem

Number
1
2
3
4
5

Model Size

Find Opt. Solution

Prove Opt. Thereafter

Mach. Jobs Iter. Nog. MIP sec CLP sec Iter. Nog. MIP sec CLP sec
5
23
8
20
2.99
0.07
7
18
6.62
0.12
5
23
3
2
0.09
0.07
0
0
0.00
0.00
5
23
19
51
3.78
0.20
0
0
0.00
0.00
5
23
19
55
4.05
0.19
0
0
0.00
0.00
5
23
17
25
1.79
0.21
6
8
1.12
0.14

Table 7.2: Results for

5  23

problems using Branch-and-Check.

while studying this result that the idea of Branch-and-Check took form.

We

note that the correspondence with Branch-and-Check is that the function

f,

the subproblem part of the objective function, is identically zero (see (7.6)),
there are no lower bounding cuts (see (7.12)), there is a simple relaxation of the
subproblem (7.21) in the master problem (see (7.11)), and the problem is solved
using multiple search trees by adding nogoods (see (7.14)) of the form:

X

i2I

ajim xim 

X

i2I

ajim

1; 8m 2 M:

Jain and Grossmann presented very nice computational result in their paper [88],
comparing against pure CLP and MIP approaches. While studying the CVRTW
problem and how Branch-and-Check could be applied to that problem, we wondered what was the power of this method. First we were looking at the nogoods,
but it turns out that the real power of this method lies in the linear relaxation (7.21).

If it is removed from the formulation, problems that are solved

in a matter of seconds with the relaxation, can be run for more than 24 hours
without making any progress. This indicates that further research into linear relaxations of the global CLP constraints, i.e.,

mixed

global constraints [103, 131],

is very important.
A further study of the results also revealed a signicant dierence in the time
it took to solve the MIPs vs. the CLPs, up to a factor of 30 times more solving
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Problem

Number
1
2
3
4
5

Model Size
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Find and Prove Opt. Solution

Mach. Jobs Iter. Nogoods MIP sec CLP sec
7
30
36
80
15.15
1.06
7
30
96
206
90.66
2.78
7
30
115
225 116.87
3.42
71
112
34.94
2.25
7
30
7
30
58
97
28.25
1.92

Table 7.3: Results for

7  30

problems using Jain & Grossmann's ap-

proach.
Problem

Number
1
2
3
4
5

Model Size

Find Opt. Solution

Table 7.4: Results for

the MIPs.

Prove Opt. Thereafter

Mach. Jobs Iter. Nog. MIP sec CLP sec Iter. Nog. MIP sec CLP sec
7
30
10
11
0.83
0.36
0
0
0.00
0.00
7
30
32
62
9.92
0.98
0
0
0.00
0.00
7
30
8
11
0.73
0.27
0
0
0.00
0.00
7
30
16
27
2.55
0.46
0
0
0.00
0.00
8
13
0.94
0.24
0
0
0.00
0.00
7
30

7  30

problems using Branch-and-Check.

This indicated, and is veried by our results, see Tables 7.17.4,

that the master problem should not necessarily be solved to optimality, instead
the CLP subproblems should be solved regularly throughout the tree.

This

result is very intuitive, as we note that the CLP subproblem decomposes into
problems for each individual machine and hence are rather small, compared to
the larger MIP master problem that considers all the machines at the same
time. We also compared our approach on the original data given by Jain and
Grossmann in [88] and obtained very favourable results. Most of those instances
are, however, trivially solved using either method, so we do not include them
here.
We implemented the Branch-and-Check approach for this problem thus, using OPL and OPL Script [135]: We halted the MIP master problem when a
feasible solution was found and solved the CLP subproblems. If any of them
were infeasible, we added nogoods to the master problem and re-solved. If all
were feasible, we recorded that as a new current-best-solution, constrained
the objective function of the master problem and re-solved. This process was
iterated until the master problem was infeasible, indicating that no further solutions could be found given the current bound on the objective function and
the nogoods posted.
There is signicant overhead with this implementation and redundant calculations: We re-start the master problem after adding cuts, instead of continuing
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from where we left o, and thus resolve many similar nodes of the search tree
repeatedly. A better tool that would allow dynamic modications of the master problem at each node of the search tree would obtain substantially better
results.

7.4.2

Capacitated Vehicle Routing with Time Windows

This problem is one of visiting a set of customers using vehicles stationed at a
central depot; respecting constraints such as the

capacity

window

constraints on the customers,

etc.

promised to each customer,

precedence

of the trucks, a

time

The goal is to produce a low cost routing plan, specifying for each ve-

hicle what customers they should visit and in what order.

Cost is generally

proportional to the number of vehicles, the maximum time or the total travel
time.
We note that this problem decomposes. Given an assignment of trucks to routes
that assigns each customer to a specic truck and obeys the capacity constraints,
we have to sequence each truck by solving a Travelling Salesman Problem with
Time Windows that satises the time window and precedence constraints and
minimises our objective for each one.
Using the global

cumulative and count constraints and

variable index sets we

can state the problem as follows for Branch-and-Check, minimising the cost of
the trucks:

min
s.t.

X

i2 T

ci yi

tj  Rj ; tj + Dj  Sj ;
X
wj  Li ;
j j (zj =i)
(yi = 0) ) count(i; [z1; : : : ; zn]; =; 0);
cumulative((j j (zj = i)); tk ; Rk ; Sk ; Dk ; [dk1 k2 ]; 1; 1);

(7.26)

8j 2 C;
8i 2 T;
8i 2 T;
8i 2 T:

(7.27)
(7.28)

(7.29)
(7.30)

Equations (7.27) are the time windows, (7.28) are the capacity constraints
and (7.29) ensure that if a truck is not being used, then no customers are
assigned to it. The cumulative constraint (7.30) is imposed for each truck and
schedules the customers assigned to it. The parameters are the customers assigned to the truck, the start time variables, time windows and durations of
service, the transition times between all pairs of customers, a vector of all ones
indicating that each customer requires one truck, and nally that there is one
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has been xed to

z

then the subproblem for each truck

i

is:

j (zj = i)); t0k ; Rk ; Sk ; Dk ; [dk1 k2 ]; 1; 1);
t0j  Rj ; t0j + Dj  Sj ;
8j j (zj = i):

cumulative((j

(7.31)
(7.32)

If the subproblem is infeasible then nogoods can be generated to avoid that
assignment and added to the master problem. Call the accumulated set of those
nogoods in the

l-th

iteration

Nl (xij ).

Then we can write the master problem

thus as a MIP:

min
s.t.

X

i2T

ci y i

(7.33)

tj  Rj ; tj + Dj  Sj ;
X
wj xij  Li ;
j 2C
xij  yi ;
X
xij = 1;
i2T
Nl (xij ):

8j 2 C;
8i 2 T;

(7.34)
(7.35)

8i 2 T; j 2 C;
8j 2 C;

(7.36)
(7.37)

(7.38)

xij and (7.37) correspond to the general integer
variables zj and the index sets fj j (zj = i)g.

We note that the 01 variables

We add a dynamic relaxation of the subproblem to the master problem by
approximating the total travel time as follows: A truck will have to travel to
each customer from somewhere. Thus if for each customer we nd the nearest
neighbour, the sum of those distances and the services times for the customers
assigned to a truck is a lower bound on the actual travel time. While solving the
master problem some customers will be assigned to a particular truck, through
the branching. When that happens we can update the lower bound, noting that
the nearest neighbour can not be among those that have been assigned to other
trucks. For truck

i,

truck

be the set of unassigned customers. For truck

i and let A0
X

j 2C

Dj +



let

Ai

be the set of customers that have been assigned to

min dqj
q2(A0 [Ai )nfj g

to the master problem. The sets
on what



Ai

xij 's have been xed to 1:

xij



 q2max
Sq
A0 [Ai

i2T

min

q2A0 [Ai

we add

Rq :

and the relaxation can be updated based
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A0 . When xpq is xed to 1, then
tomer q moves from A0 to Ap and xpj , j 6= q , can be xed to 0.

Set propagation:

All customers start in

Relaxation propagation:

We calculate the

cus-

n  n table of shortest distances and

sort each list, before solving, so that for each customer there is a list of length

1 of the other customers in increasing distance order. We then build graph

n

of nearest neighbours. Each node has one outgoing arc, the nearest neighbour,
and some incoming arcs from the nodes that consider it to be their nearest
neighbour. The trigger for the propagation is when customer
to

Ap :

q moves from A0

q may have to revise its choice for nearest
q is in Ak , k 6= 0; p, then q must look at its list and nd

the rst customer after q that is in A0 or Ap .

Outgoing arc propagation: Customer
neighbour

q .

If

Incoming arc propagation:

Node

q

to be their nearest neighbour.

must notify the nodes that consider it
Every such node in

Ak , k

6= 0; p, must

perform outgoing arc propagation, revising its choice for nearest neighbour
by looking for the rst customer on its list after

q that is in A0

or

Ak .

In addition we can add various other valid inequalities to the master problem,
such as symmetry breaking constraints if the trucks are identical (i.e., same cost
and capacity). We can require that the rst stop assigned truck
or equal to the rst stop assigned truck
form as

xi+1;n 

m
X
j =1

xij ;

i + 1.

i be less than

This can be stated in inequality

8m; n with n  m; 8i 2 T:

We can also order the trucks by adding constraints of the form

yi  yi+1 (if the

number of trucks is variable).

7.5

CONCLUSION

CLP and MIP are approaches that have the potential for integration to benet
the solution of combinatorial optimisation problems. In this paper we proposed
a modeller/solver framework, Branch-and-Check, that encompasses both the
traditional Benders and Branch-and-Bound schemes of MIP as special cases of
a spectrum of solution methods and adds an extra dimension by allowing the
integration of CLP in a MIP style branching search.

In particular we have

described the relationship between Branch-and-Check and Benders.
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We have presented the intuition behind Branch-and-Check, to delay parts of
the problem, and veried with computational experiments. We have also addressed one of the key elements for the integration of CLP and MIP: Dynamic
linear relaxations of global constraints. The computational results indicate that
ecient communication between the dierent parts of a hybrid model requires
some double modelling, i.e., the same constraint must be present in both CLP
and MIP form. Most preferably this double modelling should be implicit, i.e.,
mixed global constraints should post and dynamically update a linear relaxation
of themselves. This relaxation should be adjustable, i.e, it should be possible to
eciently make incremental changes, rather than recompute it at every node.
Indirectly, we have also mentioned the issue of the availability of exible tools for
testing integration ideas, of the lack thereof. We conclude that there is pressing
need in this community to have access to a branching solver that is ecient
but also highly customisable to allow for customisation of how each node of
the search tree is processed, solved and propagated, and how the problem is
modied at each node both when branching and backtracking.
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Appendix A

The MLLP Modelling
Language Grammar
A.1

INTRODUCTION

As discussed in Sec. 1.3.9, the style and syntax of the MLLP modelling language is inspired by the modelling language AMPL [57], though extended with

conditional, alldifferent, piecewise,
link constraints. Some of these constraints appear directly in
the model (e.g., alldifferent and piecewise) but others are compiled from
special language syntax (e.g., variable subscripts are compiled into element).
mixed global constraints, such as the

element

and

Search strategy can also be specied as a part of the model. We describe the full
syntax grammar of the modelling and command language below in a simplied
BNF format.

A.2

THE BNF METASYNTAX

Each grammar rule has the following format:

name

::=

element

1

|

.
.
.

|

elementn

1 :::,

where name is the name of the rule and element ,
names or terminal specications.

elementn are rule

All rule names are enclosed in guillemets.

The elements form a sequence of one or more rule names and/or value denitions, combined according to the various operators, such as alternative and
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repetition. Alternative is represented by a bar, repetition is achieved by applying the appropriate rule recursively. Elements enclosed in square brackets are
optional.
All literals are underlined in order to distinguish them from the rule names and
the BNF metasyntax components. For example, note that [ literali ] means that
literali is optional, but [ literali ] means that literali is required and must be
enclosed in square brackets. ATOM represents a terminal, either a keyword or
a variable, parameter or set name. NUMBER is a number and STRING is a
string.

A.3

THE MLLP LANGUAGE SYNTAX GRAMMAR:

model ::=

list ::=

list

list item

| item

item ::=

entity

| command

A.3.1

The MLLP Modelling Language Syntax Grammar:

entity ::=

set ATOM ;
| set ATOM indexset ;
| set ATOM := set ;
| set array := set ;
| param ATOM ;
| param ATOM indexset ;
| param ATOM := bag ;
| param ATOM indexset := linfunc ;
| var ATOM [ attributelist ] ;
| var ATOM indexset [ attributelist ] ;
| minmax ATOM [ integral ] : linfunc ;
| subject to ATOM : constraintlist ;
| search { branching } ;
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constraintlist , constraint
| constraint
| forall indexset constraint
| forall indexset { constraintlist }

constraint ::=

linfunc <= linfunc
| linfunc >= linfunc
| linfunc = linfunc
| linfunc <> linfunc
| constraint or constraint
| constraint and constraint
| not constraint
| or indexset array
| and indexset array
| constraint

> constraintlist

| constraint

> constraint : constraint

| if constraint then constraint
| if constraint then constraint else constraint
| alldi indexset array
| alldi ( elementlist )
| piecewise expression , piecewisetype , orientation ,
expression , indexset array , indexset array ,
expression , indexset array , indexset array
| sos expression : argumentlist
| expression in set
| ( constraintlist )

branching ::=

branching branch
| branch

branch ::=

generate ordered by varorder
value by [ best ] valorder argumentlist ;
| generate value by [ best ] valorder expression ;

linfunc ::=

expression
| linfunc + expression
| linfunc

expression
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expression * expression

expression ::=

| expression / expression
|

expression

| sum indexset linfunc
| ( linfunc )
| array
| ATOM
| NUMBER

attributelist ::=

attributelist , attribute
| attribute

attribute ::=

<= linfunc
| >= linfunc
| integer
| boolean
| shadowed
| := set
| := ATOM

minmax ::=

minimize
| maximize

varorder ::=

mindom
| maxdom
| x
| backfail

valorder ::=

enum
| split
| split_on_lp
| triple_on_lp

piecewisetype ::=

concave
| convex

orientation ::=

above
| below
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ATOM [ arrayindex ]

array ::=

arrayindex ::=

arrayindex , linfunc
| linfunc

elementlist ::=

elementlist element
| elementlist , element
| element

element :: =

expression
| STRING

set ::=

{ elementlist }
| { expression .. expression }

bag ::=

{ parameterlist }
| parameterlist

parameterlist ::=

parameterlist expression
| parameterlist , expression
| expression

indexset ::=

{ indexlist }
| { indexlist : constraint }

indexlist ::=

indexlist , index
| index

index ::=

ATOM in ATOM
| ATOM in array
| ATOM in set
| ATOM

argumentlist ::=

argumentlist argument
| argument

argument ::=

indexset expression
| expression
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The MLLP Command Language Syntax Grammar:

command ::=

load FILENAME ;

| include FILENAME ;
| option ATOM [ expression ] ;
| display [ linfunc ] ;
| print_cp ;
| print_lp ;
| print_sos ;
| simplify ;
| expand ;
| solve ;
| quit ;
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Appendix B

An MLLP Model for
Production Planning
B.1

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

rj is the revenue for product j , ci the cost of resource i, yjR the segment
C
where production vj lies for product j , yi the segment where usage ui lies for
resource i, and sj is the production scale for product j . Parameters uik and u
ik

denote upper and lower range of segment k for resource i, and C ik and Cik the
corresponding accumulated cost at those points. Similarly, v jk ; v
jk and Rjk ; Rjk
describe the piecewise linear revenue function. Note that ui1 = u
i1 = 0 and
ui2 > 0, enforcing the minimum purchase quantity directly through the global
Variable

semi-continuous piecewise constraint.

max
s.t.

X

j

rj

X

i

ci

; uin ; ui1 ; : : : ; uin ;
ci ; C i1 ; : : : ; C in ; Ci1 ; : : : ; Cin );
piecewise(yjR ; vj ; v j 1 ; : : : ; v jm ; vj 1 ; : : : ; vjm ;
rj ; Rj1 ; : : : ; Rjm ; R j1 ; : : : ; Rjm );
X
aij vj  ui ;

piecewise(yiC ; ui ; ui1 ; : : :

j
X
j

8i;
8j;
8i;

vj  plant_cap ;

wj;sj  vj  wj;sj ;
ui ; ci ; vj ; rj  0;
yiC 2 f1; : : : ; ng; yjR 2 f1; : : : ; mg; sj 2 f1; : : : ; lg;

(B.1)

(B.2)
(B.3)

(B.4)

8j;

8i; j;
8i; j:

(B.5)
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B.2

MLLP MODEL

#
# File: Production Planning
# Authors: Hak-Jin Kim,
#
Greger Ottosson,
#
Erlendur S. Thorsteinsson
#
# Description: An MLLP model of a production planning
#
problem which has piecewise linear
#
profit and cost functions.
##############
################################
############# MODEL ###############################
##############
################################
############## VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS #############
set
set
set
set
set

Resources;
Products;
CostItv;
PriceItv;
Scale;

#
#
#
#
#
#

Rescources needed to produce the...
...output products.
Intervals for resources levels
Intervals for product levels
Scales of production (none, small
or large, etc)

### RESOURCES
#
# The number of consumed resources of each type
var Use {i in Resources};
# Resource level, i.e. in which interval the
# consumption lies for each resource
var UseItv {i in Resources} integer, := CostItv;
# The cost for resources of each type (intermediate
# variable used primarily in objective).
var ResCost {Resources};
### PRODUCTS
#
# The number of produced products of each type. Note
# the variable subscripts in the bounds.
var Prod {j in Products}
>= wl[j, ProdScale[j]],
<= wu[j, ProdScale[j]];
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# Production scale, i.e. which production scale each %
# product is set up for
var ProdScale {j in Products} integer, := Scale;
# The number of produced products in each production
# interval
var ProdVol {j in Products, k in PriceItv}
<= (vu[j, k] - vl[j, k]);
### INPUT PARAMETERS
#
# Units resources required per product unit
param a {Resources, Products};
# Marginal costs for resources
param c {Resources, CostItv};
# Marginal prices for outputs
param r {Products, PriceItv};
# Lower level of resources in interval
param uu {Resources, CostItv};
# Upper level of resources in interval
param ul {Resources, CostItv};
# Lower level of products in interval
param vu {Products, PriceItv};
# Upper level of products in interval
param vl {Products, PriceItv};
# Large scale production of resources
param wu {Products, Scale};
# Small scale production of resources
param wl {Products, Scale};
# Maximum total production
param plant_capacity;
### PRECOMPUTED PARAMETERS:
#
# Cost for each resource of using interval 1..i
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# to it's lower capacity
param dl {Resources, CostItv};
# Cost for each resource of using interval 1..i
# to it's upper capacity
param du {Resources, CostItv};
############## OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ###################
# The revenue to maximize is the sum of products
# produced times their price, minus the cost of all
# resources required.
var Z;
maximize profit: Z;
subject to objective: Z =
sum {j in Products, k in PriceItv}
r[j, k]*ProdVol[j, k] sum {i in Resources} ResCost[i],
Z >= 0;
############## CONSTRAINTS ##########################
### PRODUCTION
#
# The sum of all production in all revenue
# intervals is the total production of each
# product.
subject to production_revenue: forall {j in Products}
Prod[j] = sum {k in PriceItv} ProdVol[j, k];
# Maximum plant production capacity
subject to plant_capacity_cons:
sum {j in Products} Prod[j] <= plant_capacity;
### RESOURCES
#
# Piecewise linear constraint
subject to resource_pwl: forall {i in Resources}
piecewise UseItv[i], concave, minimize,
Use[i],
{k in CostItv} ul[i,k],
{k in CostItv} uu[i,k],
ResCost[i], {k in CostItv} dl[i,k],
{k in CostItv} du[i,k];
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### LINK BETWEEN PRODUCTS AND RESCOURCES
#
# Link production with required resources.
subject to link: forall {i in Resources}
Use[i] >= sum {j in Products} a[i, j]*Prod[j];
##############
###############################
############# SEARCH ##############################
##############
###############################
var ToUse {i in Resources} boolean;
subject to Usage: forall {i in Resources}
ToUse[i] in {1} -> UseItv[i] in {2..100};
subject to NoUsage: forall {i in Resources}
ToUse[i] in {0} -> UseItv[i] in {1};
# The search statement...
search {
generate ordered by backfail
value by best enum
{i in Resources} ToUse[i];
generate ordered by backfail
value by best triple_on_lp
{i in Resources} UseItv[i]
{j in Products} ProdScale[j];
};
##############
#################################
############# DATA ################################
##############
#################################
param dl {i in Resources, l in CostItv} :=
sum {k in {1..(l-1)}}
c[i, k]*(ul[i, k+1]-ul[i, k]);
param du {i in Resources, l in CostItv} :=
(sum {k in {1..(l-1)}}
c[i, k]*(ul[i, k+1]-ul[i, k])) +
c[i, l]*(uu[i, l]-ul[i, l]);
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An MLLP Model for
Configuration
C.1

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

C , a set of possible component types Ti for each
i
R. Let variable ti be the type of component
i, variable qi be the quantity of component i and variable rk be the quantity of
attribute/resource k . It is convenient to have rk as a separate variable although
its value is determined by the values of ti and qi . The weight/cost per unit of
attribute/resource k is denoted by ck , the parameter Rk is the minimum amount
of attribute/resource k produced/consumed and Ak;i;j denes how many units
of attribute/resource k are produced/consumed by each component i if it is of
type j . Let q = (qi )i2C and t = (ti )i2C .
Given are a set of components

component , and a set of attributes

min
s.t.

X

k2R

ck rk

rk =

X

qi Akiti ;

8k 2 R;

hl (q; t);
rk  Rk ;
ti 2 Ti ; qi 2 Z+;

8l 2 L;
8k 2 R;
8i 2 C:

i2C

(C.1)

(C.2)
(C.3)

Note that the resource consumption lookup is handled through a variable subscript on

A, i.e., by Akiti

where the variable

element constraint. Equation (C.2) states
conguration constraints, e.g., q1 > 0 ) q2 = 0, alldiff(t1 ; : : : ; tn ),

is compiled into a special type of the
the set of

ti is the type of component i, which

or some type or layout constraints.

Appendix C.

C.2

An MLLP Model for Configuration

MLLP MODEL

#
# File: Configuration
# Authors: Greger Ottosson, Erlendur S. Thorsteinsson
#
# Description: MLLP model of a configuration problem.
#
This problem has non-linear
#
quantity-cost term.
##############
################################
############# MODEL ###############################
##############
################################
############## VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS #############
set Components;
set Types;
set Resources;

# The components
# Type of each component
# The resources/attributes

# Types of components
var T {t in Components} integer, := Types;
# Quantity of components
var Qt {c in Components} integer, shadowed, <= 10;
var R {r in Resources};
param
param
param
param
param

a {r in Resources, c in Components, t in Types};
limit {r in Resources};
restr_comps;
restr_types;
num_types;

############## OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ###################
minimize cost integral: R[1];
############## CONSTRAINTS ##########################
# The core of the problem. Note the variable
# subscript, i.e. variable 'T[c]' used as index
# in vector 'a', and that this is multiplied with
# the quantity variable 'Qt'.
subject to usage: forall {r in Resources}
R[r] = sum {c in Components} Qt[c]*a[r,c,T[c]];
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subject to smaller_domain: forall {c in {1..restr_comps}}
T[c] in {1..restr_types};
subject to resource: forall {r in Resources}
R[r] >= limit[r];
subject to restriction1:
T[1] in {1} -> T[2] in {1,2},
T[3] in {1} -> (T[4] in {1,3} and
T[5] in {1,3,4,6} and
T[6] in {3} and
T[7] in {1,2});
var B boolean;
subject to quantity:
(B in {1} -> (Qt[1] >= 1, Qt[2] = 0)),
(B in {0} -> Qt[1] = 0);
##############
###############################
############# SEARCH ##############################
##############
###############################
search {
generate ordered by backfail
value by best triple_on_lp

};

B
{c in Components} T[c]
{c in Components} Qt[c];
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